
picture would not have been granted in his court. He said that if a picture was unduly

2 gruesome or was not a fair representation of the Defendant, it would have been

objectioneble. But here, where there were no prison or jail markings on the picture, it

4 would not be objectionable. Further, the defense would have an opportunity to show

their own picture of Defendant. (AA, Volume II, page 000293). Therefore, appellate

6 counsel was not ineffective in failing to raise this issue because it would likely have

no probability of success on the merits.

Finally, the Defendant utterly fails to identify what photo he is objecting to. In

9 fact, defense counsel admits he has not seen the actual photo' (Id.), nor does he have it

10 in his possession. (AA, Volume II, page 000321). No one was able to definitively

11 testify as to what the photo looked like, whether Defendant was in prison clothes,

12 whether it was a head shot, whether there was a plate number in front of him, whether

13 itlued been redacted in any way. Because the Defendant has not produced the photo

14 nor produced any reliable testimony regarding what the photo looked like, there is no

1$ cognizable issue before this Court.

16	 V.

17	 DEFENDANT DID NOT RECEIVE INEFFECTIVE
ASSISTANCE OF APPELLATE COUNSEL BECAUSE

18	 APPELLATE COUNSEL FAILED TO RAISE
VARIOUS ALLEGATIONS THAT TRIAL COUNSEL

19	 WAS DEFICIENT DURING THE PENALTY PHASE.
20	 in ground five, Defendant raises five distinct incidents of what he characterizes

21 as ineffective assistance of counsel during the penalty phase. Defendant contends

22 appellate counsel was similarly ineffective for either declining to raise the IMO on

23 appeal or completely assert all available arguments. As with Defendant's allegations

24 in the guilt phase, and notwithstanding the Gibbons rule, each claim is addressed and

25 its chances far success on appeal are refined in turn.

26	 A. No Objection to the Character Evidence Instruction

27

28	 evidestiary hearing on this muter, counsel for the Stutz, Steve Ovirenmc points out that none of the pu g-
conviction petass mho it clear which photograph the Defendant objects to. (AA. Voltune H, pege 319).

113111.1" smoomsciurravalavoovesasitexwo.o., AtOid, cAPPI4J30C
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1—
'71 I 	 In ground V(a), Defendant asserts that trial counsel was ineffective for failing

2 to object to a jury instruction that he alleges was unconstitutional in that it "did not

e and limit the use of character evidence by the jury!' In turn, Defendant

4 claim, albeit cursorily, that appellate counsel was ineffective for declining to raise the

lie on appeal or "completely assert all available arguments?' Similarly, in ground

6 VI, Defendant also asserts that appellate counsel was ineffective for declining to raise

7 what he characterizes as the unconstitutionality of the character evidence instruction.

8 In the latter section, Defendant takes the opportunity to greatly elaborate on his

9 apparently attempting to establish that the error was so egregious, the failure to object

10 should not have precluded appellate counsel from raising the issue on direct appeal.

11 Because both ground V(a) tuld ground VI effectively raise die identical issue, both are

12 refuted in section VI.

B. Mitigating Factors in the Jury Instructions.

In ground V(b), Defendant argues three distinct claims which he believes rise to
5

19
20 instruction given which listed the statutory mitigating factors. Third, that trial counsel

should have submitted a special verdict form listing the mitigating factors found by
2
22 the jury. As with the preceding section. Defendant merely sets forth a cursory

14EiDdliL, 001%. Ci DM DOC

14

level of ineffective assistance of appellate counsel for "failing to raise on appeal or

completely assert. all the available =patents.' First, Deka/dant claims that trial
17

counsel should have offered a July instruction enumerating Defendant's "specific

mitigating eircimistances. Second, trial counsel should have objected to the

allegation that appellate counsel vvas ineffective for &fling to raise the issue and
23

laborates upon this argument in ground VII. Again, the arguments set forth in both
24

sections are refuted below in Seeli011 VII.
25

C. Failure to Argue Specific lb/litigating Circumstances or the
26	 Weig.hing Proem Neceasa bofore the Death Penalty May Be

Considered During aosing rgumeut.
27
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Defendant contends that trial counsel was ineffective because "not once during

2 closing argument at the penalty heating did either trial counsel submit the existence of

3 any specific mitigating circumstances that existed on behalf of RIPPO," Again,

4 Defendant claims appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise this issue on

direct appeal. However, Defendant's claim is entirely belied by the record, and his

contention is without merit.

7

	

	 During closing argument trial counsel did indeed argue mitigating

circumstances including (1) that Defendant had an emotionally disturbed childhood

9 (2) that he got lost in the juvenile system (3) that Defendant is a person who needs

10 help which the prison system could provide and (4) that he has kept a clean record

11 history in prison (24 ROA 118421). The role of a court in considering allegations of

12 ineffective assistance of counsel is "not to pass upon the merits of the action not taken

13 but to determine whether, under the particular facts and circumstances of the case,

14 1 trial counsel failed to render reasonably effective assistance." Donovan v. State, 94

15 I Nev. 671, 675, 584 P.24 708,111 (1978)(citing, Cooper v. Fitzharris, 551 F.24 1162,

16 1166 (9th dr. 1977)).

17 1	 In the nine mitigating factors Defendant claims in his appeal, he adds little to

18 the mitigating circumstances counsel did in fact raise to the jury, except perhaps that

19 Defendant was remorseful, that he was under the influence of drugs at the time of the

20 murders and that Diana Hunt had received favorable treatment after testifying against

21 Defendant, However, even these factors were clearly before the jury. Defendant

22 himself exercised his right to allocution to express his remorse and the jury heard that

23 he and one of the victims had injected morphine for recreational purposes. Defense

24 counsel also clearly established Diana Hunt's testimony was a product of her plea

25 agreement. Thus, trial counsel did not neglect to being these factors to the jury's

26 attention but chose not to specifically address them in his closing argument.

27	 in fact, under the particular facts of this case, during his final communication

28 with the jury, it was a sound strategy decision for trial counsel to avoid an overly

Ilpat.inttitaxaratturmtlEktAtimingagyko. wafArd, 4409i. MIMI DOC
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pretentious plea to save Defendant's life which could quite possibly result in

2 offending the jurors by attempting to portray this man as a victim himself. indeed,

throughout the course of the trial, the jury had heard a plethora of evidence depicting

how Defendant brutally committed the gruesome murders of two young women in the

5 home of one of the victims. The jurors heard bow Defendant planned to rob the

6 victims, how he repeatedly used a stun gun, forced them into a closet, bound and

gagged them and then ultimately 5tratgled them to death. They heard how he then

8 systematically cleaned up the crime scene including removing one victim's boots and

9 pants to conceal his own blood. They heard how he told a friend that he had "choked

10 the two bitches to death." The jury learned that on the evening of the murder,

11 Defendant helped himself to one of the victims' car. He told a friend someone "had

12 died" for the car. Defendant went on a shopping spree using a credit card belonging

13 to one of the victims' boyfriend.

14	 Thus, trial counsel was presented with an extremely delicate balancing act.

15 Thar he chose to illuminate some details in his summation and leave others to be

16 considered as part of the evidence as a whole was clearly a reasonable course. As

17 such, the likelihood of a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel based on this issue

18 would have scant chance of success on appeal. Therefore, appellate counsel was not

19 remiss for failing to raise the claim to this Court in Defendant's direct appeal.

20	 D. Failure to Object during the State's Closing Argument

21	 Defendant alleges that appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise on

22 appeal trial counsel's failure to object to a statement made by the prosecution during

23 its closing argument. The prosecutor stated, "And I would pose the question now: Do

24 you have the resolve, the courage, the intestinal fortitude, the sense of commitment to

25 do your legal duty?" (Appellant's Opening Brief page 29).

26	 Again, it should be repeated that, as a general rule, the failure to object 	 will

27 preclude appellate consideration." Garner v. State, supra, 78 Nev. at 373, 374 P.2d at

28 529. However, where the errors are patently prejudicial and inevitably Inflame or

27iffire1ownwe3'4arrerAgralinumwe11arek liorma,geos. ctot714T4C
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414
excite the passions of the jurors against the accused, the genend rule does not apply.

2 Id. The Garner Court furthex stated, "if the issue of guilt or innocence is close, if

the state's case is not strong, prosecutor misconduct will probably be considered

4 prejudicial." Lisle v. State, supra, 113 Nev. at 552, 937 Pad at 480-81 (1997) (of

5 Jones v, State, 113 Nev. 454, 469,937 P2d 55,65 (1997) (likening the defendant to a

6 "rabid animal" during closing argument at the penalty phase was misconduct, but the

7 misconduct was harmless error in light of the overwhelming evidence of the

defendant's guilt)).

9	 As Defendant correctly points out, in Evaric v. State, 117 Nev. 609,28 P.3d 498

1	 (2001), this Court found that asking the jury ifiihadthe "intestinal fortitude to do its

11 "legal duty" was highly improper,' id. at 515 (citing United States v. Young, 470 U.S.

12 1, 18, 10 S.Ct, 1038 (193S) (to exhort the jury to "do its job"; that kind of pressure -.

13 has no place in the administration of criminal justice)). However, the question is

14 whether the prosecutor's improper remarks prejudiced the defendant by depriving him

15 of a fair penalty hearing. Id. (citing Jones v. State, supra).

16	 In Evans, the "intestinal fortitude comment was not the only objectionable

17 statement made during the State's closing argument. Additionally, the prosecutor also

1	 'deplored 'an era of mindless, indiscriminate violence' perpetrated by persons who

19 1 'believe they're a law unto themselves.'" He continued to argue that the defendant "is

20 one of these persons. This is his judgment day." Evans, 28 Pad at 514. In

21 determining whether the remarks so prejudiced the defendant that he was deprived a

22 lair penalty hearing, the court found "considered alone, perhaps they did not, but the

23

24
Although this nowt noted Eel affirmed e similar argument in Caddie v. Stare, 114 Nov. 271, 27940, 956 P.24 103,

25	 109 (19911) corrscied ty Magma it, St411, 114 'Nev. 1044, 105S n. 9611 P.24 /39, 74/ is 4 (1998), whec the
Ineezunar gated,	 is is do you, as the aid jury, this altencort have the renehm and the intestinal fortitude, the

26

	

	 sans. of commihneat to do your legal end meal dirty, for Anent your deeisiots is today, sad 1 arty this based %spec the
violent propensides that Mr. Cablio his descansoused co the streets..." it addressed only do pronounces argument on

27	 future dargerousatas, cot the terms= to the jury's "duty."

28

C104
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prosecutor erred further." Id. at 515. indeed, it was not until the court determined the

o	 2 prosecutor incorrectly informed the jurors that they did not "have to wait until a

O	 3 certain point in the deliberation" to consider evidence other than aggravating and

0	 4 I mitigating circumstances to determine if the penalty of death was appropriate, did it

5 find reiudice. Id. at 516.

6	 Clearly, unlike the compounded errors in Evans, in this case Defendant was not

7 so prejudiced that he was deprived of a fair penalty hearing. Indeed, even if the

8 statement was error, "any error caused by these comments was harmless in light of the

9 overwhelming evidence against Rippo." Rippo, 113 Nev. 41255.

10	 Further, at the evidentiary hearing on this matter, the district court judge

11 inquired "how would defense coiutsel know they would have a legal ground to object

12 without the benefit of the Supreme Court's determination?" (AA, page 000304

13 The court further stated that objecting at closing argument is a rather dangerous

14 situation that looks like counsel is hiding the hall. (AA, page 000304 Therefore,

15 trial counsel was not ineffective for not objecting to this comment and certainly

16 appellate counsel was not ineffective for not raising this on direct appeal because of

17 its slight probability of success.

18	 E. No Motion to Strike Two Aggravating Factors

19	 Finally, Defendant argues that appellate counsel was ineffective for tailing

20 raise the issue that trial counsel should have moved to strike two aggravating

21 circumstances that were based on Defendant's 1982 conviction and sentence for the

22 sexual assault of Laura Martin. This claim is clearly frivolous because the record

23 reflects that trial counsel did in fact file a pre-trial motion to strike these two

24 aggravating factors. (2 ROA 213). Furthermore, even if Defendant's claim were

25

26
There was a lengthy discussitm regarding the &mu decision coining down in 2001, and Dekndart's trial being held in

27	 1996. Furter, when Mx. Schieck testified, the court stem&	at you're saying is, diet this was recognised ae a
legitimate erglinlent hi 2001, why wasn't it ft:topic:ad five years earlier, If tive's going to be our standard we'll neva

28	 set anything accomplished, Menne every time there's a new decision or somethingove unjust roll it ail back My
'why didn't we think about this owe years agar What kind of appellate issue is IMO' (AA, pages 000350-000351).

UtUA71:002010ClurrAirtsmanOs women, mats, Malla, coult4 DQC
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based on any fact, the Strickland analysis does not man that the court "should second

2 guess reasoned choices between trial tactics nor does it mean that defense counsel, to

3 protect himself against allegations of inadequacy, must make every conceivable

4 motion no matter how remote the possibilities are of success," Donovan, supra, 94

5 Nev. at 675, 584 P.2d at 711. As discussed below, there was little chance of

6 successfully striking these two aggravating factors. Indeed, even if Defendant's claim

7 were more properly framed in terms of claiming ineffective assistance of appellate

counsel for not raising this issue on direct appeal, Defendant's contention would still

9 fail because there was no reasonable probability the claim would survive review.

Defendant's allegation arises from Instruction No. 9, in which the jury was

instructed it may consider as aggravating circumstances:

One; The murder was committed by a person under
sentence of imprisonment, to wit: Defendant was on
parole for a Nevada conviction for the crime of sexual
assault in 1982;

Two The murder was committed by a person who was
reviously convicted of a felony involving the use of

at or violence to a person of another. Defendant
was convicted of sexuaF assault, a felony, in the state
of Nevada in 1982.

Clearly appellate counsel was riot remiss for declining to argue these

aggravators were improper. The court must "judge the reasonableness of counsel's

challenged conduct on the facts of the particular case, viewed as of the time of

outsel's conduct." Strickland, 466 U.S. at 690, 104 S.Ct. at 2066. In this particular

case, at the time of Defendant's appeal, it was a wise tactic to omit this claim in lieu

of other issues that were raised.

First, there was clear evidence presented that Defendant was on parole for the

1982 sexual assault and from the brutal nature of the assault, it is entirety an

understatement to characterize Defendant's crime as merely "involving the use of

threat or violence to a person of another." Thus, there was no basis for such a motion.

While Defendant argues that defense counsel should have been competed "to utilize

gillnEsravraccasecikrixivaamrs eruaim, Waal* 44no0, clot-mum:lc
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y avenue of attack available against the aggravators" surely he does not suggest

2 counsel must also pursue claims which have absolutely no basis in either law or fact.

However, Defendant appears to argue that the aggravators should have been

4 stricken because the guilty plea that led to Defendant's conviction was not voluntarily

and knowingly entered and involved a "woefully inadequate" plea canvass? Yet,

6 Defendant offers nothing more than his own bare allegation to support not only this

claim, but also his claim that he "brought this to the attention of trial counsel but no

effort was made to invalidate the two aggravators." Clearly, this is not a sufficient

9 showing. "it is the appellant's responsibility to provide the materials necessary for

10 this court's review." Byford v. &ate, 115 Nev. 215, 238, 994 P24700(2000)(2000) (citing

11 Jacobs v. State, 91 Nev. 155, 158, 532 P.2d 1034, 1036 (1975)). Defendant here has

1	 failed to meet his burden. 1 °•

13	 And, even if appellate counsel did err, Defendant is nonetheless unable

14 demonstrate prejudice.

5	 NRS 175,554(3) provides:

16	
The jury May. impose a sentence	 only if it	 lea
aggravatmg circumstance and further finds that there are ito mitt
cFcemstances sufficieot to outweigh the aggravating circumstance
circumstances found.

In this case, the jury found six aggravating and no mitigating circumstances

sufficient to outweigh the aggravators. Therefore, even if the two contested

aggravators were stricken, the result would not have been different. Defendant offers

nothing more than his own speculation that "Cals the State improperly stacked

aggravating circumstances the removal of the prior conviction would have eliminated

/8

19

20

21

22

23

24
9

he State '0_ Preese, 116 NO, 1097, 13 P34 442 (2000), the Neva& Supreme Conn had the failure to COOduCt
25	 Tina:nit oral WNW& does not modem a *Wag of an Invalid Atm Instead, the Court found that an appellate court

should not trialislate a plea Ai frmn s the iability or the circumstances, as shown by the seeded, demorstratee that the
26 I plea was Imowirtsly arid voltuttarily made laid that the deadest understood the none of the arms sad the

27	
consequences of the plus At 443.

28 I	 Furthcs, Defestlaat has already attempted to appeal his plea canvass ii this sexual assault cans, mid such attempt we
wistiocessfal. 113 Nov. 1730, 916 Lid 212 (1995), Docket #24657.. See aim, 2 ROA 424.

ArtuggrowsnOta.baltAta..446,44CItim140

17
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P0 the two most damaging aggravators. The State disagrees. Clearly, the four
-

H-

remaining aggravating circumstances were at least as "damaging":

Three: The murder was Lcommitted while the person was
engaged in the commission of and/or an attempt to
commit any burglary and the person charged (a)
killed the person murdered; or (b) knew that liR
would be taken or lethal force used or acted with
reckless indifference for human life.

Four: The murder was committed while the person was
engaged in the commission of and/or an attempt to
commit any kidnapoin and the person char	 (a)
killed the person murcred; or ) knew tEat life
would be taken or lethal force use or (c) acted with
reckless indifference for human life

Five: The murder was committed while the person was
erigamd in the commission of or in an attempt to
coftiont any robbery,. and the person chamed (a) killed
the person murdered; or (b) 1mew that life would be
taken by or lethal force used; or (c) acted with
reckless Indifference for human life.

Six: The murder involved torture.
Thus, the record clearly belies Defendant contention that "Rjhe number of

aggravators ... unduly swayed the jury. If one aggravator was enough to impose the

death sentence, then surety six meant death was the only answer."

Further, at the evidentiary hearing in the matter, the distaict court judge stated

that it was his understanding you could use the same act to satisfy two aggravating

factors. He said, If somebody throws a bomb at a fire truck while they are fighting a

fire there's an aggravator of acting in a way that could endanger more than one

person, two or more people, which is an aggravator. Attacking a fireman in the

performance of his duties is another aggravator. You've got one act." (AA, page

000305). Based on all of the foregoing reasons, appellate counsel was clearly not
ineffective for failing to raise Defendant's claim on direct appeal.

VL

N TRUCTION GIVEN AT THE PENALTY
G APPRAISED TIM JURY OF THE

PR USE OF CHARACTER EVIDENCE
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Defendant asserts that 'appellate counsel was ineffective for declining to raise what

2 he characterizes as the unconstitutionality of the character evidence instruction.

Defendant attempts to establish that the error was so egregious that the failure to

4 object should not have precluded appellate counsel from raising the issue on direct

appeal. As discussed above, because both ground V(a) and ground VI effectively

6 raise the identical issue, both are refined in this section.

Indeed, appellate coimsel did not raise this issue on direct appeal. howe ver,

11

12	
First, trial counsel's failure to object precluded review on direct appeal. It is

22 the lack of such instruction.).

23	 Thus, in this case, appellate counsel's decision to forego raising a complaint

24 related to trial counsel's failure to object to the instruction, and perhaps diluting the

25 impact of the more meritorious claims that were raised, was clearly sound strategy.

26 This is especially true in light of the fact, and contrary to Defendant's claim in ground

27 VI, that there was nothing improper about the manner in which the jury was

28 lflSthJCt&,

OT1 does not rise to the level of ineffective assistance because De

	

9	 to demonstrate that had it been raised, there was a reasonable probability of

	

10	 es&

well-settled that Itihe failure to object or to requer$ special instrucdon to the jury
13

recludes appellate consideration." &lawyer'', v. State, 107 Nev. 7V, 784-785, 821
14

15.2d 350, 351 (1991) (quoting McCall v. State, 91 Nev. 556, 557, 540 P.2d 95, 95
15

(1975)) (citing State v. Fouquette, 67 Nev. 503, 221 P.2d 404 (1950)); see also, Clark
16

v. State, 89 Nev. 392„ 513 P.2d 1224 (1973); Cook v. State, 77 Nev. 83, 359 P.2d 483
17

(1%1); State v. Switzer, 38 Nev. 108, 110, 145 P. 925 (1914); State v, Hall, 54 Nev.
18

213, 235, 13 P.24 624 (1932); State v. Lewis, 59 Nev. 262, 91 P.2d 820, 823 (1939)
19

(If defendant had felt that a more particular instruction should have been given, he
20

should have requeated it This he did not do, and cannot now be heard to complain of
21
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During the penalty phase, the jury was instructed as follows:
No. 6

e penalty hearing, evidence may be presented
concerning aggravating and mibgating circumstances
relative to the offense and any other evidence that bears on
the defendant's chancier. Hearsay is admissible in a
penalty hearing.

eged that agagavating &cwnstances are
present in this case. The defendants have alIeed that
certain mitigating circumstances are present in this case. It
shall be stout duty to determine:

Whether an aggravating circunistance or
circumstances are found to exist; and

B: Whether a mitigating circumstance or
circumstances are found to exist; and

C: Based upon these findinipi whether a defendant
should be sentenced to life imprisonment or death.
The jury tnny impose a sentence of death only it
One: The jurors unanimously ... find at least one

aggravating circumstance has been established
beyond a reasonable doubt and

Two: The jurors unanimously &id that there are no
mitigating circumstances sufficient to outweigh
the aggravating circumstance or circumstances
found:

Otherwise, the punishment imposed shall be
imprisonment in the state prison With or without the
possibility of parole.
A mitigating circumstance itself need not be agreed to
unanimously; that is, any one juror can find a mitigating
circumstance without the agreement of any of the other
mots. .
The entity jury must agree unanimously, however, as to
whether the aggravating circumstances 011tWel
mitigating circumstances or whether the miUgating
circumstances outweigh the aggravating circumstances.

awkes not require the jury to impose the depth
penalty wider any circumstances, even when the aggravating
circumstances outweigh the mitigating circumstanceç IlOr
the defendant required to estab	 any rni
circumstances in order to he sentenced to less than d

Lesueti_gti Noa
You

u
 are instructed that the followleg factors are

circumstances by which murder of the fiat degree may
be aggravated:

One The murder was committed by a person under
sentence of imprisonment, to ; Defendant was on
parole for a Nevada conviction for the crime of sexual
assault in 1982;

212eLlArliODOCSOUUMAY4OVIASPairialwaL WIWI& 4401.1.
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Two: The murder was committed by a person ',,,vho was
previously convicted of a felony involving the use of
threat or violence to a person of another. Defendant
was convicted of smulaf assault, a felony, in the state
of Nevada in 1982.

Three: The murder was committed while the person was
engaged in the commission of and/or an attempt to
commit any burglary and the person clan* 00
killed the person murdered; or -(b) knew that lire
would be taken or lethal force used, or acted with
reckless indifference for human life.

Four: The murder was committed while the person was
engaged in the cotnmission of andfor an attem to
commit any kidnapping and the rson. g •

killed the person murdered; or ) knew 11 e
would by tam or lethal force use • or (c) acted with
reckless indifference for human life.

Five: The murder was committed white the person was
engaged in the commission of or in an attempt to
commit any robbery and the person chew(' (a) killed
the person murdered; or (b) imew that life would be
taken by or lethal force used; or (c) acted with
reckless indifference for human life.

Six; The murder involved Ware.

Additionally, Instructions Numbers 16 and 17 explained that nutigathig

Circumstances need not rise to the level of a legal justification and also enumerated

seven (7) circumstances which could be considered mitigating factors. Number 7 on

this list was a "catch all" circumstance allowing the jury to consider any mitigating

circumstance. Instruction 18 provided that the State has the burden to establish any

aggravating factors beyond a reasonable doubt. Instruction 19 then defined

reasonable doubt. It was only then that Instruction 20, which Defendant now contests,

was given;

is instructed that in determinirg the aPPIloe
be imposed in this	 may 	 all

evidence introduced and instructionsgiven at bath the
ty earmg phase of these proceeduigs, and at the trial

of this matter.

(24 ROA 81-95).
Thus, the jury was indeed instructed to first consider and weigh only the

aggravating and mitigating circumstances prior to determining if death was an

appropriate sentence. The jurors were further instructed as to what statutorily

Wrta1CtA. E$ CL
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constitutes aggravating circumstances. Then, and only then, was the jury directed to

consider "other matter" evidence.

As Defendant points out because of the gravity of the circumstances

4 surrounding the imposition of a penalty of death, the Nevada Supreme Court, in Evans

5 v. State, supra, set forth specific language which it directed the district court to use

6 when instructing a jury during a capital sentencing proceeding. In Evans, the court

stated:

For future capital cases, we provide the following
instniction to guide the jury's consideration of evidence at
the penalty hearing: In deciding on an appropriate sentence
for the defendant, you will consider three- types of evidence:
evidence relevant to the existence of
ciFturistances, evidence relevant to the existence
mitigating cucumetances, and other evidence presented
against e defendant You must consider each type of
evidence for its appropriate purposes.
In determining unanimously whether any wravati
eirciunstance has been proven beyond a reasonable dou bt.
you are to consider only evidence relevant to that
aggravating circumstaiwe. You are not to consider other
evidence against the defendant.
In determiningindividually whether any miti
circumstance exists, you are to consider only evi dence
relevant to that mitigating circumstance. You are not to
consider other evidence presented against the defendant
In determining individually whether any mitigating
circumstances outweigh any aggnivating circunolancos, yon
are to consider only evidence rlevant to any mitigating and
aggravating circumstances. You are not to consider other
evidence presented against the defendant
If you find unanimously and beyond a reasonable doubt that
at least one aggravating circumstance exists and each of you
determines that any mitigating circliniatanCe$ do not
outweigh the aggravating, the defendant is eligible for a
death sentence. --Rt this iooint, you are to consieWr all time
types of evidence, and you still have the discretion to
impose a sentence less than death. You must decide on a
sentence unammourdy.
If you do not decide unanimously that at least one
aggravating circumstance has been proven beyond a
reasonable doubt or if at least one of you determines that the
mitigating circumstances outweigh the aggravatin the
defendant is not eligible for a death sentence. Upon
determining that the defendant is not eligible for death, you
are to consider all three typcs of evidence in determining a

Arbititi01141-DOC
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sentence other than death, and you must decide on such a
sentence unanimously.

.	 516-17.

It cannot be overlooked that the Evans court specifically and unequivocally

intended only prospective application of the mandate. Furthermore, it ia equally clear

that while the language of the instructions given in this case do not mimic the

instruction set forth by Evans precisely, the fundamental nature and directive of the

instruction is indeed covered and conveyed.

Finally, Defendant fails to demonstrate, by anything other than pure

speculation, that the jury did not in fact follow the court's instruction. Indeed, the

record reflects that the jurors found the State had established six aggravating

circumstances beyond a reasonable doubt and that these factors outweighed the

mitigating circumstances.

Therefore, because there was clearly no chance for success on appeal, appellate

counsel's decision to forego raising this issue was not only well within the realm of

reasonably effective" assistance but was laudable.

VIL

DEFENDANT'S SENTENCE IS VALID BECAUSE
THE JURY WAS GIVEN A STATUTORY LIST OF
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES AND DESPITE

THE FACT ME JURY WAS NOT GIVEN A
SPECIAL vERmar FORM TO LIST MITIGATING

FACTORS
Defendant argues three distinct claims which he believes rise to the level of

ineffective assistance of appellate counsel for "failing to raise on appeal or completely

assert all the available arguments." First, Defendant claims that trial counsel should

have offered a jury instruction enumerating Defendant's "specific" mitigating

circumstances. Second, trial counsel should have objected to the instruction given

which listed the statutory mitigating factors. Third, that trial counsel should have

submitted a special verdict form listing the mitigating factors found by the jury.

Again, the arguments set forth in section V(b) and section VII are refuted below.
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As a threshold matter, the principle that "(the failure to object or to request

2 1 pecial instruction to the jury precludes appellate consideration" Etcheverry v.

State, supra, 107 Nev. at 784-85, 821 P.2d at 351, is similarly applicable to each of

4 Defendant's claims in this section.

A. No offer of a jury instruction enumerating specific mitigating
circumstances.

Appellate counsel was judicious in not raising on direct appeal the issue of trial

counsel's declination to offer a jury instruction enumerating specific mitigating

factors based upon the chances that this issue would succeed on direct appeal..

The absence of instructions on particular mitigating factors does not violate . the

Eighth and Fountemh Amendments. Buchanan v. Angeione, 522 U.S. 269, 275, 118

S.Ct. 757, 761 (1998). In Buchanan, the United States Supreme Court noted that its

eases established that a sentaicer may not be precluded from considering, and may

not refuse to consider, any constitutionally relevant mitigating evidence. Id. at 276-77,

118 S.Ct. at 761- 62 (citing Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 US. 302, 31748, 109 S.Ct. 2934,

2946-947(1989); Eddings v. Oklahoma, 45$ U.S. 104, 113-14, 102 S.Ct. 869, 876-77

(1982); Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 604, 98 &Ct. 2954, 2964-965 (1978)).

However, the State may shape and structure the jury's consideration of mitigation so

long as it does not preclude the jury from giving effect to any relevant mitigating

evidence. Id.; see also, Johnson v. Texas, 509 U.S. 350, 362, 113 S.Ct. 2658, 2666

(1993); Franklin v. Lynaugh, 487 U.S. 164, 181, 108 S.Ct. 2320, 2331 (1988); The

"consistent concern" has been that restrictions on the jury's sentencing determination

not preclude the jury from being able to give effect to mitigating evidence. Id. But23

TUSAAMPOOCAUCKETARYORMAIMItimargkkMiMW.. 4 	 uaC
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21

22

•0

there is no mandate that the state must affirmatively structure in a particular way the24
rammer in which juries consider mitigating evidence. Id. And indeed, the line °lase25
lavi addressing this issue suggests that complete jury discretion is constitutionelly26
permissible. Sse Tullaepa v. California, 512 U.S. 967, 97/, 978-79, 114 S.Ct. 2630,27
2638-239 (1994) (noting that at the selection phase, the state is not confined to28
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k ab
	 (16

'tting specific propositional questions to the jury and may indeed allow the jury

tidied discretion); Zant v. Stephens, 462 US, 862, 875, 103 &Ct. 2733, 2741-742

(1983), (rejecting the argument that a scheme permitting the jury, to exercise

4 "unbridled discretion" in determining whether to impose the death penalty after it has

5 i found the defendant eligible is unconstitutional).

6	 This Court has adopted the United States Supreme Court's rationale without

7 imposing any higher constitutional hurdle to overcome. See, Word v. State, 116 Nev.

215, 238, 994 P.2d 700, 715 (2000) (in the absence of a jury instruction which

9 inc1óes specific mitigating eircum.stances, so long as the defendant is not precluded

m presenting his theories of mitigation, such as during closing argument, there is
11	 no constitutional violation).
12

Therefore, because there was no proffered jury instruction and because there i
13

no authority supportin' g Defendant's claim he is constitutionally guaranteed an
14 nstruction including the specific mitigating circumstances of his case, he fails to
15

demonstrate he was prejudiced by appelbte counsel's decision not to raise this iSSU4

16 on direct appeal
17

At the evidentiary hearing on this matter, trial =mad stated that it was
18

a tite strategy to not give specific mitigating factors. He stated that he didn't want
19

to limit the jury in an.y way as to what a mitigating factor is, and if he gave them tr list,
20

they may think. those ars the only raitigating factor-s, He wanted to keep the area of
21

mitigation wide open, so he felt an instruction that said anything could be a mitigating
22

factor was much better. (AA, page 000302), This ia exactly the type of strategy
23

decision that cannot be questioned on a second look, Therefore, appellate counsel
24

was not ineffective for not raising it, as it had little probability of success on the
25

merits,
26
27	 B. No objection to the instrzedon given

28
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01	 Similarly, there was no probability of success on direct appeal for the claim that
0	 2 triM counsePs failure to object to the jury instruction enumerating statutory mitigating

3 circumstances equated to ineffective assistance of counsel. Thus, appellate counsel

J	
4 was not remiss for failing to raise the issue.

The instniction given at trial mirrored the language of NRS 200,035 which

co	 6 provides:

7 Murder of the firat degree may be milted by any of the
following circumstances, even thou the miugating
eircumstance is not sufficient to cons tute a defense or
reduce the degree of the crime:

1. The defendiyit has no significant history of prior
criminal activity.

2. The murder was committed while the defendant was
under the influence of extreme mental or emotional
disturbance.

The victim was a participant in the defendant's
criminal conduct or consented to the act.

4. The defendant was an accomplice in a murder
committed by another person and his participation in
the murder was relatively minor.

The defendant acted under duress or under the
domination of another person.

6. The youth of the defendant at the time of the crime.

7. Any other mitigating circumstance.

The United States Supreme Court has held that, while the defendant is not

limited to the statutory mitigating circumstances, the "catchall" instruction as set forth

in NRS 200.035(7) is sufficient to protect a defendant's constitutional rights.

In Buchanan v. iingelone, supra, the Court held that the entire context in which

the instructions are given must be considered in determining whether reasonable

jurors would be led to believe that all evidence of petitioner's background and

character could be considered in mitigation. Id. at 277-78, 118 S.Ct at 762; see also,

Boyde V. California, 494 U.S. 370, 380, 110 S.Ct. 1190, 1197-198 (1990).

9

10

11

12

13
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As in this case, the Buchanan Court found no constitutional violation when,

2 even though specific mitigating circumstances were not enumerated in jury

3 instructions, but where the jury was instructed (1) it could base its decision on "all the

4 evidence" (2) that the jurors were informed that when they found an aggravating

5 factor proved beyond a reasonable doubt they may fix the penalty at death (3) but if

6 they found all the evidence justified a lesser sentence then they shall impose a life

7 sentence and (4) there were no express constraints on how they could consider

mitigating circumstances. Id. Moreover, in Boyde, the court considered the validity

9 of an instruction listing eleven factors the jury was to consider in determining

punishment and found a "catchall factor' allowing consideration of "(ajny other

circumstance" to be sufficient. lloyde v. California, 494 U.S. 373-74, 870, 110 S.Ct.

90, 11944195 (1990),

13	 Similarly, while maintaining the mandates of NFtS 175.554, which requires the

14 co "shall also instruct the jury as to the mitigating circumstances alleged by the

15 defense upon which evidence has been presented," this Court has recognized the

16 pertinent inquiry into the sufficiency of art instruction in a capital case is to be based

17 upon what the reasonable juror would understand. See e.g., Riley v. Srate, 107 Nev.

18 205, 217, 808 rid 551, 558- 59 (1991XThe word "may" in the context of a capital

19 sentencing instruction would be commonly understood by reasonable jurors as a

20 permissive word that does not mandate a particular action. Thus, the jury was properly

21 informed that the imposition of a death sentence was not compulsory, even if

22 aggravating circumstances outweighed mitigating circumstances).

23	 In this case, when all of the instructions are taken together, including the

24 "catchall" that the jury could consider "any mitigating factor" it is highly improbable

25 that the reasonable juror would simply ignore Defendant's extensive proffer of

26 mitigating evidence during the penalty phase.

27	 Moreover, in Be, supra, the United States Supreme Court held that the

28 appropriate standard for determining whether jury instructions satisfy constitutional

140,1,641YOWCZIAMTMINIMPWISIVangera. boXIWZ. 4421% 001111DX
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principles was "whether there is a reasonable likelihood that the jury has applied the

2 challenged instruction in a way that prevents the consideration of constitutionally

relevant evidence." Id., at 380, 110 S.Ct„ at 1198; see also Johnson, supra, 509 U.S.

4 at 367-368, 113 S.Ct., at 2669. In this case, the record clearly reeds that the jury

5 found the State had established six aggravating circumstances beyond a reasonable

6 doubt The jurors were unequivocally instructed that no mitigating circumstance

7 could outweigh any aggravator and that there had to be UDX1i1/10US agreement or else a

8 sentence of life must be imposed. indeed, Defendant fails to demonstrate any

9 reasonable likelihood that the jury misapplied the contested instruction and did not

10 consider and weigh all mitigating circumstances.

Ii	 Thus, there was no basis for an objection by trial counsel and indeed, appeRate

12 counsel's strategy to forego this claim on direct appeal was a sound tactical decision.

13 1	 C. No subnsission of a special verdict form.

I 4 I,	 Defendant's final claim on this issue is that appellate counsel failed to raise the

15 argument on direct appeal that trial counsel was ineffective for not submitting a

16 special verdict form listing mitigating circumstances found by the jury. However, this

17 claim likewise fails.
18	 Defendant fails to cite any statutory or case law authority to support his

19 contention that trial counsel's decision not to submit a special verdict form for the

20 purpose of listing mitigating eireaunstences violated his Sixth Amendment guarantee
2	 to effective assistance of counsel. Indeed, this Court has held that the trial court is not

22 obligated to grant a defendant's request for such a special verdict form and the

23 sentencer in a capital penalty heating is not constitutionally or statutorily required to

24 make such specific findings. Serve: v. State, 59 Nev. 262,32 11.3d 1277, 1289 (2001)
25 (citing NRS 175.554(4); Rook V. Rice, 783 1224 401, 407 (4th Cir.1986)); see also
26 Rogers v. State, 101 Nev. 457, 469, 705 P.241 664, 672 (1985) (rejecting claim that

27 district court erred by not providing jury with form or method for setting forth

28 findings of mitigating circumstances).

4iAFL morz cialettvx
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Thus, trial counsel's performance can hardly be deemed to have fallen below

the reasonably effective" standard and as such, appellate counsel's decision to forego

the claim on direct appeal was similarly reasonable.

YUL

THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF NEVADA'S
PROCEDURES FOR ADMISSION OF VICTIM

IMPACT TESTIMONY IS BARRED BY LAW OF TILE
CASE

En ground VIII, Defendant alleges appellate counsel was ineffective for "failing

o raise or assert all available arguments supporting constitutional issues raised" in his

taint that Nevada's statutory scheme and case law fails to properly limit the

troduction of victim impact testimony. However, this claim is barred by the

doctrine of the law of the case and entirely belied by the record.

Where an issue has already been decided on the =tits by this Court, the

Court's ruling is law of the ease, and the issue will not be revisited. Pellegrini, supra;

e also, McNelton, supra; Hatt, supra-, Valerio, 37404; Hogan, supra. The law of a

first appeal is the law of the case in all later appeals in which the facts are

substantially the same; this doctrine cannot be avoided by more detailed and precisely

focused argument. Hail, supra; MaiVelton, supra; Hogan, sujora.

In this case, on direct appeal, Defendant argued that the "cumulative and excess

victim impact testimony should not have been allowed." This Court rejected the

claim finding;

ons of admissibility of testimony during the penal
of a capital trial are larply left to the trial judge

discretion and will not be diftarted absent an abuse of
discretion. Rippo v. State, supra 113 Nev. at 1261 i 946 Pad
at 1031 (citing Smith v. State, 110 Ncv. 1094, 11.06, 881
P.24 649, 656-(1994)). A jtuy considering the death penalty
may consider victim-impact evidence as it relates to the
victim's character and the emotional impact of the murder
on the victim's family. Id. (citing, Payne v. Tetmessee, 501
US. 808, s27 111 s,ct 259T, 2609, 115 L....Ed.2d 720
(1991); Homkk v. State, 108 Nev. 127, 136, 825 P.24 600,
606 (1992); also NRS 175.552).
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Five witnesses testified as to the character of the victims and
the impact the victims' deaths had on the witnesses' fives
and the lives of their families,

3

	

	 We conclude that each testimonial was individual in nature,
and that the admission of the testimony was n e

CD	 4	 cumulative nor excessive. Thus, we conclude that the
i--1.	 district court did not abuse its discretion in allowing all five
ch 	witnesses to testify, Id.i
cD	 6	 Because this issue was raised and rejected on direct appeal, Defendant's
(a)
co	 7 complaint here appears to be that appellate counsel failed to "assert all available
to

arguments" supporting this claim. However, it must be noted that Defendant merely

9 sets forth various ease law in his petition but he fails entirely to make any specific

10 factual allegations indicating where he believes appellate counsel's argument on direct

11 appeal fell short. As such, his bare allegations are not sufficient to entitle him to

12	 relief,

13	 Defendant does appear to imply that appellate counsel should be feadted for

14 failing to challenge the constitutionality of Nevada's death penalty scheme as failing

15 to limit the Introduction of victim impact testimony during the penalty phase

16 proceedings. Clearly, this is the same issue appellate counsel did indeed raise on

17 direct appeal only here Defendant dresses it up "in different clothing." See, Evans,

18 supra.

19 However, even if the issue were validly raised in his instant petition,

20Defendant's claim that Nevada law fails to limit the admission of victim impact

21 testimony lacks merit and as such, appellate counsel's strategy to limit the argument

to the particular facts of Defendant's case was reasonable.

23	 For instance, in rejecting Defendant's claim, this Court further noted:

24	 Three of the witnesses referred to the brutal nature of the
25 crime. Rippo, supra 113 Nev. at 1261, 946 P.2d at 1031.

The State- Instructed the family members not to tesci6,- about
how heinous the crimes were, and the disthet court

26

	

	 appareztiy relied, in part, on these instructions in allowing
victim-impact testimony. Thus, the testimon y, insofar

27	 It described the mature of the victims' 	 s went
the boundaries srt forth by the State. 1a at 1262,

28	 1.2clat 1031 (emphasis added).

aiLLivefflectisscarraymuvaantimo, kozrAu, moid. cirriliacK
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Thus, clearly Defendant's claim that Nevada's capital sentencing scheme

2 imposes "no limits on the presentation of victim impact testimony" is wholly without

3 1 merit. Therefore, even if appellate counsel had delved further into the issue, claiming

unconstitutionality of the sentencing structure in its entirety, there was scant chance

such a claim would have survived appellate review.

THERE IS WELL-SETTLED PRECEDENT THAT
NEVADA'S PREMEDITATION AND
DELIBERATION INSTRUCTION IS

9	 CONSTITUTIONAL
10 1	 In ground IX. Defendant alleges the "stock jury instruction given in this case

Ii defining premeditation and deliberation necessary for first degree murder" was

12 constitutionally vioiative Defendant contends that appellate counsel was ineffective

13 for declining to raise the issue on direct appeal. However, Defendant's claim is

14 without merit because based on well-settled precedent, there was no reasonable

15 probability of success.

16	 The contested instruction stated:
17	 Premeditation isa design, a determination to kill, distinctly

formed in the mind at any moment before or at the time of
18	 the killing. Premeditation isteed. not be for a day, an hour or

even a minute. ft may be instantaneous as successive
19	 thoughts of the mind. For if a jury believes from the

evidence that the act constituting the Willing had been
20	 preceded by and has been the result of premeditation, no

matter bow	 illy the premeditation is foTilowed by the act
21	 constituting is killing, it is willful, deliberate and
22	

premeditated murder.

23	 As Defendant correctly points out, in Byford, supra, the propriety of a Kazalyn"

24 instructIon was addressed. While this Court rejected the argument as a basis for any

25 relief for the defendant ("We conclude that the evidence in this case is clearly

26 sufficient to establish deliberation and premeditation on Byford's part.") this Court

27

28
Suite, WI Nev. 67, 825 P2d 573 (1992).
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Eta
recognized that the instruction itself raised a "le

2 Nev. at 233, 994 P.24 at 712. The Byford Court stated:

c cern." Byford, supra, 116

4

5

6

9

I.
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1

1
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The Kazalyn instruction and some of this court's prior
opinions have underemphasized the element of deliberation,
The neglect of "deliberate" as an independent element of the
nuns rea for first-degree murder seems to be a rather recent
phenomenon. Before Kazalyn, it appears that "deliberate"
and "premeditated" were both included in jury ilifittkietiORS
without being individually defined but also without
"deliberate" being reduced to a synonym of "premeditated."
See,_ e.g, State of Nevada v. Karns, 12 Nev. 414, 416
0877); Scott v, State, 92 Nev. 552, 554 n. 2, 554 P.2d 735,
737 n. 2 (1976). We did not address this issue in our
Kazalyn decision, but later the sante year, this court
expressly aRproved the Kazalyn instruction, concluding that
'deliberate is simply redundant to "premeditated and
therefore requires no time/etc definition. See Powell v. State,
108 Nev. 700, 708-10, 838 P.2492,1 926-27 (19921
vacated on other grows& by 511 U.S. 79, 114 S.Ct. 1289
(1994). Citing Powell, this court went so far_aa to state that
The terms premeditated, deliberate and willful are a single
phrase, meaning simply_ that the actor intended to commit
the act and in -tended death as the result of the act." Greene v.
State, 113 Nev. 157, 168, 931 P.24 54, 61 (1997). We
conclude that this line of authority should be abandoned. By
defining only premeditation and failing to provide
deliberation with any independent definition, the AUT,'
instruction blurs the distinction between first- and second-
dew= murder. .1d. at 234-35,994 P.2d at 713.

This court then proceed to set forth instructions for use by the district courts in

cases where defendants are charged with first-degree murder based on willful

deliberate, and premeditated killing. Id. at 236, 994 P.2d at 714.

Now, Defendant appears to argue that even though at the time of We penalty

hearing, Kozalyn and its progeny were valid authority, appellate counsel was

nonetheless ineffeedve for failing to raise an issue that even this Court acknowledged

had been inconsistently interpreted and applied. Id. at 235, 994 P.2d at 713.

However, the Byford court made two specific findings which defy Defendant's claim,

First, under Byford, even an improper instruction will not justify reversal when

the evidence of guilt is overwhelming and second, the holding is to be applied

prospectively only. Id. at 233, 994 P.2d at 712; see also Bridges v. State, 116 Nev.

752, 762-63,6 P.3d 1000, 1008(2000); Leonard v. State, 117 Nev. 53, 74-76, 17 P.3d

tilisitiAnieneWractityi 	 40110, ci atm ace
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397, 410-412 (2001); Garner, supra, 116 Nev. at 789, 6 P. at 1025, (overruled on

2 other grotatds by Sharma v. State, 118 Nev. 648, 56 P.3d 868 (20(2)); Evans, supra.

Thus, because the evidence of Defendant's guilt was overwhelming (see Rippo,

4 supra, 113 Nev. at 1255, 946 Pid at 1027) even if appellate counsel had raised the

issue, like the defendant in Byford, the claim would not have warranted relief.

6 Moreover, because Defendant's appeal was dismissed well before the Byford ruling,

7 he could not have benefited from this Court's ruling in any ease. Therefore

Defendant's claim that appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise this issue

9 on direct appeal is without merit and should be dismissed.

10

11
THIS COURT'S APPELLATE REVIEW OF DEATH

12	 PENALTY CASES IS CONSTITUTIONAL
13	 in wound X, Defendant alleges that appellate counsel was ineffective for

14 failing to raise on appeal or assert all available arguments supporting his contention

15 I that "the opinion affirming RIPPO's conviction and sentence provides no indication

16 that the mandatory review was fully and properly conducted in this case."

17	 This claim is frivolous. There is absolutely no basis in either law or fact to

18 support an allegation that appellate counsel was deficient for not raising on direct

19 appeal this Court's alleged inadequate review of his direct appeal.

20

21

22

XL

THE RACIAL COMPOSITION OF DEFENDANT'S
JURY WAS CONSTITUTIONAL

23	 In ground XI, Defendant claims that appellate counsel was ineffective because

24 he failed to raise what he characterizes as the unconstitutional racial composition of

25 the jury. Clearly, this claim lacks merit because it had virtually no chance of success

26 on appeal.

27	 Both the Fourteenth and the Sixth Amendments to the United States

28 Constitution guarantee a defendant the right to a trial before a jury selected from a
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representative cross-section of the community. Evans v. State, supra; Holland v.

2 Illinois, 493 U.S. 474, 110 S.Ct. 803 (1990); Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 US. 522, 95

3 S.Ct. 692 (1975)4 'The fair-cross-section requirement mandates that the jury wheels,

4 pools of names, panels, or venires from which juries are drawn must not

systematically exclude distinctive groups in the community and thereby fail to be

6 reasonably representative thereof:" Id. (quoting Taylor, suPra, at 702), However,
7 there is "no requitement that petit juries actually chosen must mirror the community

and reflect the various distinctive groups in the population." Id. (quoting, Ilollan4

9 supra at 808).

10	 The standard for a raee .based challenge to the composition of a jury pool under

11 the Sixth Amendment was set by the United States Supreme Court in Duren V.

12 Missouri, 439 U.S. 357 (1979). To show a prima facie violation of the Constitution's

13 fair cross-section requirement in selecting a jury pool: the defendant must show (1)

14 that the group alleged to be excluded is a "distinctive" group in the community; (2)

15 that the representation of this group in venires from which juries are selected is not

16 fair and reasonable in relation to the number of such persons in the community; and

17 (I) that this under representation is due to systematic exclusion of the group in the

18 Jury. selection process. Id at 364. A "jury selection violates the Sixth Amendment

19 or the due process and equal protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment only if

20 it can be shown that members of the appellant's race were excluded systematically

21 from jury duty. 4 (P)tsrposeful discritnination may not be assumed or merely

22 asserted.'" Bishop v. State, 92 Nev. 510, 515, 554 P.2d 266, 270 - 270 (1976) (quoting

23 Swain v. Alabama, 380 U.S. 202, 205, 85 S,Ct. 824, 827 (1965). Such discrimination

24 must be proved. Id. (citing, Torrance v. Florida, 188 U.S. 519,23 SCI. 402 (1903)).

25 The federal courts have repeatedly held that the use of voter registration lists to

26 compile the jury pool is constitutionally acceptable. See eg., Taylor v. Louisiana, 419

27 US, 522 (1975); Watkins v. Commonwealth, 385 S.E.2d 50, 53 (Va. 1989); United

28
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'a
States V. Lewis, 10 F.3d 1086, 1089-90 (4* Cir. 1993); People v. Sanders, 797 P.2d

2 561 (Cal. 1990Xaverr4ing People v. Harris, 679 P.24 433 (Cat. 1984)).

Defendant's claim here fails first because it must be the jury pool not the

4 individual jury that is representative of a fair cross section of the community, the fact

Defendant's particular jury was entirely Caucasian does not support a prima facie

6 constitutional violation. Similarly, the county-wide practice of comprising jury pools

7 using voter registration rolls has been a iong-standing constitutionally acceptable

practice. Moreover, Defendant's claim that the county fails to follow up on the jury

9 summons process hardly demonstrates "purposeful discrimination"; indeed, it is

10 highly doubtful "individuals who move fairly frequently or are too busy trying to earn

11 a living" would be considered a "distinctive" group for purposes of Sixth Amendment

12 analysis and able to withstand constitutional scrutiny.

13	 Therefore, Defendant's claim of ineffective assistance of counsel is unfoun

14

15	 NEVADA'S CAPITAL SENTENCING
PROPERLY NARROWS 'ME C,ATE

STATUTE
.1

16	 OF.ATH ELIGIBLE DEFENDANT
17	 Defendant's final claim in ground Xil is that appellate counsel was ineffective

18 failing to raise or completely assert the argument that Nevada's capital sentencing

19 statute, NRS 200.033, fails to properly narrow the categories of death eligible

20 defendants, However, as with Defendant's other claims, there was no reasonable

21 probability this claim would have succeeded on appeal.

22	 NRS 200.033 provides:

23	 The only circumstances by which murder of the first degree
24	

may be aggravated are:

1. The murder was committed by a person under
sentence of imprisonment.

2. The murder was committed by a person who, at any
time before a penalty hearinag is conducted for the
murder pursuant to 175.552, is or has been
convicted of;

INOWSLICILITALYditaluateemLIPmmiCittlk 4,416,Ctawn41XJC
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3

4

5
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7

8

1

11
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15
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19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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a, Another murder and the provisions of subsection
12 do not otherwise apply to that other murder, or

b. A felony involving the use or threat of violence
to the person of another and the provisions of
subsection 4 do not otherwise apply to that felony.
For the purposes of this subsection, a 	 • n shall
be deemed to have been convicted at i * time the
jury verdict of guilt is reside or upon
pronouncement of guilt by a judge or judges sitting
without a jury.

3. The murder was committed by a person who knowingly
created a great risk of death to more than one person
by means of a weapon, device or course of action which
would normally be hazardous to the lives of more than
one person.

4. The murder was ommitted while the person was
engages', alone or with other& in the commission of, or
an attempt to commit or Wight after committing_ or
attempting to commit, any robbery, arson is the fint
degree, burglary, invasion of the home or kidnapping
in The first degree, and the person charged:
a. Killed or affempted to kin- the person murdered; or
b. Knew or had reason to know that life would be

taken or lethal force used.

5. The murder was committed to avoid or prevent a
lawful arrest or to effect an escape from custody..

6. The murder was committed by a person, for himself or
another, to receive money or any other thing of
monetary value.

7. The murder was committed upon a peace armor or
fireman who was killed while engaged in the
performance of his _official duty, or because of an act
performed in his official capacity, and the defendant
inew or reasonably should have known that the victir. n

peacewas a  officer or fireman. For the purposes of this
subsection, "peace officer" means:
a An employee of the Department of Corrections who

does not exercise general control over offenders
imprisoned within the institutions end facilities of the
Department, but whose normal duties require him to
come into contact with those offenders when

ing out the duties prescribed by the Director of

b.	
ent.

Any person von whom some or all of the powers of
a ponce officer are conferred pursuant to NRS
289.150 to 289.360, inclusive, when carrying out
those powers.

8 The murder involved torture or the mutilation of the
victim.

1441PCOVIIIMEMYMILUMNSWERWIVO.WICHAIEL *4060, CICOStrieC
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9. The murder was committed upon one or more persons at
random and without apparent motive.

10.The murder was committed upon a person less than 14
years of age,

11.The murder was committed upon a person because of
4	 the actual or perceived race, color, religion, national

origin, physical or mental disability or sexual5	 orientation of that person.

6	 12. The defendant has, in the immediate mewling,. been
convicted of more than one offeese of murder lei the

1	 fast or second degree. For the purposçs of this
subsection, a person shall, be deemed to lave

8	 convicted of a murder at the time the jury verdict of guilt
is Tendered or vim .prono•uncement of guilt by a judge

9	 or judges sitting without a jury.
10 13. The person, alone or with others, subjected or

attempted to subject the victim of the murder to
uoncosseusual sexual penetration immediately before.
during or immediately after the commission of the
murder. For the purposes of this	 n:subsectio
a. "Nonconsensual' means against the victim's will or

under conditions in whih the person knows or
reasonably should know that the victim is mentally or
physically ineapabie of resisting, consenting or
understanding the nature of his conduct, mc1uing,
but not limited to conditions in which the person
knows or reasonably should know that the victim is
dead.

b. 'Sexual penetration" means curuilingus, fellatio or
any intrusion, however slight, of any part of the
victitn's body or any object manipulated or inserted
by a persen, alone or with others, into the genital or
anal openings of the body of the victim, whether or
not the victim is alive. The term includes, but is not
limited to anal intercourse and sexual intercourse in
what would be its ordinary meaning.

14. The murder was committed on the property of a public
or rivet* school, at an activity sponsored a public
or pnvate school or on a school bus while the bus was
engaged in its official duties by a personwho intended
to create a great risk of death or substantial bodily harm
to more than one person by means of a weapon, device
or course of action that would normally be hazardous to
the lives of more than onverson. For the purposes of
this subsection "school bus has the meaning ascribed to
it in MRS 483.160.

15, The murder was committed with the intent to commit,
cause, aid, further or conceal an set of terrorism. For
the purposes of this subsection. "act of terrorism" has
the meaning ascribed to it in NRS 202.4415.

441ISAMleltanIECIRETARMAVIPANSAMMUM. WW1. Wm, c4DONDOC
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Defendant does not pout to any particular portion of the statute he finds

bjectionable, but rather, asserts, "Whe factors listed in NRS 200.033, individually

in combination fail to guide the sentencer is discretion and create an impermissible

4 riskof vaguely defined, arbitrarily and capriciously selected individuals upon whom

$ death is imposed?' (Appellant's Opening Brief, pages 44-45). Defendant claims

6 further that "[ijt is difficult, if not impossible, under the factors of NRS 200.035 for

the perpetrator of a First Degree Murder not to be eligible for the death penalty at the

8 unbridled discretion of the prosecutor!' (14,) However, even under this sweeping

9 allegation, Defendant's claim that appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to raise

10 this issue on direct appeal fails.

11	 This Court has specifically held that these statutory aggra-vators, even

12 combination," properly narrow the class of persons eligible for the death penalty,

13 Gallega v. &aft supra, 117 Nev. at 370, 23 P.34 at 242 (2001); See also, Bennett v.

14 State, 106 Nev. 135, 787 P.2d 797 (1990)(NRS 200.033 subdivision 4 is not

15 constitutionally overbroad or arbitraiy 12); Smith v, State, 114 Nev. 33, 953 P.2d 264

16 (1998) (subdivision 8 is not constitutionally vague and ambiguous); Cambro v. State,

17 114 Nev. 106, 952 P.2d 946 (1998) and Geary v State, 112 Nev. 1434, 930 P.2d 719

18 (1996) (subdivision 9 is not constitutionally vague); Leslie v. Warden, 59 P.34 440

19 (2002X1Defense counsel was not deficient in failing to argue that "at random and

20 without apparent motive" aggravator was not supported by evidence in penalty phase

21 of defendant's murder trial, where Supreme Court had consistently upheld that

22 aggravator when, as in defendant's ease, killing was unnecessary to complete robbery,

23 and defense counsel, knowing that Supreme Court was required to independently

24 1. review all aggravating circumstances, may have chosen to focus on issues more likely

25	 to yield results).

26

27

431SLIATIWWVPISLISTANINWERANS*1142111,14C21411., 44#Ik C1e67.1 aCC

28	 Oft th* six aggravating *tors tho jury in this case found to he establ'ished beyond a reasonable doubt was
to subdivision 4.
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Defendant relies upon two United States Supreme Court cases to bolster his

2 contention. However, neither of these cases provides sufficient support for

Defendant's claim.

4 In Go0-ey v. georgic:, 446 U.S.20, 100 S.Ct. 1759 (1980), the jury imposed

sentences of death on the defendant. As to each, the jury specified that the single

ggravating circumstance they had found beyond a reasonable doubt was that the

7 offense of murder was outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible and inhuman.' M. at

8 426, 100 S.Ct, 1759, 1764. The Court held the aggravator violated the Eighth and

9 Fourteenth Amendments. Id. at 428-28, 1765.. The Court reasoned there was nothing

10 in the words "outrageously or wantonly vile, horrible or inhuman," standing alone that

11 implied any inherent restraint on the arbitrary and capricious infliction of a death

12 sentence. Id.

13	 In Stringer v. Black, 503 U.S. 222, 112 Ski. 1130 (1992), after finding the

14 defendant guilty of capital murder, a Mississippi jury, in the sentencing phase of the

15 case, found that there were three statutory aggravating factors. One of those was the

16 murder was "especially heinous, atrocious or cruel," which had not been othenvise

17 defined in the trial court's instructions. id. at 225-26, 112 &Ct. 1130, 1134. The Court

18 reversed the defendant's conviction. id at 227, 112 S.Ct. at 1135. Although the

19 Court's decision was founded wholly on other grounds, it noted the

20 unconstitutionality of the vague aggravating factor was implicit in the Court's

21	 opinion. Id. at 235, 112 S.Ct, at 1139.

22	 Although Defendant does not specifically mention Maynard v. Cartwright, 486

23 U.S. 356, 108 S.Ct. 1853 (1988), that Court similarly held that the language of an

24 Oklahoma statute with an aggravating cirownstance which read, "especially heinous,

25 atrocious, or cruel" gave no more guidance than the "outrageously or wantonly vile,

26 horrible or inhuman" language that the jury returned in its verdict in Godfrey. Id. at

27 363-64, 108 &Ct. 1853, 1859,

28

• ka4 4.410, ell671.4TiOC
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Clearly, the Nevada statute does not employ any such vague or overly broad

language. On the contrary, in Gregg 1... Georgia, 428 US. 153, 96 S.Ct, 2909

(1976) 13 , the United States Supreme Court upheld a Georgia sentencing scheme with

4 nearly the identical language as Nevada's, even when the defendant attacked each and

$ every aggravator individually and specifically. En upholding the sentencing statute

the Court in Gregg stated:
While there is no claim that the , jury in this case relied

tzon a evaor a or ovteorrybro:d prvoav-ptzeito establish
the

titioner looks to the sentencing system as a whole (as
Cowtdidin Furma ndwectoday)andaruesthat ithm
fails to reduce sufficiently the risk of arbitrary infliction of
death sentences. Specifically, erre	 es that the statutory

linv2ttif ie	
are too
	

and too vague
Ct. at 2938. 

Defendant here attempts to engage the same tactic as the defendant in Gregg.

Indeed, his claim similarly fails. Clearly there is no support for his claim that the

Nevada statute fails to limit the categories of death-eligible defendants to such a

degree that would warrant mstitutional relief. As such, his claim of effective

assistance of appellate counsel must likewise fail because counsel was prudent to

forego this claim in lieu of others with a far greater probability of success.

" WW1 petition Defendant cites oidy to the diasanting opir.tina at 42$ U.S. 23$, 92 S.CI, V26 (1912).
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8Y
S.

Chief De_pury District Attorney
Nevada Bar ii00004352

cONCLusori,

Defendant has not shown why the district court's findings were in error. Based

the aforementioned arguments, the State respectfully requests that the Order

4 Denying Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus be affirmed.

Dated this 17th day of June, 2005.

6	 Respectfully submitted,

DAVID ROGER

i$LkealliacgoBuP3 District Attorney

Office of the Clark County Distsict
Clark Coun_t, Courthouse
200 South Third Street Suite 701
Post Office Box 552212
Las Vegas, Nevada 8915542/2
(702) 4554711
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C 1....LMMAIE Of COMPLIAKK

2 1,	 / hereby certify that I have read this appellate brief, and to the best a in

3 knowledge, infontation, and belief, it is not frivolous or interposed for any improper

4 purpose. I further certify that this brief complies with all applicable Nevada Rules of

5 Appellate Procedure., in particular NRAP 28(e), which requires eve-ry assertion in the

6 brief regarding matters in the record to be supported by appropriate references to the

7 record on excel. I understand that I may be subject to sanctions in the event that the

8 accompanying brief is not in conformity with the requirements of the Nevada Rules of

9 Appeflate Procedure.

10	 Dated this 17th day of June, 2005.

11	 Respectfidly submitted,

12	 DAVID ROGER
Clark

13	
Fioitiartloitsplicit A	 ey

14

15	 BY k VIJA
Defitity District Attorney

Nevada Bar ii00004352
Office of the Clark County District Attorney
Claris Coun_V Courthouse
200 South Third Street, Suite 701
Post Office Box 552212
Las Vegas, Nevada 89155.2212
(702) 455-4711.
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I hereby certify and affirm that 1 mailed a copy of the foregoing Respondent's
wering Brief to the attorney of record listed below on this 17th day of June, 2005.

CHRISTOPHER R. ORAN& ESQ.
520 South Fourth Street, 2nd Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

3 *	 * *

CHABL RIPPO, S.C. CASE NO. 44094

Appellant.

9LED
VS,

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

mmaa.m.m.miLtzombm.C3

MAY 19 am
Cunkro"glia&C

tmasidere=-"M=
gellrYWr

10

12

13

14

APPEAL FROM DENIAL OF PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
(PO[-CoNVICTION)

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
THE HONOIRABLE DONALD M., MOSLEY, PRESIDING

APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF
16

17

1

1

••••n••••••••••••n••••e

Ai-mom t011ArPELLAKI
CHRISTOPHER It. ORAN!, ESQ.
Attorney at Law
Nevada Bar No. 004349
520 S. Fourth Sweet, 2nd Floor
Los Vega% Nevada g9101
Telephone: (702) 384-5563

ATTORNEY FOR RER)0

2

22

23

DAVID ROGER, ESQ.
Distict Attorney
Nevada Bar No.. 0002781
200 South 'Third Street
Loa Vegas, Nevada 89101

24

BRIAN SANDOVAL
Nevada Attorney General
Nevada Bar No. 000380$
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

k I * *

S.C. CASE NO. 44094MICHAEL RIPPO,

Appellant,

vs,

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

Reap:Indent,

FROM DENIAL OF PETMON FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
(POST-CONVICTION)

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT
THE HONORABLE DONALD NI, MOSLEY, PRESIDING

n••n••n•

APPELLANT'S OPENING BRIEF

17

19
'PELLANT ATIONSUIDEAUffinua

DAVID ROGER, ESQ.CHRISTOPHER R. OIRA.M. ESQ.
1 Attorney at Law District Attorney

Nevada Bar No. 004349 Nevada Bar No, 0002781
20 520 S. Fourth Stircts 2nd Floor 200 South Third Stet

Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
2 Telephone; (702) 384-5563

22
BRIAN SANDOVAL
Nevada Attorney General
Nevada Bar No. 0003805

24 100 North Carson Street

5 Carson City, Nevada 89701-4717
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MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO (hereinafter referred to as RIPPO) stands convicted of a

number of felonies, including two counts of First Degree Murder (A.A. Vol. 11, pp. 415). He

was sentenced to death by lethal injection by the trial jury (A.A. Vol. II, pp. 415). RIPPO was

represented by Steve Wolfson and Phil Dunleavy at trial.

RIPPO was indicted by the Clark County Grand Jury on Jane 5, 1992, on charges of

Murder, Robbery, Possession of Stolen Vehicle, Possession of Credit Cards Without the

Cardholder's Consent and Unauthorized Signing of Credit Card Transaction Document (A.A.

Vol. IL pp. 378). RIPPO was arraigned on July 20, 1992, before the Honorable Gerard

Bongiovanni and waived his right to a trial within sixty days (A.A. Vol. II, pp. 379). Oral

requests for discovery and reciprocal discovery were granted by the Court (A.A. Vol. 11, pp.

379). R1PPO'S formal Motion for Discovery was granted by the Court on November 4, 1992

(A.A. VoL 11, pp. 381).

Prior to the District Court arraigrunent, the State filed a Notice of Intent to Seek the

Death Penalty alleging the existence of four aggravating circumstances, to wit: (1) the murders

committed by a person under a sentence of imprisonment; (2) the murders were

committed by a person who had been previously convicted of a felony involving violence, 0)

the murders were committed during the perpetration of a robbery, and (4) the murders

involved torture or =gaga= of the victims-

The trial date was continued several times, the first being at the request of defense

counsel on February 5, 1993, due to a scheduling conflict and the case was reset for trial for

September 13, 1993 (A.A. Vol. II, pp. 382-383). On September 10, 1993, the date set for the

hearing of a number of pretrial motions the defense moved to continue the trial date based on

having Just received from prosecutor John Lukens, on September 7th, notice of the Slate's

8

3

27

28
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üitent to us at Icala two new expert witnesses and a number of jail house soitetns and

discovery had not yet been provided on any of the new witnesses (A.A. Vol. II, pp. 384). The

Court wanted the defense request to continue the trial data and same was reset to February 14,

1994 (A.A, Vol. 11, pp. 385).

A status hearing on the trial date was held on January 31, 1994, at which time the

A defcne indicated that subpoenas bad been served on the two prosecutors on the case, John

9 Lukens and Teresa Lowry, as they had participated in the service of a search warrant and had

10 I	 verecl evidence thereby making themselves witnesses in the case (A.A. Vol. IL pp. 387).
1

A Mction to Disqualify the District Attorney's oirtee was thereupon filed along with a Motion
12

Li) 50
t—	 to Continue the Trial (A.A. Vol 11, pp, 88). At the heating of the Motions the Court

02	 1
6.11	 ^I

C 14 continued the trial date to March 28, 1994, in order to allow time for an evidentiary hearing onoti 

cs;2 zi 15 the disqualification request and because the court's calendar would not aczoromedate the trial
a.
co Ad 16	 date (A.A. Vol, II, pp. 389),
9.

17
The evidentiary hearing on the Motion to Disqualify the District Attorney's office was

ta 
heard on March 7, 1994, and two days later the Court granted the motion and removed Lukens

24
had been previously withheld and that the State had filed a motion to Amend the Indictment

291 1 994 (A.A. Vol, Ii, pp. 392-393).

19

and Lowry front the case, bur declined to disqualify the entire offwe and ordered that other
20

21	 district attorneys be assigned to the case (A.A. Vol, II, pp. 390-392). Prosecutors Mel

n Hannon and Dan Seaton were assigned the case. M a status hearing on Marcia 18th defense

23 counsel indicated that they had just been provided avith a substantial amount of discovery that

25
and. that therefore the defense was again put in the position of having to ask the Court to

26

Minna the trial date. The Court granted the motion and reset the trial date for October 24,27
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The October trial date was also vacated and reset based on representations made by the

District Attorney at the calendar call on October 2 ¶, 1994 (A.A. Vol 11, pp, 397). The date

was reset for August and September, 1995, however due to conflicting trial schedules, the date

was once again reset for January 29, 1996 (A.A., Vol. 11, pp. 398). On January 3, 1996 the

State was allowed to file an Amended Indictment over the objection of RIPPO (A.A Vol,

pp. 398).

Jury selvtion commenced on January 30, 1996, and the evidentiary portion of the trial

began on February 2, 1996 (A.A. Vol. 11, pp. 400-403). An interruption of the trial occurred

between February 7th and February 26th based on the failure of the State to provide discovery

concerning a confession and inculpatory statements claimed to have been made by RIPPO to

one of the State's witnesses (A.A. Vol, IL pp. 405-412). The trial thereafter proceeded

without further interruption and final arguments were made to the jury on Mewl S 1996.

Guilty verdicts were returned on two counts of first degree murder, and one count each

of robbery and unauthorized use of a credit card (A.A. Vol II. pp. 412). The penalty hPtIring

commenced on March 12, 1996 and concluded on March 14, 1996 with verdicts of death on

both of the murder counts. On the remaining felony counts RIPPO , was sentenced to a total of

twenty-five (25) years consecutive to the murder counts (A.A. Vol. 11, pp. 417).

RIPPO pursued a direct appeal to this Court with the conviction and sentence being

affirmed on October 1, 1997, itiupo v. State 113 Nev. 1239, 946 P.2d 1017 (1997). RIPPO

tiled for Rehearing and on February 9, 1998, an Order was entered Denying Rehearing. A

Petition for Writ of Certiorari was tiled with the United States Supreme Court and Certiorari

was denied on October 5, 1998, This Court issued it's Ftemittitur on November 3, 1998.

RIPPO timely filed the instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on December 4, 1998.

2
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On August 8, 2002, Mr. David Schieck tiled a Supplemental Points and Authorities in

Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (A.A. Volt. pp. 001-104). On March 12,

2004, the undersigned was permitted to file a second Supplement Petition in Support of the

Writ of Habeas Corpus (A.A. Vol.1, pp. 168-216).

On August 20, 2004, an evidentiary hearing was held wherein, trial attorneys, Mr.

Steve Wolfson and Mr. Phillip Dualeavy testified (A.A. Vol- II, pp. 278-306). Thereafter, on

September 10, 2004. the continuation of evidentiary heating was held wherein, Mr. David

Schieck, appellate counscl testified (A.A. Vol II., pp. 307-368), On December I, 2004, the

district court entered the written Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law denying the Writ of

Habeas Corpus (A.A. Vol. 11, pp. 374-377). A timely notice of appeal was riled on October

12, 2004 (A.A. Vol LI, pp. 369 -370). The instant appeal follows.

It is important to note. that in Mr. David Schlock's supplement filed on August 8,

2002, he included all of the issues that had previously been raised in this Court on direct

appeal. Whereas, the undersigned supplement did not include those issues. For purposes of

this appeal, Mr. Rippo will only include the issues from the post-conviction relief and not

issues that were previriusly raised on direct appeal. However, Mr. Rippo will include his first

21 issue in this appeal an issue that was considered CM direct appeal but based on new case law

22 he would respectfully request that this Court consider the 115,SUe.

213

24

This Statement of Patti comes verbatim from this Court's statement of facts
from Mr. Rippe's direct appeal opinion filed on October 1, 1997. The undersigned has

28 previously raised a lengthy statement of facts that will not be included in the instant
appeal (as this brief has a30 page limit and the statement of facts is very lengthy, the
undersigned cites this Court's statement of facts) but the full statement of facts is

On February 20, 1992, the apartment manager of the Katie ATMS Apartment Complex

27
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in Las Vegas discovered the bodies of Denise Lizzi und Lauri Jacobson in Jacobson's

apartment. Officers from the Las Vegas ivIctropolitan Police Department ("I-V1v1Pir) arrived

at the sccnc and recovered a clothing iron and a hair dryer, from which the electrical cords had

been removed, a black leather strip, a telephone cord, and two pieces of black shoelace. They

observed glass fragments scattered on the living room and kitchen fioor areas.

In April 1992, the LVIMPD arrested Diana Hunt and charged her with the killing and

robbery of Lizzi and Jacobson. As part of her plea agreement, Hunt agreed to testify at the

trial of Michael Rippo. Hunt testified to the following:

At the time of the murders. Hunt was Ripposs girlfiicnd. On February 18, 1992, she

and Rippe went to the Katie Arms Apartment Complex to meet Jacobson. who was home

alone. Rippo and Jacobson injected themselves with morphine for recreational purposes.

Shortly thereafter, Lizzi arrived, and she and Jacobson went outside for approximately twenty

While Jacobson and J 177i were outside, ippo dosed the apartment curtain and the

and asked Hunt to give him a stun gun she had in her purse. Rippo then made a

calL

When Jacobson and Lizzi returned to the apartment, they went mt

21 Rippo brought Hunt a bottle of beer and told her that when Jacobson answered the phone,

Hunt should hit Jacobson with the bottle so that Rippo could rob Lizzi. A few minutes later

the phone rang, and Jacobson came out of the bathroom to answer it. Hunt hit Jacobson cm

the back of her bead withe the bottle causing Jacobson to fall to the floor, Rippo and Lizei

were yelling in the bathroom, and Hunt could hear the stun gun being -fired, Hunt witnesses

included in The Appellant's Appendix in the undersigned's Supplemental Brief in
Support of Habeas Corpus for this Court's review in the event that they Deed an
extensive rendition of the statement of facts,

12
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Rippo wrestle Lizzi across the hall into a big closet. Hunt ran tO the clew and observed

Rippo sitting on top of Lizzi and stunning her with the stun gun. Hunt then went to the living

4	 room and helped Jacobson sit up. Rippo came out of the closet holding a knife which he had

used to cut the cords from several appliances, told Jacobson to lie down, that her hands and

feet, and put a bandanna in her mouth.

Hunt next saw Rippo in the closet with Lizzie. Rippo had tied Lizzie hands and feet.

9 At this point, a friend of Jacobson's approached the apartment, knocked on the door, and

called out for Jacobson. Rippo put a gag in LiZiiI5 r001.4b. Jacobson was sill gagged and

apparently unable to answer. After the ti-icrld left, Rippo began stunning Jacobson with the
(")

12

stun gun. I le placed a cord or belt-type object through tho ties on Jaeobsen's feet and writs,
CA	 1
P-1

d dm,gged her across the floor to the clout. As Pippo dragged her, Jacobson appeared to be
4

15 1
2 u: choking. Hunt began to vomit and next remembered hearing an odd noise coming from the

09 43 15 closet, She observed Rippo with his knee in the small of Lizri's back, pulling on tm object he
i.•%

17 had placed around her neck.

- X 1
When Hunt accused Rippo of choking the women, Rippo told her that he had only

24 Later that evening, Rippn called Hunt and told her to meet him at a friend's shop.
25

When Hunt arrived, Rippo was there with Thomas Simms, the owner of the shop, and another

obtain some paperwork on it. Hun believed the car, a maroon Nissan, had belonged to Lint

19

temporarily cut off their air supply, and that Hunt and Rippn had to le before the two
20

women wukC Up. Rippe then wiped down the apartment with a rag before leaving. While21

22 cleaning up, Rippo went into the closet and removed Lizzi's boots and pants, He explained to

Hum that he needed, to remove Lizzi' 5 pa1314 because be had bled un them.

20
unidentified man. Rippo told Hunt that be had stolen a car for her and that she needed to

27
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2	 The next day, on February 19, 1992, Hunt and Rippo purchased a pair of sunglasses
- '

ing a gold Visa card. Rippo told Hunt that he had purchased an air compressor and tools on

0
1	 Sears credit cart that morning. Later that day, Hunt, who was stared of Rippo and wanted

"et away from him" went through Hippo's wallet in search of money. Hunt was unable to
6

1—t	 find any money, but she took a gold Visa card belonging to Denny Mason, Liz2i's boyfriend,crN

and Rippo's wallet, Hunt did not know to Mason was Around February 29, 3992, Rippo

confronted Hunt Hunt suggested to Rippo that they turn themselves into the LVMPD, but

10 Rippo refused, telling Hunt that he had returned to Jacobson's apartment, cut the women's

throats, and jumped up and down on them.
L t	 12

8	
Thc media/ examneri, Dr, Giles Sheldon Green, who performed autopsies on Hai and

;1 13 

-obson, also testified at Rippo's trial, Dr. Green testified that Lizzi had been found with a
14

sock in her mouth, secured by a gag that encircled her head. The sock had been pushed back

,4p 16 so far that part of it was underneath Lizzi's tongue, blocking her airway. Pieces of cloth were

xl 17 found tied around each of her writs, Dr. Green testified that LAz7i's numerous injuries were

^ 4 18
sistent with manual and ligature strangulation.

23	 Thomas Sims also testified at trial the Rippo arrived at bis sbop on February 12, 1992,

za with a burgundy Nissan. When Simms asked about the ownership of the car, RiPPo

of them was named Denise Liz;ri. On February 26, 1992, Simms met Rippo in a parking lot to

Dr, Green testified that Jacobson died from eislibyxiation due to manual strangulation
20

due to manual strangulation. Dr. Green found no traces of drugs in Jacobson's system.
2i

22 Neither or the women' bodies revealed stun gun marks.

25
responded that someone had died for it. Rippi3 have Sinuns several music cassette tapes,

as
many bearing the initials D.L., and an empty suitcase with Lauri Jacobson's name tag. On

27

28 February 21, 1992, Simms heard a news report that two women had been killed and that ona
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return a bottle of motphine that Rim) had left in Simms' refrigerator. When Simms inquired

about the murders. Rippo admitted that he had "choked those two bitches to death" and then

he had killed the first woman accidentally so he had to kiU the other one

On September IS, 1593, Deputy District Attorneys John Lukas and Teresa Lowry

accompanied two police offieers in the execution of a search warrant on the home of Alice

Starr. Star had testified on the State's behalf before the grand jury but subsequently was

identified by Rippo as an alibi witries.s. Officer Roy Chandler, on of the two officers present

at the scene, testified at an evidentiary hearing that Starr's sister responded to their knock on

the door, admitted the officers and the prosecutors, and told them that she and her two

children were the only ones in the house. Stair, however, soddenly came out of the kitchen

area. Surprised at Stair's presence, the officers checked the residence for ether individuals.

The officers removed their guns from their holsters. Starr corroborated the officers l version

of the events, testifying that the officers did not draw their guns until she appeared from the

kitchen.

During the search, on e of the officers found drugs and placed Starr under arrest.

Lukens testified that he told Starr:

I am concerned. When I was last here, you told me that your relationship with
Mr. Rippo was as an aCqUai rliance. . I don't think you were honest with me.
And if there was anything else that you weren't honest in telling rne the truth
about, I'd like to give you a chance to tell me.

Starr testified that Lukens did not threaten her, but she stated, 7[11f [your] going to dangle ou

[Rippo'sj star, [you're] going to go down like he is. Upon motion by the defense, the district

court disqualified Lukens and Lowry as a result of their participation in the search and

requested the district attorney's office to transfer the case o different prosecutors.

5

41%
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The jury found Rippo guilty of two counts of first-degree murder, and one count each

f robbery and unauthorized Ine of a credit card. After the penalty hearing, the jury sentenced

Rippo to death, finding six aggravating factors:(I) the murders were committed by a person

previously convicted of a felony involving the use or threat of violence to another person; (3)

the murders were committed while the person was engaged in the commission of or an

9 attempt to commit robbery; (4) the twitters involved torture; (5) the murders were committed

10 while the person was engaged in the commission of or an attempted to commit burglary; and

1
(60 the murders were committed while the person was engaged in the commission of or an

C EMS T	 IL AS ALLOWED TO

This issue was raised on direct appeal. On direct appeal, this Court concluded that Mr.

Rippe could have been prosecuted separately for each of the underlying felonies arid therefore

each crime was properly considered as an aggravating circumstance. However, based upon a

new decision from this Court, Mr. Rippo would respectfully request that this Court revisit this

25 19511e.

RON) herein asserts that overlapping and multiple use of the same feat as separate

aggravating circumstances resulted in the arbitrary and capricious imposition of the death

penalty. Trial counsel failed to file any pretrial motion challenging the aggravating

2

2

27

2$

5
der sentence of imprisonment; (2) the murders wine committed by a person who was
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circumstances a5 being overlapping, failed to ollicet at the penalty hearing to the use of the

ggravators, and failed to offer any jury instruction Oa the matter.

The original notice of intent to seek the death penalty tiled by the State on June 30,

2 alleged the presence of /bur aggravating circumstances, i.e., under sentence of

prisonmeut, previously convicted of a felony involving violence, committed during the

8 commission a rubbery. and torture or mutilation of the victim. The Slate filed an Amended

Notice of Intent to Seek the death penalty on March 23, 1994 wherein the State added the

aggravator5 of committed during the commission of a burglary; and during the commission of

a kidnapping. The Amended Notice was filed after the original two laws:entail viere

removed from the case, The jury at the conclusion of the penalty hearing tbund the presence

of all six (6) aggravating CITCUITIEWEICCS (A.A. Vol. if, pp. 414-415).

In essence the State was allowed to double count the same conduct in accumulating

three of the aggravating circumstances, The robbery, burglary and kidnapping aggravating

circumstances are all based upon the SIUM set of operative facts and rinfairly 84:guafiliated to

compel the jury toward the death penalty. Additionally the aggravators for under seatenc:e of

imprisonment and prior convietion of a violent felony ixith arose from the same 1982 sexual

assault conviction. The use of the same sct of operative facts to multiple aggravating

circumstances in a State that uses a weighing process, such as Nevada docs. violates principles

of Double Jeopardy and deprived RIPPO of Due PTOOMS of Law, United States Constitution,

Amendments VI VII, XIV; Nevada Constitution. Article 1, Section 8,

In December of 2004, this Court decided McConnell v tat, 120 Ad Op. 105, 102

3d 606 (December 29, 2004), in that case, this court precluded the use of predicate felonies

25	 ggravator in a felony murder cse, in Mr. Rippo's case,
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It appears that the rational behind the McConnell decision comes from Eighth

Amendment, which prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment In 1972 the

United States Supreme C-eurt held that eapital sentencing schemes which do not adequately

guide sentencers discretion and thus permit the arbitraly and capricious imposition of the

death penalty violates the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, As a result. the United States

Supreme Court has held that to be constitutional a capital sentencing scheme "must generally

arrow the clam, of persons eligible for the death penalty and must reasonably justify the

imposition of a more severe sentence on the defendant's compared to other found guilty of

murder," Vant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 362, $77, 103 S.Ct 2733, 77 1-Ed 24 235 (1983).

Ln McConnell this Court concluded that Nevada's only constitutional ban against the

infliction of cruel or unusual punishment, and the depravation of life without due process of

law requires the same narrowing the pnxess. tklevada Constitu tion Article 1 a (5).
This Court ruled in that Nevada's definition of capital telony murder did

not narrow enough and that the further narrowing of the death eligibility is needed. Further,

this Court stated that the aggravator does not provide suffieient narrowing to sat fy

constitutional tequirements.

The Meconecll court stated, 'Nevada's statutes defines felony murder

Under NRS 200,030(lM), felony murder is "one that is committed in the perpetration or

attempted perpetration of sexual assault, kidnapping, arson, robbery, burglary, invasion of die

home, sexual abuse of a child, sexual molestation under the age under 14, or child abuse."

Further, in Nevada, till felony murder is first degree murder, and ail first degree murder is

essentially capital murder, Felony murder in Nevada does not even require the intent to kill or

inflict great bodily harm. In Nevada, the intent simply to commit the underlying felony is

transferred to the implied malice necessary to characterize the death be murder. Ford v...5to,

18
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99 Nev. . 209, 215, 660 P,2d 992,993 (1983).

The McConnell court noted, "Nevada's current definition Nevada's current definition

of felony murders broader than the definition in 1972 when Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S.

238, 92 S.C. 2726, 33 L.tx12d 346. which temporarily ended executions in the United

States."

This Court further stated that, Nevada's definitiOn of felony murder does not afford

9 contitutiona1 narrowing. The ultimate holding in McCeia,oell is that this Court 'deemed it

1	 * permissible wider the United Stares and Nevada Constitution to phi= an aggravating

1
circumstance in a capital prosecution on the felony on which the felony murder is predicated."

Based upon McConnell, it was impermissible for the State to charge Mr. Pippo with felony

1	 capital murder because the State based thy aggravating circumstances in a capital prosecution

i5on two of those felonies upon which the State's felony murder is predicated. McCenoell,

16 further, held that, in cases like Mr. Rippo's, "where the State bases a first degree murder

17 conviction in whole or part of felony murder, to seek a death sentence the State win have to

20

2	 Mccopnell, the court showed evidence that Mr. McConnell repeatedly admitted to

22 premeditating the murder. le open court Mr. McConnell stated that he "all of a sudden I

25 became focused, and 1 did, and I just made the decision I'm going to do this. Fm going to

24 
retaliate against the people that ruined my life." This was a lengthy discussion in McConnell,

25
because it showed premeditation, which always allow for a finding of first degree murder and

26

27 
imposition of the death penalty. Currently, McConnell, is the subject for a request for a

2
	 rehearing by this court. The federal public defender's office requested clarification from the

urt to tile an Amicus Curiae brief on February 28, 2005, in an effort to receive clarification.

1.9

12

ta
prove an aggravator other than one based. on the felony murder predicate felony." McCenaell

/
v. State, at 624.
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In a weighing jurisdiction such as Nevada, the scales of justice can not be

ibly skewed in favor of death. As the Mississippi Supreme Court, sitting En Banc,

dcclared, 'wbert life is at stake, a jury can not be allowed the opportunity to doubly weigh the

commission of underlying felony and the motive behind the underlying felony as separate

ggravator." Willie v. Stat0. 585 SO 2d 660, 681 (Miss. 1991). The Willie decision was

onsidered and adopted by this Court in IvieCoonen.

Further, the Court must consider to obtain a death sentence, the State's must priave

beyond a reasonable doubt that at least one aggravating circumstance exists. Cleaggey_i_kw,.„

117 Nev. 348, 365, 23 P.3d 227, 239 (2001). If Megenuell was to be applied retroactively to

the instant case (in the event that it is the announcement of a new rule), the State would be left

without three aggravating circutrplauccs,

The Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment guarantees that no person shall

for the same offense tu be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb?' The traditional

(tense" for double jeopardy purposes is whether one offense requites proof

clement which the other does not. Dacjilana, v, .U.S ., 284 U.S. 299, 304 (1932) . This

test, does not apply, however, when one offense is an incident of another; that is, when one of

c offenses is a lesser included of the other. U,S, v. Dixon, 509 U.S. 688 113 S.Ct. 2849,

57(1993); 111j,gpisi t_ii_i ,ale, 447 US. 410,420 100 &Ct. 2260 (1980).

Courts of other jurisdictions have found the use of such overlapping aggravating

be imprver, In ndolDv,Sote. 463 Sci.2d 186 (Fla. 1984) the court

the aggravating circumstances of murder while engaged in the crime of robbery and

der for pecuniary gain to be overlapping and constituted only a single aggravating

cirmunstance. See also rrovercey.lw, 337 So.2d 783 (Fla, 1976) cert. denied 431 US.

969 97 &Ct. 2929, 53 L.E4.2d 1065 (1977).

20

26

27

28
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The California Supreme Court in Lamle v. Harris, 679 P.2t1433 (Cal, 1984) found

that evidence showed that the defendant traveled to Long Beach for the purpose of robbing the

victim and committed a burglary and two murders to facilitate the robbery. In determining that

the use of both robbery and burglary as special circumstances at the penalty hearing was

improper the court stated:

The use in the penalty phase of both of these special circumstances allegation
thus artificially inflates the particular eirewnstances of the crime and strays
from the high court's maraLate that the state 'tailor and apply its law in a
manner that avoids the arbitrary and capricious infliction of the death penalty'
(Godfrey v. 0.221:81a, (1980) 446 U.S. 420 at F.28, 100 S.Ct 1759 at p. 1764, 64
L.Ed..2d 398, The United States Supreme Court requires that the capital -
sentencing procedure must be one that 'guides and focuses the jury's objective
consideration of the particularized circumstances of the individual offense and
the individual offender before it can impose a sentence of deatk" (Jurek 
Texas (1976) 428 U.S, 262 at pp. 273-74,, 96 S.Ct, 2950 at pp 2956-2957) , 49
L.F41..2d 929). That requirement is not met in a system where the jury
considers the same act or an indivisible course of conduct to be more than one
slxcial circumstance. Kazis, 679 F.24 at 449.

Other States that prohibit a "stacking" or "overlapping" of aggravating circuntstancc

include Alabama (rook v. State, 369 So.2d 1251, 1256 (Ala. 1978) disallowing use of

bbery and pecuniary gain) and North Carolina 	 Goodmu, 257 S.E.2d $69, 587

C. 1979) disallowing using both avoiding lawful arrest and diarupting of lawful

government function as aggravating circumstances)

It can be anticipated that the State will argue that any error that occurred as a result of

the inappropriate stacking of the aggravating Ci1t11MSlanCeS was harmless error in this case

because of the existence of other valid aggravating circumstances. The Nevada statutory

scheme has two components that would seem to foreclose the existence of harmless error at a

penalty hearing. First the jury is required to proceed through a weighing process of

aggravation versus mitigation and second, the jury has the discretion, even in the absence of

mitigation to return with a life sentence irregardless of the number of aggravating

21,
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circumstances, Who can say whether the numerical stacking of aggravating circumstances was

he proverbial straw that broke the camel's back and tipped the scales of justice tempered by

passion in favor of the death penalty?

When there is a 'reasonable possibility that the erroneous submission of an
aggravating circumstance tipped the scales in favor of the jury finding that the
aggravating circumstances were 'sufficiently substantial' to justify the
imposition of the death penalty,' the test for prejudicial error has been met.
(citation omitted) Because the jury arrived at a sentence of death based upon
weighing „ and it is impossible now to determine the amount of weight
used to each factor, we cannot hold the error of submitting both redundant
aggravating circumstances to be harmless.

State v. Ouisetterr.r, 354 S.E2d 446 (N.C. 1987) A reweighing is especially inapprop

12 in this case as this Court has, already thrown out one aggravator that went into the decision to

13 impose the death pen.alry.

14
JUSticc Gunderson in his concurring opinion in Mom, v. State, 9i Ncv, 809, 815, 544

15
P.2d 424 (1975) statcdwith respect to harmless error that:

The stacking of aggravating gicr,./trnstances based on the same conduct results in the
2

2 hitrary and capricious imposition of the death penalty, and allows the State to seek the death

nalty based on arbitrary legal technicalities and artful pleading. This violates the commands

of the United States Supreme Court in g infalSgorat a, 428 U.S. 153 (1976) and violates the

Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the prohibition in the Nevada

circumstances.

22

16

...judicial resort to the harmless error rule, as int this case, erodes confidence in17
the court, system, since calling clear misconduct (or error) 'harmless' will

18	 always be viewed by some as 'sweeping it under the rug.' (We Call at hest,
make a &hatable judgment call,)

25
Constitution against cruel and unusual punishment aud that which guarantees due process of

26
law. Trial counsel was deficient in failing to strike the duplicate and overlapping aggravating27
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Mr. Kipp° would respectfully request that this Court reverse his sentence of death and

mand the case for a new penalty phase.

STATE 0 FIDB CIMMTVTIONAL GUARANTEE 0 
EEd0Ct5.1-MAL1ICOMETTO N OF TlIg LAWSEUXIME

A	 CkEitgAME

Standard of review for ineffective assistance of counsel. To state a claim of

5.cn 13	 I.	 counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of

14

ki	
reasonableness,

g g
2.	 counsel's errors were so severe that they rendered the verdict

-th	 15

2
the result of the trial would probably have been different Suisisland, 466 U.S. at. 694, 104 S.

Ct. 2068; Davis yAige, 107 Nev. 600, 601,602, 817 P. 2411169, 1170 (1991). The defendant

24	 ust also demonstrate errors were so egregious u to render the result of the trial unreliable or

25 the proceeding fundamentally unfair. State v, Love, 109 Nev. 1136, 1145, 865 P.2d 322, 328

(1993), citing Lockhad v. Urervait. 506 U. S. 364,113 S. Ct 838 122 2d, 180(1993);

Strialgni 466 U. S. at 687 104 S. Ct. at 2064.

"The question of whether a defendant has received inefketive assistance of counsel at

ineffective assistance of counsel that is sufficient to invalidate a judgment of conviction,

12	 petitioner must demonstrate that:

ufirdiabie.
t 7

18	 Lozada v, State. 110 Nev, 349, 353, 871 P. 24 944, 946 (1994). (Citing Igklibindi,"

Nitington, 466 U. S. 668, 104 S. Ct. 205, (1984)). Once the defendant establishes that

20 counsels performance vvas deficient, the defendant must 1101Ct skim; that, but for counsels error
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LOtin
t=

011°4
NrCA

htl
.10
—.4onwni

E".C.4.1151,

%TT

nat in vjotaLIOA of the Sixth Amendment is a mixed question 0114w and fact and is thus

't to independent review." Striek1an.61 v, Watinginn, 466 U.S. 668, 104 Sgt. 2052, at

2070, 80 L.U.d.28 674 (1484). This Court reviews claims of ineffective assistance of counsel

1

1

1

14

1

18 counsel's representation of the defendant fell below an objective standard of reasonableness.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

2

2

lel at 688, 104 S.Ct. at 2064. if the defendant establishes that counsel's performance was

deficient, the defendant must next show that, but for tounsers errors, the result of the trial

probably would have been different. id at 694, 104 S.Ct. at 2068..

The United States Constitution guarantees the Defendant the right to counsel for the

defense and has pronounced that the assistance due is the "Reasonably Effective Assistance of

Counsel During the Trial". See, 5.11jekjanet_t_Wasbiin. 104 S. Ct. 2052 (1984).

Whereby, this Court adopted the TWQ Prong Standard of Slrickland in Awl= v. 1,cY041, 100

Nev. 430, 683 P.2d 504 (1984).

In keeping with the standard of effective assistance of couosel, the United Stares

Supreme Court extended the right to counsel to include a convicted defendant's first appeal.

See, EvittsV. Lum.„ 469 U. S. 387, 105 S.Ct 830 (1985); See also, Dou210 v. Ca/abate,

2 4

under a	 able effective iessistance standard enunciated by the United States Supreme.

Coust SPrickland and adopted by this Court in Warden v, Lyene, 100 Nev. 430, 683 P.2d

504, (1984): See Daw-41Ly. State, 108 Nev. 112, 115, 825 P.2d 593, 595 (1992), Under thi8

t -prong test, a defendant who challenges the adequacy of his or her counsel's representation

must show (1) that oounscl's performance was deficient and (2) that the defendant was

prejudiced by this deficiency. Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687, 104 S.Ct. at 2064.

Under Sefiekleed, defense counsel has a duty to make reasonable investigatione or to

make a reasonable decision That makes particular investigations unnecessary. Id. at 691, 104

SRL. at 2066. (Quotations omitted), Deficient assistance requires a showing that trial
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372 U.S. 353 (1963).

That counsel at each of dm proceedings must be adequate, meaningful, and effective.

Strickland, St_Ap_La.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by foiling

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

8
	 issues raised herein. Theses issuC5 include the following:

9 II. TRIAL COENSEkiVilatibQN 2N*IsrEi1 g...4T,RIPP0 WAPJftS RIGIST 
TO SPEEDY TRIAL AND THEN ALLOWED THE cAsuro Locum 

10	 FO 46 •NUS R

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RWPO ty failing
12

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional
13

issues raised in this argument

15
	

During this inordinate delay a number of jailhouse snitches were able to gain aCeeS.5 to

1
	

MVO'S legal work or learn about the CARe front the publicity in the newspaper and television

17 and were therefore able to fabricate testimony apinst RIPPO in exchange for favors from the
18

rosecution.
19

24

25 to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

24 ;.ssues raised in this argument

28
to prejudice RIPPO in the eyes of the jury, the State showed the jury a picture of RIPPO as he

25

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing

27 Prosecutor Harmon described RIPPO to the jury as looking like a "choir boy'. In order
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10

11

12

1

14

15

16

1

1

1

2

8

sometimes looked in prison which was absolutely not relevant to his appearance when not in

custody. In the photo RIPPO kicked grunt), and mean volich was a Oar't contrast to his

appearance when not in custody and at trial. When RIPPO voiced concerns to his attorneys he

was to/4 the photo didn't matter as the jury could see that RIPPO was clean cut during the

'al. The jury should not have been allowed to view RIPPO as he appeared in prison.

It is hornbook law that evidence of other criminal conduct is not admissible to show

that a defendant is a bad person or has a propensity for committing crimes. .%isky,Iiings, 633

P.2d 1584 (Ariz. 1981); Martin v.ieo_ple, 738 P.24 789 (Cob, 1987); State V. czar% 756

P.24 1033 (Flaw. 1988); Moore v,State., 96 Nev. 220, 602 P.24 105 (1980). Although it may

be admissible under the exceptions cited in NRS 48,045(2), the determination whether to

admit or exclude evidence of separate and independent criminal acts rests within the sound

discretion of the pia court, and it is the duty of that court to strike a balance between the

probative value of the evidence and its prejudicial dangers. Elsburv v.,State, 90 Nev. 50, 518

P.24 599 (1974)

The prosecution may not introduce evidence of other criminal sets of the accused

as the evidence is substantially relevant for some other ptupose than to show a probability

that the accused committed the charged crime because of a trait of character. Igke_r_v,_,

82 Nev. 127,412 P.24 970 (1966) . Even whine relevancy under an exception to the general

rule may be found, evidence of other criminal am may not be admitted if its probative value

is outweighed by its prejudicial effect. }Lula= v.-3_tax, 95 Nev. 830,603 13 ,24 694 (1979).

The test for determining whethet a reference to criminal history is error is whether

could reasonably infer from the &kis presented that the accused had engaged in prior

criminal activity." Mceninga,agbign, 99 Nev. 82, 86, 659 P.2d 847, 850 (t983) citing

Commonwealth v. Allen, 292 Pili.2d 373, 375 (Pa. 1972) . In a majority of jurisdiction

22

23

24

26

2

27

2

26
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

/2

13

14

15

16

17

16

19

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2$

improper reference to criminal history is a violation of due process since it affizts the

presumption of innocence ., the reviewing coUtt muSt therefore determine whether the error

was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt. Porter v. St, 04 Nev. 142,, 576 P,2d 275 (1978);

avCaljmjj. 386 U.S. 18, 24, 87 S.Ct, 824, 828, 17 L.Eti.2d 7d5 (l%7),

rhe use of the prison photograph was for the sole purpose of attempting to portray

RIPPO as being of poor character and having committed other bad acts. Trial counsel clearly

should have objected and prevented the it.se of the photograph.

CinciaLattaidEtt JAT. 	111;IUQUaAV Ng2MP,EM.

(a.) Failure to Object to Unconstitutional Jury instructions at the Penalty
Hearing That Did Not Define and Limit the Use of Character Evidenee by
the Jury.

(See argument VL hcrein below)

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIFT° by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument.

(h)	 Failure to Offer Any Jury Instruction with Rippo's Specific Mitigating
Circumstances and Failed to Object to an Instruction That Only Listed
the Statutory Mitigators and Failed to Submit a Special Verdict Form
Listing Mitigatating Circumstances Found by the Jury,

(Ste argument VI. herein below)

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by falling

to raise on appeal. or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument

CO). Failure to Argue the Existence of Specific Mitigating Circumstances
During Closing Argument at the Penalty Heariag or the Weighing Process
Necessary Before the Death Penalty h Even an Option for the Jury.
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2	 Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to WPC) by failing

3	 to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

sues raised in this argument.

As discussed above there was no verdict form provided to the jury for the purpose of

finding the existence of mitigating circumstances. To compound the matter not once during

closing argument at thc penalty hearing did either trial counsel submit the existence of any

specific mitigating circumstance thai existed on behalf of RIPPO. A close reading of the

arguments rev eals the existence of a number of mitigators that should have been urged to be

found by the jury. These were:

1)	 Accomplice and participant Diana Hunt received favorable treatment and is already
eligible for parole;

(2) Rippe' came from a dysfunctional childhood.;
(3) Pippo Wed to receive proper treatment and counseling from the juvenile justice
system;
(4) Rippo, at the age of 17,, was certified as an adult and sent to adult prison because the

State of Nevada discontinued a treatment facility of violent juvenile behaviors;
(5) Rippo was an emotionally disturbed child that needed long term treatment, which he

never received;
(6) Itippo never committed a serious disciplinary offense while in pnson, and is not a

danger;
(7) Rippo worked well in prison and has been a leader to some of the other persons in

Privoni
(8) Rippo has demonstrated remorse; and
(9) Rim/ was under the influence of drugs at the time of the offense.

Death penalty statutes must be structured to prevent the penalty being imposed in an

arbitrary and unpredictable fashion. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 96 S.Ct. 2909,49

L.E4.2d 859 (1976) Furman v. Georgil 408 U.S. 238,92 S.Q. 2126, 33 L.F.4.2d 346 (1972).

A capital defcridruit must be allowed to introduce any relevant mitigating evidence regarding

his character and record and circumstance of the offense. 11 v_gotJannttgmling, 42$

Us. 2%0,96 S.Ct. 297%, 49 L.Ed.2d 944(1976); Wings v. Oklahoma, 465 U.S. 104, 102

&Ct. 869, 71 LEd.2d 1 (1982).

PZ)
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1

12

13

14

15

17

19

20

21

22

23

4

26

In Lockett y. Ohio, 438 US 586,98 S.Ct 2954, 57 L.Ed. 211 973 (1978) the Court held

at in order to meet constitutional muster a penalty hearing scheme must allow consideration

as a mitigating eitetnustanee any aspect of the defendant's character or record or any of the

circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence of less than

death. See also Hildeock v. Duaeler, 481 US 395, 107 S.Ct. I g21, 95 L.Ed.24 347 (1987) and

Larlicraid)eacer, 498 US 308, 111 S.Ct 731, 112 L.Ed.2d 812 (1991).

Incredibly, at no point did RIPPO'S attorneys urge the jury to find the existence of

mitigating cireumstances and weigh them against the aggravators. This failure not only

prejudiced RIPPO at the penalty hearing, it also precludes any meaningful review of the

appropriateness of the jury's verdict of death.

(d).	 Failure to Object to Improper Closing Argument it the Penalty Hearing.

Appellate counsel tidied to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely ILS.Stslt ail the available argumeral supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument.

During closing argument at the penalty hearing the prosecutor made the following

proper argument to the jury to which there was no objection by trial counsel:

And I would pose the question now: Do you have the resolve, the courage, the
intestinal fortitude, the sense of commitment to do your legal duty? (3/14/96

Page 1)4

In Evans v, State, 117 Nev. Ad. Op. 50 (2002) this Court considered fhe exact same

nis and found:

27

28

Other prosecutorial remarks were excessive and unacceptable and should have
been challenged at trial and on direct appeal. In rebuttal closing, the prosecutor
asked, 'do you as a jury have the resolve, the determination, the courage, the
intestinal fortitude, the sense of legal commitment to do your legal duty?'
Asking the jury if it had the 'intestinal fortitude' to do its ; legal duty' was
highly impruper. The United States Supreme Court held that a prosecutor erred
in trying "'to exhort the jury to do its job'; that kind of pressure . .has no place

29
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in the administration of criminal justice' 'There should be no suggestion that a
jury has a duty to decide one way or the other; such an appeal is designed to
stir passion and can only distract jury from it's actual duty: impartiality'. The
prosecutor's woods here 'resolve,' %letermination,"courage,"inteatinal
foniturie,"comanitmett,"dutY— were particularly desitpaed to stir the jury
passion and appeal to partiality.

[t was error for counsel to fail to object to the improper argument and the failure to

object precluded the matter from being raised co, direct Levee/.

(e) Trial Counael Failed to Move to Strike Two Aggravating Circumstances
That Were Based on Invalid Convictions.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to FLIPPO by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument.

The aggravating circumstances of under sentence of imprisonment and Fri

conviction of a violent felony were based on WPM'S guiity plea to the 1 9g2 sexual assault of

Laura Martin. RIPPO'S plea canvass was woefully inadequate and as such trial counsel

should have filed a Motion to Strike the two aggravating eircumsta.nces that were based on the

guilty plea. PIPPO brought this to the attention of trial counsel but no effort was made to

invalidate the two aggravators,

As the State improperly stacked aggravating circumstances the removal oldie prior

conviction would have eliminated the two most damaging aggravators. Defense counsel

Id have pushed for an evidentiary hearing where a review of the transcripts from the plea

eating would have shown an improper guilty plea canvass under Nevada law.

The number of aggravators in this case unduly swayed the jury. If one aggravator was

enough to impose the death sentence, then surely six meant death was the only answer. This

ahould have compelled defense counsel to utilize any avenue of attack available against the

aggravators.

30

ev.
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• TIMIN§TRUCLION GIVEN AT THE	 FAILED_TO
JIARAC1)R E_VIDENCE AND

CONSTITUTTO 

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RipPO by

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available argurnents supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument

NRS 200.030 provides the basic scheme for the determination of whether an

individual convicted of first degree murder can be sentenced to death and provides in relevant

ponion:

4.	 A person convicted of murder of the first degrtv is guilty of a category
A felony and shall be purlished:

(a) By death, only if one or more aggravating circumstances are found and
any mitigating circumstance or circumstances which ge found do not
outweigh the aggravating circumstance or circumstances; or

(b) By imprisonment in the state prison:

In the case at bar, in addition to the alleged aggravating circumstances there was a

great deal of "character evidence" offered by the State that was used to urge the jury to return

a verdict of death. The jury, however, was never instructed that the "character evidence'

evidence of other bad acts that were not statutory aggravating circumstances could not be used

in the weighing process.

en to the jury erroneously spelled out the process as follows:

The State has alleged that aggravating circumstances are present in this case.
The defendants have alleged that certain mitigating circumstances arc present in this

It shall be your duty to determine:

(a)Whether an aggravating circumstance or circumstances are foand to exi ; and
(b) Whether a mitigating circumstance or eittumstanceS are found to exist; and

•pj
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0) Based upon these findings, whether a defendant should be sentenced to life
imprisonment or death.

3
The jury may impose a sentence of death only if (1) the jurors unanimously

4
	

find at least one aggravating circumstance has been established beyond a
reasonable doubt and (2) the jurors unanimously find that there are no
mitigating circumstances sufficient to outweigh the aggravating circumstance

6
	 or circumstances found.

Otherwise, the pintishment imposed shall be imprisonment in the Slate Prison
for life with or without the possibility of parole.
A mitigating circumstance itself need not be agreed to unanimously, that is
any one juror can find a 'nitrating circumstance without the agreement of any
other juror or jurors, The entite jury must agree unanimously, however, as to
whether the aggravating circumstances outweigh the mitigating circumstances
or whether the mitigating circumstances outweigh the aggravating
circumstances.?'

1

12	 tlie juty was also told in Instruction 20 that:

13	 The jury is instructed that in determining the appropriate penalty to be imposed
1

wig 14
in this case that it may consider all evidence introduced and instructions given
at both the penalty hearing phase of these proceedings and at the trial of this

z
t;s1	

matter.

45 aIS	 The jury was IICVer jimmied that charactar evidence wa.s not to be part of the
:1 a 0

17	 'gibing process to determine death eligibility or given any guidance as to how to treat the
18

character evidence. The closing arguments of defense counsel also did not discuss the use of

20 
the character evidence in the weighing process and that such evidence could not be used in the

24	
After a conviction of murder, a capital sentencing hearing may be held. The

2 5	 jury hears evidence and argument and is then instructed about statutory
aggravating circornstances. The Court explained this instruction as follows:

The purpose of the statutory aggravating cheumstaitoe is to limit to a large
degree, but not completely, the fact findees dist...Teflon. Unless at least one of
the ten statutory aggravating circumstances MiSt- the death penally may not be
imposed in any event. If there exists at least one statutory aggravating
circumstance, the death penalty may be imposed but the fact finder has a

32

27

28

V'hd

determination of the existence of aggravating or mitigating circumstances.2

22	 In. Bmoks y. Keine, 762 F 2,d 13113 (ltth Cir. 19g5) the Court described the procedure

st be followed by a sentencing jury under a statutory scheme similar to Nevada:

2
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discretion to decline to do so without giving any reason .. [citation omitted].
In making the decision as to the penalty, the fact finder takes into consideration
all circumstances before it from both the guilt-innocence and the sentence
phase of the trial. The circumstances relate to both the offense and the
defendant.

[citation omitted) . The United States Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of structuring the sentencing jury's  discretion in such a
manner.
v. Stephen, 462 135. 862, 103 S.Ct, 2733,77 L.Edid .235 (1963)"
Droples, 762 F.2d at 1405.

In Wineri.,45,1fge, 112 Nev. 908, 921 P.2d 836 (1996) the Court stated:

Under NRS 175552, the trial court is given broad discretion on questions
concerning the athnissibility of evidence at a penalty hearing. au, 108 Nev.
770, 839 Pld 578. in Robins v,Ante, 106 Nev. 611, 798 P.2d 558 (1990),
Celt denied, 499 U.S. 970 (1991), this court held that evidence of uncharged
crimes is admissible at a penalty hearing once any aggravating circumstance
has beett proven beyond a reasonable doubt. Witter„ 112 Nev. at 916.

Additionally in Gallev) v.. State, 101 Nev. 782,71 Pill 856 (1995) the court in

iscussing the procedure in death penalty cases stated:

lithe death penalty option survives the balancing of aggravating and tnitigating
circumstances, Nevada law permits consideretion by the sentencing panel of
other evidence relevimt to sentence N RS 175352. Whether such additional
evidence will be admitted is a determination reposited in the sound discretion
of the trial judge. Galtem, at 791.

More recently the Court made crystal clear the manner to proper.	 ly instruct the jury on

oi character evidence;

To determine that a death sentence is warranted, a jury considers three types of
evidente: 1 6vidence relating to aggravalkig circumstances, mitigating
circumstances and any other matter which the court deems relevant to
sentence' . The evidence at issue hem was the third type, 'other matter'
evidence. In deciding whether to return a death sentence, the juty can consider
such evidence only after finding the defendant death—eligible, i.e. t.after is has
found unanianoual at /east one enumerated aggravator and each jurotrar-
founiTithFit any mitig
jury ecides a death is not appror a a can
evidence in deciding on another sentence. Evans v,State, 117 Nev. Ad. Op. 50
(2001).

33
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As the court failed to properly instruct the jury at the penalty hearing the sentence

imposed was arbitrary and capricious and violated RIPPO'S rights under the Eighth

Amendment to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and to Due Process under the

Fourteenth Amendment and must be set aside.

NIL far '8 S

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to R1PPO by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument.

At the penalty hearing Instruction number 17 given to the jury listed the seven

tigating circumstances found in NRS 200.035. No other proposed mitigating

circumstances were given to the jury. The verdict forms given to the jury did not contain si list

of proposed mitigating circumstances to be found by the jury.

In every criminal case a defendant is entitled to have the jury instructed on any theory

f defense that the evidence discloses, however improbable the evidence supporting it may be.

gin v. State, 97 Nev, 394, 632 P.24 1153 (1961); Williams v. State, 99 Nev. 530,665 f).2d

260 (1983),

in Lockett v. Ottio„ 438 US 586, 98 S.Ct 2954, 57 LEd. 2d 975 (1978) the Court held

that in order to meet constitutional muSter a penalty hearing scheme must allow onside:ration

as a mitigating circumstance any aspect of the defendant's character or record or any of the

34
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circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence of less than

death. See also Iljteheock v. Duager, 481 US 391, 107 S.C1, 1821, 95 I—Ed-2d 347 (1987) and

1

14

15

15

14::j	 17

18

1. Accomplice and participant Diana Hunt received favorable treatment
and is already eligible for parole;

2. Rippo came from a dysfunctional childhood;
3. Rim° failed to receive proper treatment and manacling from the

juvenile justice system;
4. Rippo was certified as an adult and sent to adult prison because the

Stale of Nevada disc-unarmed a treannent facility of violent juvenile
behaviors;

5. Rippo was an emotionally disturbed OW that needed long terrn
treatment, which he never received;

6. Rippo never committed a serious disciplinary offense while in prison,
and is not a &Iva;

7. Rippo worked well in prison and has been a leader to some of the other
persons in prison;

8•	Rippo has demonstrated EtailOTSC;

9.	 Rippo was under the influence of drugs at the time of the offense.

The only instruction the jury received was the stock instruction that reads;

Murder of the First Degree may be mitigated by any of the following
eirctunstances, oven though the mitigating circumstance is not sufficient to
constitute a defense or reduce the degree of the crime:

35

Parker v. Dupdgi, 498 US 108, Ill S.Ct 731, 1/ 21-.Ed.2d 8/2 (1991).

NRS 175.554 (1) piewicles that in a capital penalty hearing before a jury, the court shall

instruct the jury on the relevant aggravating ciretinistencee and "shall also instruct the jury as

to the mitigating circumstances alleged by the defense upon which evidence bas been

presented during the trial or az the hearing". 13_Aftd v. State, 116 Nev. Ad, Op. 23 (2000). ft

10 was a violation of the 14th and ath Amendments10 fail to instruct the jury Gil the defense

adaptors and further a 6th. Amendment vielaticm foe counsel at trial not tu submit a proper

*astruction and special verdict form to the jury. This failure was especially harmful to R1PPO,

when just from a review of the closing arguments there were valid mitigating circumstances

that likely would have been found by one or more of the jurors. These are:
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17

18

19

1. -Ile Defendant has no significant history of prior Criril i 	 activity.
2. The murder was committed while the Defendant was under the

influence of extreme mental or emotional disturbance,
3. The victim was a participant in the Defendants criminal conduct or

consented to the act.
4. The Defendant was, an accomplice in a murder committed by another

person and his participation in the murder was relatively minor,
5,	 The Defendant acted under duress or the domination of another person.
6. The youth of the Defendant at the time of the crime.
7. Any other mitigating circumstances."

This instruction did absolutely nothing to inform the jury of the mitigators that actually

applied to the case, and given the nature of this and other penalty hearing errors, mandates

that the sentence he reversed.

vill, RIPIVIS SENTENCE IS INVALID UNDER T
ixNutrunoNiv. 0,1ARAtiTyz Y truE PRocE$s, g,1304,
PROTECTION OF TOE LAWS. EFFECTIVE A I

C C	 T

Qii VICIIM IMPA
ip
CT E TIMO Y

EL

AN

22

23

24

25

28

27

28

Appellate counsel faded to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing

o raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

sues raised in this argument

The Nevada capital statutory scheme and caw law impose no limits on the

presentation of victim impact testimony and as such mulls in the arbitrary and capricious

imposition of the death penalty,

This Court has held that due process requiremeuts apply to a penalty hearing. In

v.  State. 107 Nev. 53, 807 P.24 718 (1991) the Court held that due process requires

36
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notice of evidence to he presented at a penalty hearing and that one day's notice is not

3 adequde. En the context ofa penalty hearing to determine whether the defendant should be

adjudged a habitual criminal the court has found that the interests of justice should guide the

exercise of discretion by the trial court. Spwns v. State, 106 Nov. 16, 789 P-24 1242 (1990)

En We  v Alahomg„ 447 U.S. 343, 346, 100 S.Ct. 2227, 2229,65 L.Ed.24.1 175

(1980), the United State Supreme Court held that state laws guaranteeing a defendanta

10 deprivation by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Proetdores

1 established by the Nevada statutory scheme and interpreted by this Court have therefore
12

created a liberty interest in complying with the procedures and are protected by the Due

25
P.2d 238 (1983)-

of certain victim impact evidence during the sentencing phase of a capital case. The Colin did

Procedural rights at sentencing may create liberty interests protected against arbitrary

Process clause.
14

15	 The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution requires that the sentence of

16 death not be imposed in an arbitrary and capricious manner. 	 v.,Georgna, 428 U.S. 153

17 (1976) - The ftutdamental respect for leanzatity underlying the Eighth Amendment requires
1

consideration of the character arid record of the individual offended. and the circumstances of
19

the particular offense as a constitutionally indispensable part of the, process of inflicting the
20

2	 PenaltY of death-	 v..NQftb. Caroling, 428 U.S.280 (1976) Evidence that is of a

22 dubious or tenuous nature should not be introduced at a penalty hearing, and character

23 evidence whose ptobative value is outweighed by the danger of unfair prejtaliCe, of confusion

24
E the issues or misleading the jury should not be Int/educed. Allen v. *le, 99 Nev. 485, 665

28
The United States Supreme Court in Payne v. l'enpes,vg, 501 U.S. 808, S.Ct. 2597,

28 115 1-.Fad.2d 720 (1991) held that the Eighth Amendment eltets nci per se bar to the admission
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26

27

28

14

1

1

1

1

1

20

2

22

•
acknowledge that victim impact evidence can be so unduly prejudicial as to render the

sentencing proceeding fundamentally unfeir and violate the Due Process Clau,so of the

Fourteenth Amendment. Pane, 111 S.Ct at 2608, 115 1,E42d at 735.1n 1-(cenjek_er Ste 108

'Nev. 127, 136-137, 825 P.24.1 600, 606 (1992) this Court embraced the holding in Pam and

found that it comported fully with the intendment of the Nevada Constitution and declined to

search for lollies heights in the Nevada Constitution. In cases subsequent to Botpielc, the

Court has reaffirmed its position, finding that questions of admissibility of testimony during

the penalty phase of a capital murder trial are largely left to the discretion of trial court. $nailje

v. Site, /10 Nev. 1094, 1106, 881 P.2d 649 ()994). The Court hes not however aikliessed the

issue of presentation of cumulative victim impact evidence or been presented with a situation

where the prosecution went beyond the scope of the order of the District Court restricting the

presentation of the evidence.

Some State courts have voiced disapproval over the adirtiSSiOtt of any victim impel

evidence at a capital sentencing hearing findhig that such evidence is not relevant to prove any

fact at issue or to establish the existence of an aggravating circumstance. atatclf(i.„..2,wiet, 906

12,2d (Or. 1995) In considering a claim that victim impact testimony violated due process and

resulting in a sentence imposed under the influence of passion, prejudice or other at-barmy

_	 -	 6 -Lfactors, the 894 Pld 850, 864 (Kan. 1995) issued

the following warning while affirming the sentence:

When victims statements are presented to a jury, the trial court should exorcise
control. Control can be exercised, for example, by requiring the victims'
statements to be in question and answer form or submitted hi Wx-it in g in
advance. The victims' statements should be directed toward information
concerning the victim and the impact the crime has on the victim and the
victims' family. Allowing the statement to range far afield may result in
reversible error.

In the case at bar the State called live separate victim impact witnesses to testify over

38
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the objection of RIPPO. At the conclusion of the testimony RIPPO moved for a mistrial which

was denied by the District Court. R1PPO also raised the issue on direct appeal on the basis that

the testimony was cumulative and excessive, This C ourt denied the claim. The Mingin this

ease and others establishes that this Court puts no meaningful bounOries on victim impact

testimony reslilting in the arbitrary and capricious imposition of the death penalty in violation

of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments,

IX. THE STOCK JURY INSTRUCT 0 GIVEN
0

G MU	 ST	 THO
IN " INST iii. VIOLA	 T	 T1ONAL

GUAR4NTOF DLTE ROES$ AND EOUAL PROTECT ON, WAS 
V G	 RE VE	 S E LT S EJ.URLIEN OF P 

ER F.	 T	 CO

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPF0 by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

raised in this argument.

The challenged, instruction was modified by the Court in 	 rd	 late, 116 Nev.

Ad. Op. 23 (2000) In Bvfont the Court rejected the argument as a basis for relief for Byford,

but recognized that the erroneous instruction raised "a legitimate concern that the Court

should address. The Court vim* on to find that the evidence in the case was clearly sufficient

to establish premeditation and delibertition.

Subsequent to the decision in Wet supra, further challenges have been made to the

Instruction with no SI/WASS. hi Garnr.y.,.2=, 116 Nev. Ad. Op. 85 (2000), the Court

discussed at length the future treatment of challenges to what has been deemed the "Kazalya"

. In denying relief to Gamer. the Court stated:

To the extent that our criticism of the Kazalyn instruction in Byf4 rd means

flMENTS 5.6, AND 14; N ILTUTION AR
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that the instruction was in effect to some degree errnncons, the error was not
plain.

Therefore under Byford, no plain or constitutional error occurred here.
Independently of Byron* however, Gamer argues that the Kaadyn instruction
caused constitutional error. We are unpersuaded by his argwnents and
conclude that giving the Kazalyn instruction was not constitutional error.
. .Thcrefore, the required use of the Byford

instruction applies only prospectively. Thus, with convictions predating
Byford, neither the use of the Kazalyn instruction nor the failure to give
instructions equivalent to those set forth in Byford provides grotmds for
relief."Gamen 116 Nev. M. Op_ 85 at 15.

The State, during closing argument took full advantage of the unconstitutional

10	 instruction, arguing to the jury, inter aim:

Premeditation need not he for a day, an hour or evert a minute. It may be as
instantaneous as successive thoughts of the mind.

How quick is that?

For if the jury believes from the evidence that the acts constituting the killing
has been preceded by and has been the result of premeditation, no matter how
rapidly the premeditation is followed by the cI constituting the killing, it is

deliberate and premeditated murder.

SO contrary to TV land, premeditation is something that can happen virtually
instantaneously, successive thoughts of the mind." (3/$196 p. 14).

19 1	 It is respectfully urged that trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object to the

premeditation and deliberation instruction and that lupp0 was prejudiced by the Mare.

X. ffirlaISS_JS:0 510:10MJELECLONALIDMILIMIMEMALLE

U PRQTECTIOjti OFTHE LAWSLA/D_RakatIAMETMIE
TO A	 r_11ZIALME_Q_LII inig_uMP_V_Tht TO C CT FAIRdaLASTaINEE.
ApeELLATE REVIEW. Until SLOES CONS
S&LS. AND It NEVADA CONATITIJION ARTICLETAIMIANJI
8: ARTICLE W. SECTION 21. 

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RPM by fitiling

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

Issues raised in this argument.

40
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25

26
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This Court's review o cases in which the death penalty has been imposed is

constitutionally inadequate. The opinions rendered by the Coon have been consistently

arbittury, unprincipled and result oriented. Under Nevada law, this Court had a duty to review

RIPPO'S sentence to determine (a) whether the evidence supported the finding of aggravating

uarcumstances;, (h) whether the sentence of death was imposed under the influence of passion,

prejudice or other arbitivry factor; whether the sentence of death was excessive considering

both the crime and the defendant. NRS I 77.055(4 Such appellate review was also required

a twitter of constitutional law to ensure the fairness and reliability of RIPPO'S sentence.

The opinion affirming RIPPO'S conviction and sentence provides no indication that

c niarxiatury review was fully and properiy conducted in this case. In fact the opinion while

ting that no mitigating circumstances were found, tailed to nonce that there was nu jury

verdict form for the jurors to find mitigating circumstances included in the record on appeal.

6 The statutory mechanism ter review is also faulty in that the Court is not required to consider
Tz" g 0

aggravating circumstances to determine if the death malty in apreopriate,

RIPPO also Again hereby adopts and incorporates each ancievery claim and issue

in his direct appeal as a substantive basis for relief in the Post Conviction Writ of

abeas Corpus bused on the inadequate appellate review.

xi ELMISsLNEEI	 S T CE 1	 IthERELTIMINAT

IHLamigi ITLDLLANILBaj
nj[A,COD SULMNEEXEMIMMILEVWAY

N ND
YST 

STATES '1)N511_
AgiWLEJL

SEa (LAM

7 the existence of mitigating circumstances and engage in the necessary weighing procesS with
18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

26
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Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effec RIPPO by failing

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional

issues raised in this argument.

WPC/ is not an African American, however was tried by a jury that was under

represented of African Americans and other minorities. Clark County has systematically

excluded from and under represented African Americans and other minorities on criminal jury

pools. According to the 1990 census, African Americans -a distinctive group for purposes of

10	 onstitutionat analysis - made up approximately 8.3 percent of the population of Clark

County, Nevada. A representative jury would be expected to contain a similar proportion of

African Americans. A prima fade case of systematic under representation is established as an.

15 be said to be =satiably remsentative of the cormnunity.

The jury selection process in Clark County is subject to abuse and is not racially

17	 tarni in the manner in which the jury pool is selected. Use of a computer database compiled

18

made to follow up on those jury summons that are returned as undeliverable or tut delivered
25

12

all white jury arid all white venire in a community with 8,3 permit African American cannot
/ 4

y the Department of Motor Vehicles, and or the election department results in exclusion of

those persons that do not drive or vote, ellen members of tbe community of lesser income and

21	
amity siatus. The computer list from which the jury pool is drawn therefore excludes lower

22 nuarne individuals and does not represent a fair eross section of the community and

23	 ystematically discriminates.

24
The seleetion process for the jury pool is further discriminatory in that no attempt is

and generate no respunse. Titus individuals that move fairly frequently or are too busy tryin.g

2	 1 earn a living and fail to respond to the SUMMO0S	 Ih116 are not included ivithin the

entre. The failure of County follow up on these individuals results in a jury pool that does
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14

18
Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to 1UPPO by failing

18

1 •
represent a fair cross section of the community and systematically discrtininaies.

HIPPO WU denied /us Sixth Amendment right to atury (IMAM from a fair

section of the cotrumnity, his right to an impartial jury as guaranteed by the Sixth

Amendment, IMI1 his right to equal protection under the 14th Amendment. The arbitrary

li	 m a fair cross-section of the commtmity, and thereby deprived RIPPC of a state created
12

23 States Supreme Coint held that death penalty statutes utast truly guide the jury's

4 determination in imposing the sentence of death. The Court held that the sentencing scheme

ust provide a "meaningful basis for distinguishing the few cases in which death penalty is

unposed from the many MOS in which it is not." Id. at 188, 96 S.Ct. at 2932.

28	 In Cietclihy v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420, 1100 S.Ct 1759 (1980) , the Supreme Court

k down a Georgia death sentence holding that the aggravating CirGUEEIStallCe relied upon

4 3

6
exclusion of groups of citinns from jury setviee, moreover, violates equal protection under

the state and federal constitution. The reliability of the jurors' fact finding process was

pmmised, Finally, the process used ID select R1PFO'S jury violated Nevada's mandatory

0	 tory and decisional laws concerning jury selection and R WPC:VS right to a jury drawn

liberty interest and due process of law under the 14th Amendment.

to raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available atgumenis .suppeating constitutional
20

issues raised this argument
21

22	 In raga v„Xeorria, 428 U.S. 238, 92 S.Ct. 2726. 3 L.Ed.2d 346 (1972), the United
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as vague and failed to provide sufficient guidance to allow a jury to thstinuish between

propq.tr death penalty cases and non-death penalty cases. The Court held that under Georgia

law, "Where is 110 principled way to distinguish this case, in which the death penalty was

imposed, from the many cases in which it was not." at 877, 103 Skt. at 2742.

Recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court demonstrate that all the fa.ctors

listed in the Nevada Capital Sentencing Statute (NRS 200.033) arc subject to challenge on the

s of 8tb Amendment Prohibition against vagueness and arbitrariness, for both on its

to face and as applied in R1PPO'S case.

'A

1
In Striagery. Bkok 503 U.S. 222, 112 &Ct. 1130 (1992) the United. States Supremen

8 =
Li	 Court noted that where the sentencing jury is instructed to weigh aggravating and mitigating

22	 Among the risk the court identified as arising from the vague aggravating factors are

23 randomness in sentence decision making and the creation of a bias in favor of death. (Ibid.)

Each of the factors contained in NRS 200.033 is subject to the prescription against vague and

iniprecise sentencing factors that fail to appraise the sentences of the findings ghat are

sary to warrant imposition of death. (icauty,gicffight. 486 U.S. 356 (1988))

The factors listed in NRS 200.033, individually and in combination, fail to guide the

sentencers discretion and create an impermissible risk of vaguely defined, arbitrarily and

44

ircumstanees, tile factors guiding the jury's discretion must be objectively and preciselyPly	 14

defined:

Although our precedence do not require the use of aggravating factors they

have not pecrititted a. state in which aggravated factors are decisive to use
17	

factors of vague or imprecise content. A vague aggravated factor employed fora	 the purpose of dtetermining whether defendant is eligible for the death penalty
fails to channel the semencers discretion. A vape aggravating factor used in

the awighing process is in essence worst, fer it creates the risk that the jury will

treat the defendant as more deserving of the death penalty and he might

otherwise be by relying upon the existence of illusory circumstance. Id. at
382."
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capri,iiously selected individuals upon whom death is imposed. It is difficult, if not

3	 impossible, under the factors of NRS 200.033 for the perpetrator of a First Degree Murder not

to be eligible for the death penalty at the unbridled discretion of the prosecutor.

The Supreme Court in Godfrey v, eieorgia„ 446 U.S. 420, 100 S.Ct. 1759 (1980)

sensibility cert fairly characterize almost every murder as 'outrageously or v.antonly

V. (teorgia, (1976) 428 U.S. 153, 184.)) Across the board eligibility for the death

45

6
versed wider thc ath Amendment a sentence of death obtained under Georgia Capital

urder Statute but permitted euch a sentence for an offense that was found beyond a

9 reasonable doubt to have been "outrageously arid wantonly vile, horrible or Woman in that it

10	 involved torture, depravity of mind, or aei aggroated battery tG the vietim." (Id. at 422),

Despite the prosecutor's claim that the Georgia courts had app/ied a narrowing construction to,r)
12

C*	 the statute (Id at 429-430), the plurality °Omen, recognized that:

Era 13

In the case before us the Geotgia Supreme Court has affinne.d the sentence of
14	

death based upem no more than a &din that the offense was 'outrageously or
z	 wantonly vile, horrible and inhuman.'"

15

Then is nothing in these words, standing alone, that implies any inherent restraint

E 0
n	 nn the arbitrary and capricious intlictin of the death sentence. A person of ordinary

1

honible alld tellurium." Id. at 428-429) .

To be consistent with the 8th Amendment, Capital Murder must take into accotult the
2

COncepn that death is different (Cekth p, t_e,._&gmq, 463 U.S. 942, 103 S. Ct. 3445 (1983)),

23 in that the death penalty must be reserved for those killings which society views as the most

24
egrtgi0115 affronts to humanity." (ZgLiL,_%eamis„ 462 U.S. at 877. Footnote 13 (citing

Groeg

26

penalty aLso fails to account for the differeet degrees of culpability attendant to different types

20 of murders, enhaneing the possibility that sentencing will be imposed arbitrarily without

regard for the blarneworthioess of the defendant or his act.
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22

23

24

27

The Nevada Statutory scheme is so broad as to make every first degree murder casc

into a death penalty case. The Statute does not narrow the class of murderers that are eligible

for the death penalty. The scheme leaves the decision when to seek death solely in the

unbridled discretion of prosecutors. Such a scheme violates the mandates of the United States

Supreme Court.

c„..taNcLUNIQN

Therefore, based upon the arguments herein, Mr. Rippe) would respectfully request the

reversal of his sentence of death and convictions based upon appellate counsel failing to raise

the necessary arguments on direct appeal and for violations of the United States Constitutions

Amendments. Fourteen, Eight, Five, and Six.

DATED this	 dated this May, 2005.

Respectfully submitted:

CHRLSTOPHER
Nevada Bar No. 004349
520 S. Fourth Street, 2nd Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
(702) 384.3563
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IN THE SURE	 V

CHAEL RIPPO,

6	 Appellant,

7 V.

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

9	 Respondent.

RESPONDENT'S ANSWERING BRIEF

Appeal from Denial of Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus
EPost-Convietion)

Eighth Judicial Court, Clark County
SKATETONTAIF TUE ISSITS

1. Whether there was illegal or improper stacking of aggravators, making
Defendant's sentience unconstitutional.

2. Whether Defendant received ineffective assistance of counsel.
. Whether Defendant received ineffective assistance of appellate counsel

because appellate counsel failed to raise that trial counsel allowed
Defendant to waive his right to a speedy trial.

4. Whether Defendant received ineffecffre assistance of 	 hate counsel
because appellate counsel failed to raise an allegation 	 trial counsel
was deficient during the guilt phase for failing to object to the use of a

iheotccp.1)ei of the M	 t.fendan
5.

,i
fendant received ineffective assistance of 	 liete counsel

because appellate counsel failed to raise various a1le. is	 that trial
counsel was deficient during the penalty phase.

6. Whfther the instniction given at the pmeity hearing adequately apprised
the	 of the proper use of character evidence.

7. Whether Defendant's sentence is valid because the jury was given the
list of mitigating factors but was not given a speeiW verdict

l'orm to list mitilaft factors. 	 •

	

b.	 Whether Nevacia a procedure for admission of victim impact testimony is
Constitutional.

	

9,	 Whether Nevada's premeditation and deliberation instruction is
Constitutional.

10. Whether this Court's appellate review of death penalty cases is
ConstitutionaL

11. Whether the racial composition of Defendant's jury was ConstitutionaL
12. Whether Nevada's capital sentencing statute properly narrows the

categories of death eligible defendants.

witsuummoloacsasnaTia	 piCtodunn440114.Cosfisi.CC
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ST

2 On June 5, 1992, Michael Damon Rippo, hereinafter "Defendant", was indicted

by a Clark County Grand Jury for the crimes of Murder (Felony - NRS 200.010,

4 200.030), Robbery (Felony -10.S 200.380), Possession Stolen Vehicle (Felony - NRS

205.273), Possession of Credit Cards Without Cardhokler's Consent (Felony - NRS

6 205,690), and Unauthorized Signing of Credit Card Transaction Document (Felony -

7 NRS 205.750), committed at and within Clark County, on or between Febniary 18,

1992, and Febniary 20, 1992.

9	 Notice of Intent to Seek the Death Penalty was filed on June 30, 1992, listing

10 the following aggravating circumstances: 1) the murders were committed by a person

11 under sentence of imprisonment; 2) the murders were committed by a person who was

12 previously convicted of a felony involving the use or threat of violence to another

13 person; 3) the murders were committed while the person was engaged in the

14 commission of or an attempt to commit robbery; and 4) the murders involved torture,

15 or the mutilation of the victim.

16	 On July 6, 1992, the Honorable Gerard Bongiovanni continued the arraignment

17 to July2O,I992onthogroundathntDefendanthadnotyetrcceivedacopyofthe

18 grand Jury ttanscript. (Appellant's Appendix, hereinafter AA, Volume 11, page

19 000379). On July 20, 1992, Defendant again appeared before Judge Bangiovanni and

20 entered pleas of not guilty to all of the charges against him. Defendant waived his

21 right to a speedy trial and upon agreement of both the State and Defendant, trial was

22 scheduled for February 8, 1993. The Court also ordered that discovery would be

23 provided by the Distinct Attorney's Office. (AA., Volume U, pages 000379-000380).

24	 At a motion hearing on January 31, 1994, counsel for Defendant informed the

25 Court that he had subpoenaed both of the Deputy District Attorneys prosecuting this

26 ease, John Lukens and Teresa Lowry. Mr. Dunleavy stated that the Deputy District

27 Attorneys had conducted a search pursuant to a search warrant and that in the process

28 of seizing items in the search, the attorneys became witnesses for the defense. Counsel

1 2.0UATAAMOCS4K1roweleartA mignearrno, WW1, +tom, acourcy
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for Defendant further argued that the entire District Attorney's Office should be

2 disqualifled from the prosecution of this case. The Court ordered that the motion be

submitted in writing and supported by an affidavit. (AA, Volume II, pages 000387-

4 000388).

On March 7, 1994, an evidentiary hearing was held regarding Defendant's

6 Motion to Disqualify the District Attorney's Office. Deputy District Attorney Chris

7 Owens represented the State. Two days later the motion to remove Chief Deputy

8 1 District Attorney Lukens and Deputy District Attorney Lowry from the case was

9 granted. The Court, however, refused to disqualify the entire District Attorney's

10. Office and ordered the appointment of new District Attorneys. The Court was

11 informed that Chief Deputy District Attorneys Dan Seaton and Mel Harmon were

12 going to replace Lukens and Lowry on March 11, 1994. (AA, Volume II, pages

13 000390-000393).

14	 A statue hearing was held on Masch18, 1994 and was continued 011 the basis of

15 the State's request to amend the indictment and new discovery provided to the

16 defense. (AA, Volume 1/, pages 000393-000394). The District Court denied the

17 State's request to amend the indictment (AA, Volume 11, page 000397). The State

18 filed for a Writ of Mandamus, which was granted on April 27, 1995. An amended

19 indictment was filed on January 3, 1996, including felony murder and aiding and

20 abetting. (AA, Volume II, page 000398).

21	 Jury selection began on January 30, 1996 (AA., Volume II, pages 000400-

22 000402), and the trial commenced on February 2, 1996. (AA, Volume II, page

25 000403). A continuance was granted for Defendant to interview witnesses from

24 February 8, 1996, to February 20, 1996. (AA, Volume 11, page 000406). The trial

25 commenced again on February 26, 1996. (AA, Volume II, page 000407).

26	 Final arguments were made on March 5, 1996 (AA, Volume 11, pages 000411-

27 000412), and guilty verdicts were returned on March 6, 1992, of two counts of first

28 degree murder, and one count each of robbery and unauthorized use of a credit card.

AO	 VOIVADPO,	 C 764 Dar
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(AA, Volume 11, page 000412). The penalty hearing was held from March 12, 1996

2 to March 14, 1996. (AA, Volume 11, pages 000413-000415). The jury found the

presence of all six aggravating factors and returned with a verdict of death. (AA,

4 Volume II, page 000415).

On May 17, 1996, Defendant was sentenced to Count 1 - Death; Count II -

6 Death; Count ra -Fifteen (15) years for Robbery to run consecutive to Counts 1 and 11'

7 and Count IV- Ten (10) years for Unauthorized Signing of Credit Card Transaction

8 Document, to run consecutive to Counts 1, H, and III; and pay restitution in the

9 1 amount or $7,490.00 and an Administrative Assessment Fee. (AA, Volume II, page

10 000417).

ii	 A direct appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court was filed challenging the

12 conviction and sentence and on October 1, 1997 an opinion was issued affirming the

13 judgment of conviction and the sentence of death. Rippo v. State, 113 Nev. 1239, 946

14 P.2d 1017 (1997). A Petition for Rehearing was filed October 20, 1997, and an Order

15 Denying Rehearing was filed February 9, 1998. A Petition for Writ of Certiorari was

16 filed with the United States Supreme Court and was denied on October 5, 1998.

17 1	 Defendant filed a Petition of Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post Conviction) on

18 December 4, 1998. On August 8, 2002, Defendant filed a Supplemental Points and

19 Authorities in Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus. (AA, Volume 1, pages

20 000001-000104). On October 14, 2002, the State filed an opposition. (AA, Volume 1,

21 pages 000105-000153). On February 10, 2004, Defendant filed a Supplemental Brief

22 in Support of Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction).

23 (AA, Volume 11, pages 000168-000208). On March 12, 2004, Defendant filed an

24 ERRATA to Supplemental Brief in Support of Defendant's Petition for Writ of

25 Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction). (AA, Volume I, pages 000209-000216). On April

26 6, 2004, the State filed a response. (AA, Volume II, page 000217-000273).

27	 On August 20, 2004. an evidentiary hearing was held. Defendant's trial

28 attorneys, Steve Wolfson and PhiUip Dunleavy testified. At that hearing, the district

Arsit.ApwroocaucturrArrauiromiwurravo, MICHAEL, hied% c War roc
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court ruled that Defendant had not received ineffective assistance of trial co

2 (AA, Volume II, pages 000278-000306).

3	 On September 10, 2004, the evidentiary hearing continued. On that day,

4	 fondant's appellate counsel, David Schieck testified, The district court ruled that

5 Defendant had not received ineffective assistance of appellate counsel_ (AA, Volume

6 II, pages 000307-000368), On October 12, 2004, Defendant filed an appeal. (AA,

7 Volume II, pages 000369-000371). An order denying the Petition for Writ of Habeas

8 Corpus (Post-Conviction) was filed on December 1, 2004. (AA, Volume II, pages

9 000374-000377).

STATEMENT Of THE FACTS

11 1	 For purposes of this Answering Brief, the State adopts the Statement of the

12 Facts set forth in Appellant" s Opening Brief.

13	 ARGIMENT
14

15	 DEFENDANT'S SENTENCE IS VALID BECAUSE
THERE WAS NO ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER

16	 STACKING OF AGGRAVATORS
17	 Defendant alleges that "it was impermissible for the State to charge Mr. Rippo

18 with felony capital murder because the State based the aggravating circumstances in a

19 capital prosecution on two of those felonies upon which the State's felony murder is

20 predicated." (Appelhint's Opening Brief, page 19). The Defendant bases this on the

21 December 2004 decision of McConnell v. State, 120 Nev. Adv. Op. 105, 102 P,3d

22 606 (2004). This argument fails for several reasons.

23	 First, this argument is barred by the law of the case doctrine. Where an issue

24	 already been decided on the merits by this Court, the Court's ruling is law of the

25 case, and the issue will not be revisited. Pellegrini v. Mate, 117 Nev. 860, 34 P.3d 519

26 (2001); see also, Mcislelton v. State, 115 Nev. 396, 990 P.2d 1263, 1276(1999); Hall

27 v. State, 9/ Nev. 314, 315-16, 535 P.24 797, 798-99 (1975); Valet*, v, State, 112 Nev.

28 383, 386, 915 P.2d 874, 876 (1996); Hogan v. Warden, 109 Nev. 952, 860 P.24. 710

ramowts	 haCHAla 44411* ciaritooc
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1 (1993), The law of a first appeal is the law of the case in all later appeals in which the

2 facts are substantially the same; this doctrine cannot be avoided by more detailed and

precisely focused argument Hall, Jupra; McNelion, Stipra; Hogan, supra.

4 1 In this case, on direct appeal, Defendant argued that the fact that he was not

charged with either burglary or kidnapping prevented these crimes from being offered

as aggravating circumstances. With regard to that argument, this Court said:

7 "If a defendant can be prosecuted for each crime separately each crime
can be used as an aggravating circumstance. Bennett 106 Nee, at 142,
787 P.2d at 801. Upon review, we conclude that Rippo could have been
prosecuted separately for each of the underlying feIoniea, and therefore
each crime was properly considered as an aggravating circumstance."

10 Therefore, the issue of whether aggravators were improperly stacked has already been

11 addressed by this Court. As such, it is law of the case and this Court will not revisit

12 the issue.

13	 Further, the issue was not briefed in the Defendant's petition for writ of habeas

14 corpus in the district court below. In fact, it could not have been briefed because the

15 findings of fact, conclusions of law and order from Defendant's petition was filed on

16 December 1, 2004. The McConnell decision was not reached until December 29,

17 2004.. Therefore, the retroactivity of the McConnell decision is not properly before

18 this court) Because the district court did not look at the issue, this Court should not

19 consider the issue.

20	 Even in the event that this Court decides to look at the retroactivity issue,

21 applying the McConnell decision retroactively is something this Court appears to be

22 unwilling to do. In McConnell, this Court stated:

23	 —ineines where the State bases a first-degree murder conviction in
whole or in part on felony murder, to seek the death sentence the State24	 will have to prove an aggravator other than the one based on the felony

15
mmmelMononnornnw,	 ROM

26	 1 "Oefbre deciding a:avant:Why, we peeler to await the appropriate prat-cmavictica cae tbli preemie mad briefs the
issue McConnell v. Stare 107 P.34 12117. 1290 vaes), Has Defendant did not brief the refractivity i5414 below,

27	 therefore bit is net the appropriate post-cawietion petition this Court is waiting for.
1 The Defoe:Wu recognizes this case has in no way been held to be telltietiVr. He states "ff McCommil za to be

28	 applied rotroacevaly to the Imam case_ the State would be lea without three aggravating circumstances. (Appellant*
Opening BOK Pita 20).
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I	 murders predicate felony. We advise the State, therefore, that if it
I	 charges alternative theones of first-degree minter intending to seek a

deaUi sentence, jurors in the guilt phase should receive a special verdict
O	 2	 form that allows them to indicate whether they find first-degree tcparder

based on deliberation and premeditation, felony murder, or both. Without
the return of such a form showing that the jury did not rely on felony
murder to find first-degree murder, the State cannot use aggravators

4	 based on felonies which could support the felony murder.
cConnell, 606 P.3d at 624.

6	 First, this Court's prospective language ("will have to prove" and Nee advise
CO

the State") strongly indicates this Court's intent for its decision to not be applied

retroactively. Moreover, in its published opinion denying rehearing, this Court

9 cLarified this intent by stating, "Nut case law makes it clear that new rules of crimin.

1law or procedure apply to convictions which are not fusel." (Emphasis added]

Ii McConnell, 107 P.3d at 1290 (citing Clem v. State, 119 Nev. 615, 627-628, 81 P3d

12	 21, 530-531 (2003)).

13	 A conviction is final whenjudgment has been entered, the availability of appeal

14 has been exhausted, and a petition for certiorari to the Supreme Court has been denied

1$ or the time for the petition has expired. Colwell v. State, 11$ Nev. 807, 59 P.34 463

16 (2002).

In the instant case, Judgment of Conviction was entered on May 31, 1996.

18 Defendant exhausted his direct appeal on or about November 3, 1998, and his petition

19 for writ of certiorari was denied on October 5, 1998, Defendant's conviction is, and

20 has for over six years, been final. Thus, the "new rule" set forth in McConnell does

21	 not apply to this case.

22	 Even if the decision applied to this case, it still would not afford relief as these

23 iS ample evidence of premeditation and deliberation, just as there was in McConnell.

24 In charging McConnell with first-degree murder, the State alleged two theories:

25 deliberate, premeditated murder and felony murder during the perpetration of a

26 burglary. McConnell, 102 P.34 at 620. This Court noted that during his testimony,

27 McConnell admitted that he had premeditated the murder. 14 Therefore, his

28
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conviction for first-degree murder was soundly based on a theory of

2 premeditated murder. 141

Similarly, in this case, the State alleged the same two theories with the broad

4 language "without authority of law, with malice aforethought, willfully and

feloniously kill..." There is ample evidence of premeditated murder. First, Mr.

Donald Hilltestified that he and the Defendant were in custody together in California

in an unrelated matter. He stated that Defendant said he planned for the crime for

several days, and he did so because he had been burned in a drug deal by one of the

victims. He further testified that the Defendant stated be killed the other victim

because she was there and he had to keep her from testifying. (21 ROA 81-82).3

When one of the victims went downstairs to speak to the other victim and both

were out of the house, the Defendant pulled the shades in the apartment down. (21

ROA 91). Defendant made a. telephone call to a friend, asking the friend to call one of

the victims so that she would be distracted, (Id.) The Defendant told his girlfriend to

hit one of the victims on the head while she was distrac;ted by the telephone call. (21

ROA 91-92).

Defendant used a serrated kitchen knife to cut cords of various appliances so he

could use them to tie the victims up. (21 ROA 92). Defendant pieced a sock into one

of the victim's mouth, pushing it back so far that the victim's own tongue went down

her throat, and tied a bra around her mouth. (17 ROA 66-68). The coroner testified

that both victims had died of strangulation, which takes several minutes to occur. (See

generally, 17 ROA 66-114, Dr. Green's testimony). Therefore, as in McConnell,

there is ample evidence that this conviction of first-degree murder was based on

premeditation and deliberation.

Finally, even if the decision applied to this case and there was not ample

evidence of premeditation and deliberation, Defendant would still not be afforded

6

7

8

9

1

1

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28 ROA irmliCates the Record oe Appeal, previously on tile with the Coat The Ent meter refers to the
mtbor retell to the pap,
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interpretation of murder perpetrated by means of torture to
support a jury findingthat the re W4S, as an	

'. leingredient of - these murders, a 'continuum' or " 111 of•
0 2 sadistic violence that justified the jury in concluding that

these two murders were 'perpetrated by means
of...torture.'"

4 Rippo	 Nev. at 1264.

Therefore, the torture aggravator would stand.

6	 Even if three aggravators were to be struck, there remain duce aggravating
(3..)

7 circumstances. This court recognized that the jury, during the penalty phase, found no

8 mitigating circumstances. Id. at 1265. Weighing three aggravators against no

9 mitigating circumstances would produce the same penalty the jury found with six

10 aggravators. Therefore, Defendant's argument affords him no relief.

1	 IL
12	 DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL WAS NOT IN1EFFECrIVE
13	 Defendant alleges numerous instances for which he contends "appellate counsel

14 failed to provide reasonably effective assistance ... by failing to raise on appeal, or

15 completely assert, all the available arguments supporting constitutional issues." Each

16 will be addressed individually below. However, in Argument 71 of his Opening Brief,

17 Defendant recites the burden of proof for a claim of ineffective assistance of counsel.

18 The same will be addressed here.

19	 The United States Supreme Court has held that there is a constitutional right to

20 effective assistance of counsel in a direct appeal from a judgment of conviction. Evitis

21	 v. _Lacey, 469 U.S. 395, 397, 105 S.Ct. 830, 836 837 (1985); see also, Burke v. State,

22 110 Nev. 1366, 1368, 887 P.2d 267, 268 (1994). In order to demonstrate ineffective

23 assistance of appellate counsel, the defendant must satisfy the two-prong test set forth

24 by Strickland v. Washington, 4.66 U.S. 668, 687-88, 694, 104 &Ct. 2052, 2065, 2068

25 (1984); Williams v. Collins, 16 F.3d 626. 635 (5th Cu.r 1994); Hollenback v. United

26 States, 987 F.2d 1272, 1275 (7th Cir. 1993); Heath v. Jones, 941 F.2d 1126, 1130

27 (11th Cir. 1991); Thomas V. State, 120 Nev.Adv.0p. 7, 5-6, 83 P.34 818, 823 (2004).

28 Under this standard, the defendant must establish both that counsel's performance was

tikadVPDOCASCISTAIY	 ad131411, 00111, Ciaincg9C
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deficient and that the deficiency resulted in prejudice. Strickland, 466 US. at 687.-

2 688 and 694, 104 S.Ct at 2065 and 2068. Warden, Nevada State Prison v. Lyons, 100

Nev. 430, 432, 683 P.2d 504, 505 (1984) (adopting the Strickland two-part test in

4 Nevada). "Effective counsel does not mean errorless counsel, but rather counsel

whose assistance is qwlithin the range of competence demanded of attorneys

6 criminal cases.' Jackson v. Warden, Nevada State Prison, 91 Nev. 430, 432, 537

7 Pid 473„ 474 (1975) (quoting McMann v. Richardson, 397 U.S. 759, 771, 90 S.Ct.

1441, 1449 (1970)). There is however a strong presumption that counsel's

9 performance was reasonable and fell within "the wide range of reasonable

10 professional assistance." See, United States v. Aguirre, 912 F.2d 555, 560 (2nd Cir.

11	 1990) (citing Strickland, 466 U.S. at 689, 104 Skit. at 2065).

12	 While the defendant has the ultimate authority to make fundamental decisions

13 regarding his ease, there is no constitutional right to "compel appointed counsel to

14 press non-ftivolous points requested by the client, if counsel, as a matter of

15 professional judgment, decides not to present those points." JOrie5 v. Barnes, 463

16 1 U.S. 745, 751, 103 S.Ct. 3308, 3312 (1983). In reaching this conclusion, the United

17 States Supreme Court has recognized the "importance of winnowing out woke:

18 arguments on appeal and focusing on one central issue if possible, or at most on a few

19 key issues." Id. at 751, 752, 103 S.C't. at 3313. In particular, a "brief that raises every

20 colorable issue runs the risk of burying good arguments . . in a verbal mound made

21 up of stivng and weak contentions." Id. 753, 103 S.Ct. at 3313. "For judges to second

22 guess reasonable professional judgments and impose on appointed counsel a duty to

23 raise every *colorable' claim suggested by a client would disserve the very goal of

24 vigorous and effective advocacy." Id. at 754, 103 &Ct. at 3314.

23	 Finally, in order to demonstrate that appellate counsel's alleged error was

26 prejudicial; the defendant must show that the omitted issue wuuld have had a

27 reasonable probability of success on appeal. See Dulsansei v. Collins, 955 F.2d 962,

28 967 (3th Cir. 1992); Heath, supra, 941 1.2d at 1132.

ilmunaksoorsgairAreautakmanizawra, kachiaL, Ron, ciamtuar
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6, Allegations that the trial court improperly allowed
admission of "bad acts" evidence.

7. Allegations that improper aatements by the prosecution
during closing _argument in the guilt phase warranted
reversal of Defendant's conviction.

8. A claim that cumulative error was sufficient to warrant a
new trial.

9. Allegations that the use of overlapping and multiple use of
the same fads as separate aggravating circumstances was
reversible error.

10.Claims that improper statemenra%
during opening stet -anent in the penalty
reversal.

11 ,Allegations that improper statements
during closing argument in the
Defendant to reversal.

the prosecution
phase warranted

the prosecution
ty phase entitled

I,

q:/

0

0

1

Using this standaid as a benchmark , lear that Defendant1 s instant claims are

founded.

A., Counsel's Performance was not Deficient

4	 This Court has held that all appeals must be "pursued in a manner meeting high 

standards of diligence, professionalism and competence." Burke v. State, 110 Nev.

6 1366, 1368, 887 P,2d 267, 268 (1994). Indeed, on direct appeal in this ease

Defendant's counsel met this standard. Counsel filed a timely, comprehensive

Opening Brief, supplemented by an equally substantive Reply, in which appellate

counsel raised various meritorious claims including:

1. The trial court's failure to muse itself and disclose a
conflict of interest which aklegedly tainted the proceedings.

2. The State's alleged failure to previde exculpatory
information to the defense in a timely fashion.

3. Numerous instances of alleged prosecutorial misconduct.

4. Allegations that amendments of the charging document
improperly prejudiced Defendant.

5. The alle don that the trial court improperly admitted

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21.

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

evidence - a witness was threatened.
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12.Clairns that the district court allowed improper admission a
cumulative victim impact testimony.

2

	

	 13.Assertions that the district caw utilized improper jury
instruttions,

14.Allegations that there was insufficient evidence to support a
4	 finding of "torture" as an aggravating circumstance -

Clearly, under the standards enunciated in both Burke and Jones v Barnes,

Defendant cannot demonstrate deficient performance simply because he now points to

7 a number of claims he alleges appellate counsel could also have raised. While it is

true this Court ultimately rejected Defendant's appeal (See Rpo, 113 Nev. 1239)

9 merely because Defendant did not receive the favorable outcome he preferred, this

10 result cannot be attributed to any deficiency on counsel's part. Clearly, Defendant's

11 Opening and Reply Briefs contained what counsel considered the most meritorious of

12 issues available for appeal and each was argued extensively and rigorously_

13 Therefore, Defendant fails to demonstrate that counsel's performance was not
14 reasonably effective.

15	 11. Defendant Fails to Demonstrate Prejudice
Neither can Defendant demonstrate the alleged errors resulted in "prejudice'

17 because none of the "omitted" issues Defendant now raises would have had a

18 reasonable probability of success on appeal.

19
1	 Claims of ineffective assietanee of counsel are

20	 generally not appropriately raised on direct appeal
21	 Although each of Defendant's claims is addressed and refuted in turn in the

22 following sections, Defendant's allegations in grounds three, four, and five are based

23 upon claims that appellate counsel was ineffective for "failing to raise or completely

24 assert" on direct appeal numerous instances of ineffective assistance of trial counsel.

25 However, each of these allegations fails because there was no reasonable probability

26 that, even if appellate counsel had raised these issues, this Court would have

27 entertained these claims on direct appeal.

2-8
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This Court has generally declined to address clams of ineffective assistance of

02 counsel on direct appeal unless there has already been an evidentiary hearing or where

an evidentiary hearing would be unnecessary. 1"ellegrini v. State, supra., See also,

4 Feozeil v. State, 111 Nev, 1446, 1449, 906 P.2d 727, 729 (1995); liefoztan v. State, 100

5 Nev. 74, 80, 675 P.2d 409, 413 (1984), Even when it is difficult to conceive of a

c=•	 6 reason for any of trial counsel's actions which would be consistent with effective

advocacy, this Court has been hesitant to draw any final conclusions on the question

of effectiveness of counsel on the basis of counination of the trial record alone.

9 Gibbons v, State, 97 Nev, 520, 522,634 P.2d 1214 (1981).

10	 ltt Gibbons, the Court noted that trial counsel took numerous questionable

I I actions which included, Jahr alia, waiving four of eight preemptory challenges which

12 resulted in four jurors remaining seated who had expressed opinions concerning the

13 defendant's guilt; failing to move for a change of venue under circumstances that

14 appeared to call for such a motion; failing to object to the admission of the

15 defendant's confession though there appeared to be substantial grounds for such an

16 objection; calling the defendant to testify knowing he was taking a heavy dose of an

17 anti-depressant drug; stating on the record, "we don't have a prayer in the world ... to

18 fully cross examine the State's expert without our own expert" yet, after the court

19 authorized employment and payment of a defense expert, counsel failed to employ

20 such an expert; failing to proffer any ascertainable theory of defense; stating during

21 the preliminary hearing that the defendant admitted shooting his father in law. Id. at

22 521-523. Yet, even in light of this record, the Court held the appropriate vehicle for

23 the claim of ineffective assistance of counsel would he through post-conviction relief

24 and not through appeal of judgment of conviction. Id The court 'tenoned that it is

25 possible that counsel could rationalize his performance at an evidentiary hearing and

26 that if there is an evidentiary hearing there would be something more than coejecture

27 for the Court to review. Id

28
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Therefore, because there had neither been an evidentiary hearing nor a showing

2 that trial counsel's alleged errors were so egregious that an evidentiary heating would

ave been unnecessary, each and every one of Defendant's inetant claims that

4 appellate counsel was ineffective for "failing to raise or completely assert" instances

of alleged ineffective assistance of counsel on direct appeal are specious. Indeed all

6 would have had virtually no reasonable probability of success.

7	 While maintaining this position, each of the grounds raised by Defendant are

nonetheless addressed in turn below as if this Court had set aside its long-standing

9 rule and been inclined to entertain Defendant's claims of ineffective assistance of

10 appellee counsel premised upon claims of ineffective assistance of trial cotmsel. Yet,

11 even if Defendant's claims had survived the threshold barrier as set forth in Gibbons,

12 none are successful on -their merits.

13
IIL14

APPELLATE COUNSEL WAS NOT INEFFECTIVE15	 FOR NOT RAISING THAT TRIAL COUNSEL
ALLOWED DEFENDAN'r 'TO WATVE HIS RIGHT16	 TO A SPEEDY TRIAL

17	 In ground three °ibis petition, Defendant claims appellate counsel should ve

18 raised the issue that trial counsel was ineffective for first, "insisting" that Defendant
19 should waive his right to a speedy trial and then second, allowing some forty-six

20 months to elapse prior to the commencement of trial. Defendant alleges that based on
21 this delay, numerous witnesses were able to attain. information about his crimes and irt
22 turn, fabricate evidence against him,
23	 Clearly, this is not a claim that has a reasonable probability of success on
24 appeal. Indeed, waiving the right to speedy trial in a capital murder ease is a sotmd
25 tactical decision on counsel's part as sixty days to prepare for trial would hardly be
26	 ufficient This is especially true considering the substantial evidence the State
27 maintained of Defendant's guilt. While it is trite counsel sought severe continuancea,
28 each instance was for a valid reason arid calculated. to assure Defendant received a.
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X

H-
PtI1 1 rigorous and effective defense. Furthermore, Defendant fails to support his contention

2 that counsel "insisted" he waive his tight to a speedy trial (and its inherent implication

3 that Defendant wished to do otherwise) with anything other than his own self-serving

4 allegations. Hargrove v. State, 100 Nev. 498, 502, 686 P.2d 222, 225 (1984). And, in

cts	 5 fact, the record reflects that if any party was concerned over prejudice due to the

ci	 6 delay, it was the State as demonstrated by its filing of a motion to expedite trial.

Moreover, Defendant similarly offers nothing more than his own speculation to
so

bolster his contention that the delay resulted in numerous witnesses attaining

nforrnation about his crimes which they subsequently used to fabricate evidence at

10 trial. He does not point to any specific witnesses otherthart categorically complaining

about laillsouse snitches." Defendant does not recite any specific instances of

12 conduct or any particular tesfimony that he demonstrates was fabricated. Most

13 significantly, Defr.ndant fails entirely to connect the witness& knowledge of his

14 crimes with any cause or source other than he himSelf proffering the information to

15 his fellow inmates. Clearly, Defendant's own mistake in judgment cannot be

16 1 rationally translated into counsel's error. As the United States Supreme Court has

17 articulated, "[I]nescapably, one contemplating illegal activities must realize and risk

8 that his companions may be reporting to the police, If he sufficiently doubts their

9 trustworthiness, the association will very probably end or never materialize. But if he

20 has no doubts, or allays them, or risks what doubt he has, the risk is his." United

21 States v. White, 401 U.S. 745, 752,91 S.0.1122, 1126 (1971).

22	 Thus, counsel's strategy to waive the right to a speedy trial was sound and

23 Defendant cannot shift accountability for what he told other inmates to counsel. As

24 such, Defendant's claim that appellate counsel was remiss for failing to bring the

25 claim on direct appeal is clearly without merit

26	 Further, at the evidentiary hearing on this matter, the district court judge stated

27 that "you're asking defense counsel to be clairvoyant when they waived the 60-Day

28 Rule. How are they going to anticipate there will be jailhouse snitches developed if
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IV.

APPELLATE COUNSEL WAS NOT INEFFECTIVE
FOR FAILING TO RAISE AN ALLEGATION THAT
TRIAL COUNSEL WAS DEFICIENT DURING THE
GUILT PHASE FOR FAILING TO OBJECT TO THE

7 1	 USE OF A PHOTOGRAPH OF DEFENDANT
8	 In ground IV(a), Defendant claims appellate counsel was ineffective for failing

9 to	 se or completely assert all the available arguments" surrounding trial counsel's

10 failure to object to the State's use of an "in custody" photograph of Defendant during

11 the guilt phase of the trial. However, precisely because of trial counsel's decision not

object to the admission of the photograph, Defendant's claim had little chance of

13 success on appeal.

14	 "As a general rule, the failure to object, assign nlisconduet, or request an

15 instruction, will preclude appellate consideration." Garner v. State, 78 Nev. 366, 373,

16 374 P.24 525, 529 (1962); Cook v. State, 77 Nev. 83, 359 P14 483; O'Briant v, State,

17 72 Nev. 100, 295 P.2d 396 (1956); Kelley v. State, 76 Nev. 65, 348 P.24 966 (1960);

18 State v. Moore, 48 Nev. 403, 233 P. 523 (1925); State v. itoyle, 49 Nev. 386, 248?.

19 48 (1926). However, where the errors are patently prejudicial and inevitably inflame

20 or excite the passions of the jurors against the accused, the general rule does not

21 apply. Id; see aLso Guilego v. State, 117 Nev. 348, 23 P.3d 227, 239 (2001). The

22 Garner Court further gated, "Mite issue of guilt or innocence is close, if the state's

23 case is not strong, prosecutor misconduct will probably be considered prejudicial.

24 Lisle v. State, 113 Nev. 540, 552, 937 P.24 473, 480 - 481 (1997) (quoting Garner, 78

2$ Nev. at 374, 374 P.24 at 530Xci Lay v. State, 1 10 Nev. 1189, 1194, 886 P.2d 448,

26 451 (1994) (W]here evidence of guilt is overwhelming, prosecutorial misconduct

27 may be harmless error.").

28

reanociracvsraraungaliVerarro, vacaAEL, won, Clairm

there is a delay?" (AA, page 000283), Hegocaontsay'ttotiytoprepazeacase,a

2 defense for murder within 60 days is just rarely, if ever, done." (Id.) Therefore,

3 appellate counsel was not ineffective for not raising this issue on appeal.

4

5
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Here, the admission of the photograph was neither plain error nor does

0

	

	 2 Defendant establish prejudice and appellate counsel's decision to forego raising the

claim on direct appeal was not unreasonable.

4	 Defendant complains that the photograph was impermissible evidence of "prior
t—L 5 bad acts." This is simply not the case. Introducing a picture of Defendant is not

cz)	 6 consistent with showing a prior criminal act, or criminal conduct, or even an act. It

7 simply depicts how Defendant looked on a certain day and in this case, Defendant's

8 appearance had changed considerably since the time of the murders.

9

	

	 NRS 48.045 provides, "reivicience of other crimes, wrongs or acts is not

admissible to prove the character of a person in order to show that he acted in

11 conformity therewith. It may, however, be admissible for other putposts, such as

12 proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or

13 absence of mistake or accident." Thus, contrary to Defendant's contention that there

14 was no relevant purpose for introduction of the photograph, clearly it was properly

15 admitted for the purpose of identification.

16	 Further, trial COUELSel was not ineffective for failing to object to admitting the

17 photograph. Counsel's strategy decision is a "tactical" decision and will be "virtually

18 =challengeable absent extraordinary circumstances," Dolman v. State, 112 Nev.

19 843, 846, 921 P.24 280 (1996); see also Howard v State. 106 Nev. 7 13,122, 800 P.2d

20 175, 180 (1990); Strickland, 466 U.S. at 691, 104 &Ct. at 2066; State v. Meeker, 693

21 F.2d 911, 917 (Ariz. 1984). Indeed, it is common trial strategy to withhold an

22 objection when counsel does not wish to draw attention to a particular fact in

23 evidence. Under these particular circumstances, clearly drawing attention to

24 Defendant's more "dangerous" Look and away from his clean-cut appearance in court

25 would have served little value in ascertaining a favorable result from the jury. As

26 such, trial counsel cannot be deemed ineffective for a reasonable tactical decision and

27 it follows that this claim would . have had little chance of success on appeai,

28 j	 The district court judge stated at the evidentiary beefing that an objection to the
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Eighth Judicial District Court,
February 27, 2001

16	 Order, State v. Butler, Case No.
C155791, Eighth Judicial District

42 Court, March 8, 2001 JA10145-JA10154

17	 Fax Transmission from Terri Elliott
with the Office of the Special Public
Defender, State v. Butler, Case No.
C155791, Eighth Judicial District

42 Court, March 19, 2001 JA10155-JA10161

1

42

18	 Order affirming in part, reversing in
part and remanding, State v. Butler,

JA10162-JA10170Case No. 37591, May 14, 2002

42

19	 Reporter's transcript of jury trial,
United States v. Catania, June 11,

JA10171-JA101772002

42

20	 Reporter's transcript of jury trial,
United States v. Catania, June 13,

JA10178-JA101842002

21	 Transcript of Status
Conference/Scheduling Conference
Before the Honorable Howard K.
McKibben, United States District
Judge, Case No. CV-N-00-101-HDM
(RAM), District of Nevada, January

42 14, 2003 (Doyle) JA10185-JA10200

22	 Answer in Opposition to Motion for
New Trial; or in the Alternative,
Motion for New Appeal, State v.

42

D'Agostino, Case No. C95335,

JA10201-JA10207
Eighth Judicial District Court,
September 21, 1993

23	 Declaration of Tim Gabrielsen, and
partial FBI production in Echavarria
v. McDaniel et al., CV-N-98-0202,
June 2004
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42 JA10208-JA10238
43 JA10239-JA10353

24	 Motion for Leave to Conduct

43
Discovery, Emil v. McDaniel, et al.,

JA10354-JA10357August 24, 2001

25	 Criminal Complaint and Minutes of
the Court, State v. Kenny, Case No.
85F-3637, Justice Court, Las Vegas

43 Township, 1985 (Emil) JA10358-JA10362

26	 Notice of Denial of Request, Clark
County District Attorney, State v.
Emil Case No. C82176, Eighth

43
Judicial District Court, August 13,
1985 JA10363-JA10383

27	 Various reports of the Las Vegas
Metropolitan Police Department,
Detention Services Division,
produced in State v. Haberstroh,
Case No. C076013, regarding
investigation into the identity of

42

Clark County Detention Center
inmate who manufactured a shank,
1987 JA10384-JA10434

28	 Deposition of Sharon Dean in
Haberstroh v. McDaniel, Case No.

42

CO 76013, Eighth Judicial District,
October 15, 1998 and December 7,
1998 JA10435-JA10449

29	 Deposition of Arlene Ralbovsky in
Haberstroh v. McDaniel, Case No.

43

CO 76013, Eighth Judicial District,
December 7, 1998 and January 28,
1999 JA10450-JA10488

44 JA10489-JA10554
30	 Deposition of Patricia Schmitt in

Haberstroh v. McDaniel, Case No.

44

CO 76013, Eighth Judicial District,
December 7, 1998 and January 28,
1999 JA10555-JA10563

31	 Recorder's Transcript Re:
Evidentiary Hearing, State v.
Haberstroh, Case No. C076013,
Eighth Judicial District Court,
January 28, 2000
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44 JA10564-JA10568
32	 Order, Hill v. McDaniel, et al., Case

No. CV-S-98-914-JBR (LRL),
District of Nevada, May 20, 1999

44 JA10569-JA10570
33	 FBI memorandum to SA Newark,

Homick v. McDaniel, (Homick
167), August 31, 1977

44 JA10571-JA10573
34	 FBI memorandum, New York to

Newark Homick v. McDaniel,
(Homick 168), January 31, 1978

44 JA10574-JA10576
35	 FBI Teletype, FM Director to Las

Vegas (Homick 166), September,
1985

44 JA10577-JA10582
36	 FBI Teletype San Diego to Las

Vegas (Homick 165), October, 1985
44 JA10583-JA10584

37	 Chronological record, Homick v.
McDaniel (Homick 10), November
1985

44 JA10585-JA10589
38	 FBI notes re Homick receiving

money from LVMPD employee,
Homick v. McDaniel, December 11,
1985

44 JA10590-JA10593
39	 FBI notes, Homick v. McDaniel,

December 1985 and January 1986
44 JA10594-JA10595

40	 FBI notes, Homick v. McDaniel
(Pennsylvania) January 4, 1986

44 JA10596-JA10597
41	 FBI redacted notes, Homick v.

McDaniel (New Jersey), January 7,
1986

44 JA10598-JA10599
42	 FBI redacted notes, Homick v.

McDaniel (Homick), January 9, 1986
44 JA10600-JA10601

43	 FBI redacted notes, Homick v.
McDaniel (Pennsylvania), January
13, 1986

44 JA10602-JA10603
44	 FBI redacted notes, Homick v.

McDaniel (Las Vegas), January 14,
1986
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44 45	 FBI 302 interview of Norma K. JA10604-JA10606
Thompson, Homick v. McDaniel,
March 18, 1986

44 46	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10607-JA10608

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 47	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10609-JA10610

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 48	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10611-JA10612

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 49	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10613-JA10614

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 50	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10615-JA10616

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 51	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10617-JA10618

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 52	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10619-JA10620

McDaniel, June 10, 1986
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44 53	 FBI Director Webster letter to
redacted LVMPD officer thanking
him/her for work in connection with
joint investigation, Homick v.

JA10621-JA10622

McDaniel, June 10, 1986

44 54	 FBI 302 memorandum of interview
of Tim Catt, Homick v. McDaniel

JA10623-JA10625

(Homick 164), August 18, 1988

44 55	 Reporter's transcript of evidentiary
hearing, partial, State v. Homick,

JA10626-JA10637

March 7, 1989

44 56	 Reporter's transcript of motions,
State v. Homick (Homick 48), April

JA10638-JA10640

10, 1989

44 57	 Reporter's transcript of jury trial Vol. JA10641-JA10652
6, State v. Homick, April 25, 1989

44 58	 Reporter's transcript of jury trial,
partial, Vol. 7, State v. Homick,

JA10653-JA10660

April 26, 1989

44 59	 Reporter's transcript of jury trial Vol. JA10661-JA10664
11, State v. Homick (Homick 52),
May 2, 1989

44 60	 Reporter's transcript of penalty
hearing, State v. Homick, Vol. 1

JA10665-JA10668

(Homick 108), May 17, 1989

44 61	 Reporter's transcript of trial, partial,
Vol. 83, State v. Homick, November

JA10669-JA10673

10, 1992

44 62	 Letter from Eric Johnson/Walt JA1674-JA10676
Ayers, Assistant United States
Attorneys to Mark Kaiserman
denying FBI joint investigation with
LVMPD, Homick v. McDaniel,
January 28, 1993

44 63	 Letter from AUSA Warrington JA10677-JA60678
Parker to Judge Cooper, Homick v.
McDaniel, May 7, 1993
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44 64	 Letter from AUSA Warrington JA10679-JA10680
Parker to Judge Cooper, Homick v.
McDaniel, May 11, 1993

44 65	 Reporter's transcript on appeal, State JA10681-JA10684
v. Homick Vol. 140 (Homick 102)
June 29, 1994

44 66	 Chart detailing evidence of joint
investigation - joint activity between

JA10685-JA10692

LVMPD and FBI, Homick v.
McDaniel, October 9, 2003

44 67	 Chart detailing evidence of joint
investigation - information sharing
between LVMPD and FBI, Homick

JA10693-JA10696

v. McDaniel, October 9, 2003

44 68	 Chart detailing evidence of joint
investigation - admissions, Homick

JA10697-JA10705

v. McDaniel, October 9, 2003

44 69	 Declaration of Joseph Wright,
Homick v. McDaniel (Homick 176),

JA10706-JA10707

October 9, 2003

44 70	 Petitioner's Motion for Leave to JA10708-JA10738
45 Conduct Discovery, Homick v. JA10739-JA10756

McDaniel, October 10, 2003

45 71	 Recorder's Transcript Re: JA10757-JA10786
Evidentiary Hearing, State v.
Jiminez Case No. C77955, Eighth
Judicial District Court, April 19,
1993

45 72	 Transcript of Proceedings Sentence,
State v. Bezak, Case No. CR89-

JA10787-JA10796

1765, Second Judicial District Court,
November 27, 1989 (Jones)

45 73	 Response to Motion to Compel JA10797-JA10802
Discovery, Jones v. McDaniel, et al.,
Case No. CV-N-96-633-ECR,
District of Nevada, March 1999
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45 74	 Declaration of David J.J. Roger,
Chief Deputy District Attorney,
concerning Jones v. McDaniel, Case

JA10803-JA10805

No. CV-N-96-633 ECR, District of
Nevada, June 30, 1999

45 75	 Transcription of VCR Tape of the JA10806-JA10809
Adam Evans hearing in front of
Judge Hardcastle, In The Matter of
Adam Owens Evans, Case No.
J52293, Juvenile Court (Lisle)

45 76	 Excerpt of trial record, State v. Lisle JA10810-JA10812
Case No. 129540, Vol. 10 page 15,
March 12, 1996

77	 Not Used

78	 Not Used

45 79	 Letter from Inv. Larry A. JA10813-JA10816
Schuchman, City of Orlando,
Florida, Police Department, to Inv.
Bob Milby, Nevada Division of Inv.
and Narcotics re Terry Carl
Bonnette, January 29, 1981
(Milligan)

45 80	 Notice of Entry of Decision and JA10817-JA10838
Order and Amended Findings of
Fact, Conclusions of Law, and
Order, State v. Miranda, Case No.
CO57788, Eighth Judicial District
Court, February 13, 1996

45 81	 Reporter's Transcript of JA10839-JA10846
Proceedings, State v. Rippo, Case
No. C106784, Eighth Judicial
District Court, February 8, 1996

45 82	 Reporter's Transcript of Calendar JA10847-JA10859
Call, State v. Morelli, Case
Nos.C64603 and C64604, Eighth
Judicial District Court, January 12,
1984 (Snow)
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45 83	 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings JA10860-JA10884
(Testimony of Richard Morelli),
State v. Snow, Case No.C61676,
Eighth Judicial District Court, April
17, 1984

45 84	 Letter from Melvyn T. Harmon,
Chief Deputy, Office of the District

JA10885-JA10886

Attorney, To Whom It May Concern
re Richard Joseph Morelli, July 20,
1984 (Snow)

45 85	 Deposition of Melvyn T. Harmon,
Esq., Snow v. Angelone, Case No. 6-

JA10887-JA10921

12-89-WPHC, Seventh Judicial
District Court, September 25, 1992

45 86	 Las Vegas Review Journal excerpt, JA10922-JA10924
May 3, 2004, "Police Say Binion
Witness Not Credible" (Tabish)

45 87	 Letter from Kent R. Robison of JA10925-JA10929
Robison, Belaustegui, Robb and
Sharp, to E. Leslie Combs, Jr., Esq.
Re: Kathryn Cox v. Circus Circus, et
al., October 16, 1995, in relation to
Witter v. McDaniel, CV-S-01-1034-
RLH (LRL), District of Nevada

45 88	 LVMPD Certificate of [Informant] JA10930-JA10931
Management Course completion,
April 14, 1994

45 89	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA10932-JA10934
Department Cooperating Individual
Agreement and Special Consent and
Waiver of Liability

45 90	 David J.J. Roger letter to Nevada JA10935-JA10936
State Parole Board Chairman
regarding Robert Bezak (Jones),
December 3, 1990

45 91	 Declaration of Herbert Duzant dated JA10937-JA10938
May 15, 2008

45 92	 Records request to Juvenile Justice JA10939-JA10948
Division dated May 14, 2008
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45 93	 Records request to Nassau County JA10949-JA10973
Department of Social Services dated
May 15, 2008

46 94	 Records request to Central Medicaid JA10974-JA10996
Office dated May 15, 2008

46 95	 Records request to Central Medicaid JA10997-JA11007
Office dated November 29, 2007

46 96	 Records request to Office of the JA11008-JA11010
Clark County District Attorney dated
November 27, 2007 (re
Bongiovanni)

46 97	 Records request to Office of the JA11011-JA11013
United States Attorney dated
November 27, 2007 (re
Bongiovanni)

46 98	 Records request to the Clark County JA11014-JA11026
District Attorney dated December 5,
2007 (re: Michael Beaudoin, James
Ison, David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

46 99	 Records request to Clark County JA11027-JA11034
District Attorney dated December 5,
2007 (re Victim/Witness
information)

46 100	 Records request to Franklin General JA11035-JA11050
Hospital dated November 29, 2007

46 101	 Records request to Justice Court,
Criminal Records dated December 5,
2007

JA11051-JA11055

46 102	 Records request to Nassau County JA11056-JA11069
Department of Social Services dated
November 28, 2007

46 103	 Records request to Nevada JA11070-JA11080
Department of Corrections dated
November 29, 2007 (re: Levine)
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46 104	 Records request to Nevada JA11081-JA11095
Department of Parole and Probation
dated November 29, 2007 (re
Levine)

46 105	 Records request to Nevada JA11096-JA11103
Department of Parole and Probation
dated April 12, 2007 (re: Rippo)

46 106	 Records request to Word of Life JA11104-JA11110
Christian Center Pastor David
Shears, Assistant Pastor Andy Visser
dated November 29, 2007

46 107	 Response to records request from JA11111-JA11112
Nevada Department of Parole and
Probation dated December 3, 2007

46 108	 Response to records request from JA11113-JA11114
Office of the District Attorney dated
January 28, 2008 (re Victim Witness)

46
109	 Response to records request from JA11115-JA11116

Word of Life Christian Center
Assistant Pastor Andy Visser dated
December 11, 2007

46
110	 Records request to Franklin General JA11117-JA11128

Hospital dated May 16, 2008 (re:
Stacie Campanelli)

46
111	 Records request (FOIA) to Executive JA11129-JA11132

Offices for the United States
Attorneys dated November 27, 2007

46
112	 Records request (FOIA) to the FBI

dated November 27, 2007
JA11133-JA11135

46
113	 Response to records request to JA11136-JA11137

Executive Offices for the United
States Attorneys, undated

46
114	 Records request to Nevada Division

of Child and Family Services dated
JA11138-JA11144

May 16, 2008 (re: Stacie)
46

115	 Records request to Claude I. Howard JA11145-JA11156
Children's Center dated May 16,
2008 (re: Stacie Campanelli, Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))
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46 116	 Records request to Clark County JA111457-JA11171
School District dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 117	 Records request to University JA11172-JA11185
Medical Center dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 118	 Records request to Valley Hospital JA11186-JA11199
Medical Center dated May 16, 2008
(re: Stacie Campanelli and Carole
Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 119	 Records request to Desert Springs JA11200-JA11213
Hospital Medical Center dated May
16, 2008 (re: Stacie Campanelli and
Carole Ann Campanelli (deceased))

46 120	 Records request to Reno Police JA11214-JA11221
Department, Records and ID Section
dated May 16, 2008

47 121	 Records request to Washoe County JA11222-JA11229
Sheriff's Office dated May 16, 2008

47 122	 Records request to Sparks Police JA11230-JA11237
Department dated May 16, 2008

47 123	 Response to records request to JA11238-JA11239
Justice Court re: Michael Beaudoin

47 124	 Response to records request to JA11240-JA11241
Justice Court re: Michael Thomas
Christos

47 125	 Response to records request to JA11242-JA11244
Justice Court re: Thomas Edward
Sims

47 126	 Response to records request to JA11245-JA11248
Justice Court re: request and clerk's
notes

127	 Omitted.
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47 128	 Subpoena to Clark County District JA11249-JA11257
Attorney, Criminal Division (re:
Michael Beaudoin, James Ison,
David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

47 129	 Proposed Order to the Clark County JA11258-JA11267
District Attoreny

47 130	 Subpoena to Central Medicaid JA11268-JA11272
Office, New York, New York

47 131	 Subpoena to Claude I. Howard JA11273-JA11277
Children's Center

47 132	 Subpoena to City of New York,
Department of Social Services

JA11278-JA11282

47 133	 Subpoena to Desert Springs Hospital JA11283-JA11288

47 134	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11289-JA11295
Police Department Fingerprint
Bureau

47 135	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11296-JA11301
Police Department Communications
Bureau

47 136	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11302-JA11308
Police Department Confidential
Informant Section

47 137	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11309-JA11316
Police Department Criminalistics
Bureau

47 138	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11317-JA11323
Police Department Evidence Vault

47 139	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11324-JA11330
Police Department Criminal
Intelligence Section

47 140	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11331-JA11337
Police Department Narcotics
Sections I, II, and III
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47 141	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11338-JA11344
Police Department Property Crimes
Bureau

47 142	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11345-JA11352
Police Department Records Bureau

47 143	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11353-JA11360
Police Department Robbery /
Homicide Bureau

47 144	 Subpoena to Nevada Parole and JA11361-JA11368
Probation (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 145	 Proposed Order to the Nevada JA11369-JA11373
Department of Parole and Probation

47 146	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11374-JA11379
Police Department Gang Crimes
Bureau

47 147	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11380-JA11385
Police Department SWAT Division

47 148	 Subpoena to Las Vegas Metropolitan JA11386-JA11392
Police Department Vice Section

47 149	 Subpoena to Clark County Public JA11393-JA11399
Defender (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 150	 Subpoena to Henderson Police JA11400-JA11406
Department (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)
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47 151	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11407-JA11411
Health and Human Services,
Division of Child and Family
Services

47 152	 Subpoena to Reno Police Department JA11412-JA11418
(re: Michael Beaudoin, James Ison,
David Jeffrey Levine, Michael
Thomas Christos, Thomas Edward
Sims (deceased), William Burkett
(aka Donald Allen Hill), Diana Hunt
and Michael Rippo)

47 153	 Subpoena to Sparks Police JA11419-JA11427
Department (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 154	 Subpoena to University Medical JA11428-JA11432
Center

47 155	 Subpoena to Valley Hospital JA11433-JA11438

47 156	 Subpoena to Washoe County Public JA11439-JA11445
Defender (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 157	 Subpoena to Washoe County JA11446-JA11453
Sheriff's Office, Records and ID
Section (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)
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47 158	 Subpoena to Washoe County JA11454-JA11460
Sheriff's Office, Forensic Science
Division (re: Michael Beaudoin,
James Ison, David Jeffrey Levine,
Michael Thomas Christos, Thomas
Edward Sims (deceased), William
Burkett (aka Donald Allen Hill),
Diana Hunt and Michael Rippo)

47 159	 Deposition Subpoena to Dominic JA11461-JA11463
Campanelli

47 160	 Deposition Subpoena to Melody JA11464-JA11466
Anzini

47 161	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11467-JA11471
District Attorney's Office (re: Nancy
Becker)

48 162	 Subpoena to Nancy Becker JA11472-JA11476

48 163	 Subpoena to Clark County Human JA11477-JA11481
Resources Department (re: Nancy
Becker)

48 164	 Subpoena to Nassau County JA11482-JA11486
Department of Social Services

48 165	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11487-JA11490
School District

48 166	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11491-JA11495
District Attorney's Office (re: Gerard
Bongiovanni)

48 167	 Subpoena to the Office of the United JA11496-JA11499
States Attorney (re: Gerard
Bongiovanni)

48 168	 Subpoena to the Clark County JA11500-JA11505
District Attorney, Victim-Witness
Assistance Center

48 169	 Proposed Order to the Clark County JA11506-JA11508
District Attorney, Victim-Witness
Assistance Center
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48 170	 Subpoena to the Office of Legal JA11509-JA11513
Services, Executive Offices for
United States Attorneys -- FOIA (re:
Bongiovanni)

48 171	 Subpoena to the Federal Bureau of JA11514-JA11518
Investigation (re Bongiovanni)

48 172	 Subpoena to the Las Vegas JA11519-JA11522
Metropolitan Police Department,
Criminal Intelligence Section,
Homeland Security Bureau, Special
Operations Division (re
Bongiovanni)

48 173	 Subpoena to Leo P. Flangas, Esq. JA11523-JA11526
(re: Bongiovanni)

48 174	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11527-JA11530
Investigation

48 175	 Subpoena to Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms

JA11531-JA11534

48 176	 Subpoena to Robert Archie (re: JA11535-JA11538
Simms)

48 177	 Subpoena to Nevada Department of JA11539-JA11545
Corrections (re: lethal injection)

48 178	 Deposition subpoena to Howard JA11546-JA11548
Skolnik, NDOC

48 179	 Deposition subpoena to Robert JA11549-JA11551
Bruce Bannister, D.O., NDOC

48 180	 Deposition subpoena to Warden Bill JA11552-JA11554
Donat

48
1

181	 Deposition subpoena to Stacy Giomi,
Chief, Carson City Fire Department

JA11555-JA11 557

37 Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Petition
for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post-

05/21/08 JA08758-JA08866

Conviction)

37 Exhibits to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 05/21/08 JA08867-JA08869
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37 329.	 Leonard v. McDaniel, Eighth JA08870-JA08884
Judicial District Court, Case No.
C126285, Reply to Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss, filed March 11,
2008.

37 330.	 Lopez v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA08885-JA08890
District Court, Case No. C068946,
State's Motion to Dismiss Petition
for Writ of Habeas Corpus, filed
February 15, 2008.

38 331.	 Sherman v. McDaniel, Eighth JA08991-JA09002
Judicial District Court, Case No.
C126969, Reply to Opposition to
Motion to Dismiss, filed June 25,
2007.

38 332.	 Witter v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09003-JA09013
District Court, Case No. C117513,
Reply to Opposition to Motion to
Dismiss, filed July 5, 2007.

38 333.	 Floyd v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09014-JA09020
District Court, Case No. C159897,
Recorder's Transcript of Hearing Re:
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus, filed December 28,
2007.

38 334.	 Floyd v. McDaniel, Eighth Judicial JA09021-JA09027
District Court, Case No. C159897,
State's Opposition to Defendant's
Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus
(Post-Conviction) and Motion to
Dismiss, filed August 18, 2007.

38 335.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09028-JA09073
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Supplemental Brief in Support of
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction),
filed February 10, 2004.

38 336.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA09074-JA09185
Court, Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Opening Brief.
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38 337.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA09186-JA09200
District Court, Case No. C124980,
Indictment, filed December 16, 1994.

38 338.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA09201-JA09240
39 District Court, Case No. C124980,

Reporter's Transcript of
JA09241-JA09280

Proceedings, Thursday, December
15, 1994.

39 339.	 Declaration of Stacie Campanelli
dated April 29, 2008.

JA09281-JA0289

39 340.	 Declaration of Domiano Campanelli,
February 2008, Mastic Beach, N.Y.

JA09290-JA09300

39 341.	 Declaration of Sari Heslin dated JA09301-JA09305
February 25, 2008.

39 342.	 Declaration of Melody Anzini dated JA09306-JA09311
February 26, 2008.

39 343.	 Declaration of Catherine Campanelli
dated February 29, 2008.

JA09312-JA09317

39 344.	 Declaration of Jessica Parket-Asaro
dated March 9, 2008.

JA09318-JA09323

39 345.	 Declaration of Mark Beeson dated JA09324-JA09328
March 26, 2008.

39 346.	 State's Trial Exhibit 1: Laurie JA09329-JA09330
Jacobson photograph

39 347.	 State's Trial Exhibit 2: Denise Lizzi
photograph

JA09331-JA09332

39 348.	 State's Trial Exhibit 99: Michael JA09333-JA09334
Rippo

39 349.	 State's Trial Exhibit 31: Autopsy
photo Denise Lizzi

JA09335-JA09336

39 350.	 State's Trial Exhibit 53: Autopsy
photo Laurie Jacobson

JA09337-JA09338

39 351.	 State's Trial Exhibit 125: Laurie JA09339-JA09360
Jacobson victim-impact scrapbook
photographs
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39 352.	 State's Trial Exhibit 127: Denise JA09361-JA09374
Lizzi victim-impact scrapbook
photographs

39 353.	 Declaration of Jay Anzini dated May JA09375-JA09377
10, 2008

39 354.	 Declaration of Robert Anzini dated JA09378-JA09381
May 10, 2008

39 355.	 Juvenile Records of Stacie JA09382-JA09444
Campanelli

39 356	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09445-JA09450
Inquiry: Case No. C136066, State v.
Sims, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

39 357	 Justice Court Printout for Thomas JA09451-JA09490
40 Sims JA09491-JA09520

40 358	 Justice Court Printout for Michael JA09521-JA09740
41 Beaudoin JA09741-JA09815

41 359	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09816-JA09829
Inquiry: Case No. C102962, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 360	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09830-JA09838
Inquiry: Case No. C95279, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 361	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09839-JA09847
Inquiry: Case No. C130797, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 362	 Blackstone District Court Case JA09848-JA09852
Inquiry: Case No. C134430, State v.
Beaudoin, Case Activity, Calendar,
Minutes

41 363	 Justice Court Printout for Thomas JA09952-JA09907
Christos

41 364	 Justice Court Printout for James Ison JA09908-JA09930
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41 365	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09931-JA09933
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Order dated September 22, 1993

41 366	 Declaration of Michael Beaudoin
dated May 18, 2008

JA09934-JA09935

41 367	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09936-JA09941
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Amended Indictment, dated January
3, 1996

41 368	 State's Trial Exhibits 21, 24, 26, 27,
28, 32, 34, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46,
47, 48, 51, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62

JA09942-JA09965

41 369	 State's Trial Exhibit 54 JA09966-JA09967

41 370	 Letter from Glen Whorton, Nevada JA09968-JA09969
Department of Corrections, to Robert
Crowley dated August 29 1997

41 371	 Letter from Jennifer Schlotterbeck to JA09970-JA09971
Ted D'Amico, M.D., Nevada
Department of Corrections dated
March 24, 2004

41 372	 Letter from Michael Pescetta to Glen JA09972-JA09977
Whorton, Nevada Department of
Corrections dated September 23,
2004

41 373	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA09978-JA09981
District Court, Case No. C106784,
Warrant of Execution dated May 17,
1996

41 374	 Declaration of William Burkett dated JA09982-JA09984
May 12, 2008

41 375	 Handwritten Notes of William Hehn JA09985-JA09986

48 Objection to Proposed Order 11/21/08 JA11612-JA11647

48 Opposition to Motion for Discovery 06/09/08 JA11558-JA11563

2 Order 11/12/92 JA00264-JA00265

2 Order 11/18/92 JA00266-JA00267

2 Order 09/22/93 JA00320-JA00321
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3 Order 04/22/94 JA00619-JA00320

15 Order 03/08/96 JA03412

41 Order Appointing Counsel 02/13/08 JA09987-JA09988

5B Order Sealing Affidavit 09/30/93 JA 1401-180 to
JA 1401-185

2 Order to Produce Handwriting / 09/14/92 JA00252-JA00253
Handprinting Exemplar

17 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus 12/04/98 JA04040-JA04047
(Post-Conviction) and Appointment of
Counsel

19 Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post- 01/15/08 JA04415-JA04570
20 Conviction) JA04571-JA04609

20 Exhibits to Petition for Writ of Habeas 01/15/08 JA04610-JA04619
Corpus

20 101.	 Bennett v. State, No. 38934 JA04620-JA04647
Respondent's Answering Brief
(November 26, 2002)

20 102.	 State v. Colwell, No. C123476, JA04648-JA04650
Findings, Determinations and
Imposition of Sentence (August 10,
1995)

20 103.	 Doleman v. State, No. 33424 Order JA04651-JA04653
Dismissing Appeal (March 17, 2000)

20 104.	 Farmer v. Director, Nevada Dept. of JA04654-JA04660
Prisons, No. 18052 Order Dismissing
Appeal (March 31, 1988)

20 105.	 Farmer v. State, No. 22562, Order JA04661-JA04663
Dismissing Appeal (February 20,
1992)

20 106.	 Farmer v. State, No. 29120, Order JA04664-JA04670
Dismissing Appeal (November 20,
1997)

20 107.	 Feazell v. State, No. 37789, Order JA04671-JA04679
Affirming in Part and Vacating in
Part (November 14, 2002)

20 108.	 Hankins v. State, No. 20780, Order JA04680-JA04683
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of Remand (April 24, 1990)
20 JA04684-JA04689

109.	 Hardison v. State, No. 24195, Order
of Remand (May 24, 1994)

20 JA04690-JA04692
110.	 Hill v. State, No. 18253, Order

Dismissing Appeal (June 29, 1987)
20 JA04693-JA04696

111.	 Jones v. State, No. 24497 Order
Dismissing Appeal (August 28,
1996)

20 JA04697-JA04712
112.	 Jones v. McDaniel, et al., No.

39091, Order of Affirmance
(December 19, 2002)

20 JA04713-JA04715
113.	 Milligan v. State, No. 21504 Order

Dismissing Appeal (June 17, 1991)
20 JA04716-JA04735

114.	 Milligan v. Warden, No. 37845,
Order of Affirmance (July 24, 2002)

20 JA04736-JA04753
115.	 Moran v. State, No. 28188, Order

Dismissing Appeal (March 21, 1996)
20 JA04754-JA04764

116.	 Neuschafer v. Warden, No. 18371,
Order Dismissing Appeal (August
19, 1987)

20 JA04765-JA04769
117.	 Nevius v. Sumner (Nevius I), Nos.

17059, 17060, Order Dismissing
Appeal and Denying Petition
(February 19, 1986)

20 JA04770-JA04783
118.	 Nevius v. Warden (Nevius II), Nos.

29027, 29028, Order Dismissing
Appeal and Denying Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus (October 9,
1996)

20 JA04784-JA04788
119.	 Nevius v. Warden (Nevius III), Nos.

29027, 29028, Order Denying
Rehearing (July 17, 1998)

20 JA04789-JA04796
120.	 Nevius v. McDaniel, D. Nev. No.

CV-N-96-785-HDM-(RAM),
Response to Nevius' Supplemental
Memo at 3 (October 18, 1999)
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20 JA04797-JA04803
121.	 O'Neill v. State, No. 39143, Order of

Reversal and Remand (December 18,
2002)

20 JA04804-JA04807
122.	 Rider v. State, No. 20925, Order

(April 30, 1990)
20 JA04808-JA04812

123.	 Riley v. State, No. 33750, Order
Dismissing Appeal (November 19,
1999)

20 JA04813-JA04817
124.	 Rogers v. Warden, No. 22858, Order

Dismissing Appeal (May 28, 1993),
Amended Order Dismissing Appeal
(June 4, 1993)

21 JA04818-JA04825
125.	 Rogers v. Warden, No. 36137, Order

of Affirmance (May 13, 2002)
21 JA04826-JA04830

126.	 Sechrest v. State, No 29170, Order
Dismissing Appeal (November 20,
1997)

21 JA04831-JA04834
127.	 Smith v. State, No. 20959, Order of

Remand (September 14, 1990)
21 JA04835-JA04842

128.	 Stevens v. State, No. 24138, Order
of Remand (July 8, 1994)

21 JA04843-JA04848
129.	 Wade v. State, No. 37467, Order of

Affirmance (October 11, 2001)
21 JA04849-JA04852

130.	 Williams v. State, No. 20732, Order
Dismissing Appeal (July 18, 1990)

21 JA04853-JA04857
131.	 Williams v. Warden, No. 29084,

Order Dismissing Appeal (August
29, 1997)

21 JA04858-JA04861
132.	 Ybarra v. Director, Nevada State

Prison, No. 19705, Order
Dismissing Appeal (June 29, 1989)

21 JA04862-JA04873
133.	 Ybarra v. Warden, No. 43981, Order

Affirming in Part, Reversing in Part,
and Remanding (November 28,
2005)
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21 134.	 Ybarra v. Warden, No. 43981, Order JA04874-JA04879
Denying Rehearing (February 2,
2006)

21 135.	 Rippo v. State; Bejarano v. State, JA04880-JA04883
No. 44094, No. 44297, Order
Directing Oral Argument (March 16,
2006)

21 136.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C106784, JA04884-JA04931
Supplemental Brief in Support of
Defendant's Petition for Writ of
Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction),
February 10, 2004

21 137.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C106784, JA04932-JA04935
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law and Order, December 1, 2004

21 138.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA04936-JA04986
44094, Appellant's Opening Brief,
May 19, 2005

21 139.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA04987-JA05048
44094, Respondent's Answering
Brief, June 17, 2005

22 140.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA05049-JA05079
44094, Appellant's Reply Brief,
September 28, 2005

22 141.	 Rippo v. State, S. C. Case No. JA05080-JA05100
44094, Appellant's Supplemental
Brief As Ordered By This Court,
December 12, 2005

22 201.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05101-JA05123
Court Case No. 28865, Opinion filed
October 1, 1997

22 202.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05124-JA05143
Court Case No. 44094, Affirmance
filed November 16, 2006

22 203.	 Confidential Execution Manual,
Procedures for Executing the Death

JA05144-JA05186

Penalty, Nevada State Prison
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22 204.	 Brief of Amici Curiae in Support of JA05187-JA05211
Petitioner, United States Supreme
Court Case No. 03-6821, David
Larry Nelson v. Donal Campbell and
Grantt Culliver, October Term, 2003

22 205.	 Leonidas G. Koniaris, Teresa A. JA05212-JA05214
Zimmers, David A. Lubarsky, and
Jonathan P. Sheldon, Inadequate
Anaesthesia in Lethal Injection for
Execution, Vol. 365, April 6, 2005,
at has ://www.thelancet.com

22 206.	 Declaration of Mark J.S. Heath, JA05215-JA05298
23 M.D., dated May 16, 2006, including

attached exhibits
JA05299-JA05340

23 207.	 "Lethal Injection: Chemical JA05341-JA05348
Asphyxiation?" Teresa A. Zimmers,
Jonathan Sheldon, David A.
Lubarsky, Francisco Lopez-Munoz,
Linda Waterman, Richard Weisman,
Leonida G. Kniaris, PloS Medicine,
April 2007, Vol. 4, Issue 4

23 208.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05349-JA05452
Court Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Opening Brief

23 209.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05453-JA05488
Court Case No. 28865, Appellant's
Reply Brief

23 210.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05489-JA05538
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Opening Brief, filed May 19, 2005

24 211.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05539-JA05568
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Reply Brief, filed September 28,
2005

24 212.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05569-JA05588
Court Case No. 44094,Appellant's
Supplemental Brief as Ordered by
this Court filed December 22, 2005
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28
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24 213.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05589-JA05591
Court Case No. 44094, Order
Directing Oral Argument filed
March 16, 2006

24 214.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05592-JA05627
Court Case No. 44094, Transcript of
Oral Argument on June 13, 2006

24 215.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA05628-JA05635
Court Case No. 44094, Appellant's
Petition for Rehearing filed
December 11, 2006

24 216.	 Supplemental Points and Authorities
in Support of Petition for Writ of

JA05636-JA05737

Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction)
and attached exhibits filed August 8,
2002

24 217.	 Letter dated August 20, 2004 from JA05738
Rippo to Judge Mosley

24 218.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05739-JA05741
Amended Notice of Intent to Seek
Death Penalty, filed March 24, 1994

24 219.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05742-JA05782
Jury Instructions, filed March 6,
1996

25 220.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05783-JA05785
Notice of Alibi, filed September 2,
1993

25 221.	 Affidavit of Alice May Starr dated JA05786-JA05791
January 26, 1994

25 222.	 Letter dated October 12, 1993 from JA05792-JA05795
Starr to President Clinton

25 223.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. 106784, JA05796-JA05801
Order Sealing Affidavit (and
exhibits), dated September 30, 1993

25 224.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA05802-JA05803
Department Property Report dated
September 30, 1993
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25 225.	 Letter dated November T?, 1993
from Starr to Rex Bell, District

JA05804-JA05807

Attorney

25 226.	 State v. Rippo, Case No. C57388, JA05808-JA05812
Draft Affidavit in Support of Motion
to Withdraw Guilty Plea

25 227.	 Justice Court Record, Thomas JA05813-JA05881
Edward Sims

25 228.	 Justice Court Record, Michael JA05882-JA06032
26 Angelo Beaudoin JA06033-JA06282
27 JA06283-JA06334

27 229.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA06335-JA06349
Department Voluntary Statement of
Michael Angelo Beaudoin dated
March 1, 1992

27 230.	 Justice Court Record, Michael JA06350-JA06403
Thomas Christos

27 231.	 Justice Court Record, David Jeffrey JA06404-JA06417
Levine

27 232.	 Justice Court Record, James Robert JA06418-JA06427
Ison

27 233.	 MMPI (Minnesota Multiphasic JA06428-JA06434
Personality Inventory) Scoring for
Diana Hunt dated September 2, 1992

27 234.	 Handwritten Declaration of James JA06435-JA06436
Ison dated November 30, 2007

27 235.	 Handwritten Declaration of David JA06437-JA06438
Levine dated November 20, 2007

27 236.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06439-JA06483
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Government's
Trial Memorandum, filed August
25, 1997

27 237.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06484-JA06511
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Motion to Dismiss
for Outrageous Government
Misconduct, filed September 13,
1996
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28 238.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06512-JA06689
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 2, December 3, 1997

28 239.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06690-JA06761
29 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA06762-JA06933

Trial Day 3, December 4, 1997

29 240.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA06734-JA07011
30 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07012-JA07133

Trial Day 4, December 8, 1997

30 241.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07134-JA07261
31 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07262-JA06332

Trial Day 6, December 10, 1997

31 242.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07333-JA07382
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 8, December 15, 1997

31 243.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07383-JA07511
32 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA07512-JA07525

Trial Day 9, December 16, 1997

32 244.	 Rippo v. State, Nevada Supreme JA07526-JA07641
Court Case No. 28865, Respondent's
Answering Brief, filed February 14,
1997

32 245.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07642-JA07709
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Government's
Trial Memorandum, filed December
2, 1997

32 246.	 State v. Salem, Eighth Judicial JA07710-JA07713
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 124980, Criminal
Court Minutes

32 247.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA07714-JA07719
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Motion
for New Trial, filed April 29, 1996

32 248.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07720-JA07751
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Superseding
Criminal Indictment, filed May 6,
1997
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33 249.	 In the Matter of the Application of
the United States for an Order

JA07752-JA07756

Authorizing the Interception of Wire
Communications dated October 11,
1995

33 250.	 Clark County School District JA07757-JA07762
Records for Michael D. Rippo

33 251.	 Neuropsychological Assessment,
Thomas F. Kinsora, Ph.D., dated

JA07763-JA07772

February 1, 1996

33 252.	 Addendum to Neurological JA07773-JA07775
Assessment Report, Thomas F.
Kinsors, Ph.D., dated March 12,
1996

33 253.	 Pre-Sentence Report, State v. Rippo, JA07776-JA07782
Case No. 97388, dated April 23,
1982

33 254.	 Psychiatric Evaluation, Norton A. JA07783-JA07789
Roitman, M.D., dated February 17,
1996

33 255.	 SCOPE printout for Carole Ann JA07790
Rippo

33 256.	 Progress Reports dated October 15,
1981

JA07791-JA07792

33 257.	 Supplemental Report, Case No. JA07793-JA07801
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed April 29, 1981

33 258.	 Order, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07802-JA07803
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed May 9, 1981

33 259.	 Terms of Probation, Case No. 23042,
Juvenile Division, Clark County,
Nevada, filed May 1, 1981

JA07804-JA07805

33 260.	 Transcript of Proceedings, Case No. JA07806-JA07811
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed May 14, 1981
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33 261.	 Petition No. 1, Recommendation for JA07812
Adjudication and Order of Approval,
Case No. 23042, Juvenile Division,
Clark County, Nevada, filed April
19, 1981

33 262.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07813
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed April 8, 1981

33 263.	 Certification, Case No. 23042,
Juvenile Division, Clark County,
Nevada, filed October 19, 1981

JA07814

33 264.	 Probation Officer's Report, Case No. JA07815-JA07823
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed April 29, 1981

33 265.	 Baseline Psychiatric Evaluation,
Southern Desert Correctional Center,
by Franklin D. Master, M.D., dated

JA07824

April 9, 1982

33 266.	 Confidential Psychological JA07825-JA07827
Evaluation by Eric S. Smith, Ph.D.,
Timothy L, Boyles, M.A., James F.
Triggs, Ed.D., dated February 11,
1982

33 267.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07828-JA07829
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 268.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07830-JA07831
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 269.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07832-JA07833
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 270.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07834-JA07835
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 271.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07836-JA07837
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982
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Vol. Title Date Page

33 272.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07836-JA07837
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 27, 1982

33 273.	 Las Vegas Metropolitan Police JA07838
Department Arrest Report dated
January 27, 1982

33 274.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07839-JA07840
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed January 29, 1982

33 275.	 Certification Report, Case No. JA07841-JA07853
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, filed February 23,
1982

33 276.	 Petition, Case No. 23042, Juvenile JA07854
Division, Clark County, Nevada,
filed February 2, 1982

33 277.	 Judgment of Conviction, Case No. JA07855
C57388, State v. Rippo, Clark
County, Nevada, filed May 28, 1982

33 278.	 Psychological Report: Corrections JA07856-JA07859
Master, dated June 2, 1982

33 279.	 Test of Educational Development
dated March 9, 1983

JA07860-JA07862

33 280.	 Psychological Evaluation dated JA07863
December 2, 1983

33 281.	 Parole Progress Report, March 1985 JA07864-JA07865
Agenda

33 282.	 Institutional Progress Report, March JA07866-JA07868
1987 Agenda

33 283.	 Psychological Evaluation for Parole
dated January 29, 1987

JA07869

33 284.	 Psychological Evaluation for Parole
dated August 12, 1988

JA07870

33 285.	 Parole Progress Report, September JA07871-JA07872
1988 Agenda
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Vol. Title Date Page

33 286.	 Psychological Evaluation dated JA07873
August 23, 1989

33 287.	 Parole Progress Report, September JA07874-JA07875
1989 Agenda

33 288.	 Parole Officers' Notes beginning JA07876-JA07884
December 4, 1989

33 289.	 Institutional Progress Report dated JA07885-JA07886
May 1993

33 290.	 Health Services, Psychology Referral JA07887
Form dated April 28, 1993

33 291.	 Handwritten notes dated February JA07888
17, 1994

33 292.	 Handwritten notes dated March 9,
1994

JA07889

33 293.	 Handwritten exam notes (Roitman)
dated January 13, 1996

JA07890-JA07894

33 294.	 Psychological Panel Results JA07895
Notification dated January 10, 1996

33 295.	 Norton A. Roitman, Addendum,
dated March 11, 1996

JA07896-JA07897

33 296.	 Bongiovanni Off the Bench, Las JA07898-JA07899
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1996

33 297.	 Fraud probe led to judge, Las Vegas JA07900
Sun, April 18, 1996

33 298.	 Charge opens judge's race, Las JA07901-JA07902
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1996

33 299.	 Judge Bongiovanni Indicted, Las JA07903
Vegas Sun, April 18, 1986

33 300.	 Judge's actions examined, Las Vegas JA07904-JA07906
Review-Journal, April 19, 1996

33 301.	 Mental Health Progress Notes dated JA07907
June 20, 1993

33 302.	 Affidavit of David M. Schieck dated JA07908
March 16, 1998

36
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Vol. Title Date Page

33 303.	 Declaration of Carole A. Duncan
dated January 19, 2000

JA07909-JA07910

33 304.	 Union Free School #24, Pupil JA07911-JA07912
History Record, Michael Campanelli

33 305.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA07913-JA08006
34 96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury JA08007-JA08039

Trial Day 7, October 27, 1998

34 306.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08040-JA08155
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 8, October 28, 1998

34 307.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08156-JA08225
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Emergency Motion
to Disqualify John Fadgen, Esq.
From Representing Defendant
Bongiovanni at Trial, July 24, 1997

308.	 OMITTED

34 309.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08226-JA08246
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Notice of Tape
Recordings Intended for Use in
Government's Case in Chief, filed
August 2, 1996

35 310.	 Letter from Donald J. Green
requesting additional discovery dated

JA08247-JA08253

July 9, 1996

35 311.	 United States v. Bongiovanni, CR-S- JA08254-JA08399
96-98-LDG(RJJ), Transcript of Jury
Trial Day 5, December 9, 1997

35 312.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08400-JA08405
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Answer
in Opposition to Motion for New
Trial, filed May 1, 1996
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Vol. Title Date Page

35 313.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08406-JA08413
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784,
Defendant's Motion to Strike
Aggravating Circumstances
Numbered 1 and 2 and for
Specificity as to Aggravating
Circumstance Number 4, filed
August 20, 1993

35 314.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08414-JA08417
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, State's
Response to Defendant's Motion to
Strike Aggravating Circumstance
Numbered 1 and 2 and for
Specificity as to Aggravating
Circumstance Number 4, filed
February 11, 1994

35 315.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08418-JA08419
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Special
Verdict filed March 14, 1996

35 316.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08420-JA08421
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784, Special
Verdict filed March 14, 1996

35 317.	 Social History JA08422-JA08496
36 JA08497-8538

36 318.	 Parental Agreement, Case No. JA08539
23042, Juvenile Division, Clark
County, Nevada, dated April 29,
1981

36 319.	 Mark D. Cunningham, Ph.D., and JA08540-JA08564
Thomas J. Reidy, Ph.D., Integrating
Base Rate Data in Violence Risk
Assessments at Capital Sentencing,
16 Behavioral Sciences and the Law
71, 88-89 (1998)

36 320.	 Letter from Michael Rippo to Steve JA08565
Wolfson dated April 17, 1996

36 321.	 Report of Jonathan Mack, Ph.D. JA08566-JA08596
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28

Vol. Title Date Page

36 322.	 Trial Exhibit: Photograph of Michael JA08597
Rippo

36 323.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08598-JA08605
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. 106784,
Application and Order for Fee in
Excess of Statutory Amount for
Investigator, filed December 3, 1996

36 324.	 Wiretap Transcript, Tommy Simms JA08606-JA08609
[sic], dated June 8, 1992

36 325.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08610-JA08619
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case Nos. 57388, 57399,
Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings
-- Continued Initial Arraignment,
heard March 25, 1982

36 326.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08620-JA08626
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case Nos. 57388, 57399,
Reporter's Transcript of Further
Proceedings and/or Continued Initial
Arraignment heard March 30, 1982

36 327.	 State v. Rippo, Eighth Judicial JA08627-JA08652
District Court, Clark County,
Nevada, Case No. C106784,
Instructions to the Jury, filed March
14, 1996

36 328.	 Declaration of Elisabeth B. Stanton,
dated January 15, 2008

JA08653-JA08664

48 Reply to Opposition to Motion to Dismiss 06/09/08 JA11564-JA11574

48 Reply to Opposition to Motion for Leave to 09/16/08 JA11575-JA11585
Conduct Discovery

1 Reporter's Transcript of Arraignment 07/06/92 JA00242-JA00245

2 Reporter's Transcript of Arraignment 07/20/92 JA00246-JA00251

36 Reporter's Transcript of Defendant's 02/11/08 JA08665-JA08668
Motion for Appointment of Counsel

2 Reporter's Transcript of Defendant's 02/14/94 JA00378-JA00399
Motion to Continue Trial Proceedings;
Defendant's Motion to Disqualify District

39
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28

Vol. Title Date Page

Attorney's Office

19 Reporter's Transcript of Evidentiary 09/10/04 JA04347-JA04408
Hearing

48 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing 09/22/08 JA11586-JA11602

2 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing in re 09/20/93 JA00316-JA00319
Attorney General's Motion to Quash and for
Protective Order

2 Reporter's Transcript of Hearing in re 09/10/93 JA00304-JA00315
Motion to Continue Jury Trial

3 Reporter's Transcript of Motions Hearing 03/09/94 JA00565-JA00569

18 Reporter's Transcript of Preliminary [sic] 11/27/02 JA04202-JA04204
Hearing

19 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings before
the Honorable Donald M. Mosely

08/20/04 JA04321-JA04346

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 05/02/02 JA04048-JA04051
Argument and Decision

1 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 06/04/92 JA00001-JA00234
Grand Jury

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00634-JA00641
Trial, Vol. 1; 10:00 a.m.

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00642-JA00725
4 Trial, Vol. II; 1:30 p.m. JA00726

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/30/96 JA00727-JA00795
Trial, Vol. III; 3:30 p.m.

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/31/96 JA00796-JA00888
Trial,	 11:15 AM

4 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 01/31/96 JA00889-JA00975
5 Trial, 2:30 PM JA00976-JA01025

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/01/96 JA01026-JA01219
Trial, Vol. I; 10:20 a.m.

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/02/96 JA01220-JA01401
Trial, Vol. VI; 10:20 a.m.

5B Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/05/96 JA01401-001 to
Trial, Vol. 1,1:30 p.m. JA01401-179

5 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/02/96 JA01402-JA01469
6 Trial, Vol. II; 2:30 p.m. JA01470-JA01506
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Vol. Title Date Page

7 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/06/96 JA01507-JA01688
Trial, 10:15 AM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/06/96 JA01689-JA01766
Trial, 2:30 PM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/07/96 JA01767 JA01872
Trial,	 1:45 PM

8 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/08/96 JA01887-JA01938
9 Trial, 10:15 AM JA01939-JA02054

9 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/26/96 JA02055-JA02188
10 Trial, 10:45 AM JA02189-JA02232

10 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/27/96 JA02233-JA02404
Trial, 11:00AM

11 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/28/96 JA02405-JA02602
Trial, Vol. I, 10:30 a.m.

12 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 02/29/96 JA02630-JA02879
13 Trial, Vol. I, 10:35 a.m. JA02880-JA02885

13 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/01/96 JA02886-JA03064
Trial 9:00 AM

13 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/04/96 JA03065-JA03120
Trial Vol. I, 10:30 a.m.

14 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/05/96 JA03121-JA03357
Trial, 11:00 a.m.

16 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/13/96 JA03594-JA03808
Trial Vol. 1
11:30 a.m.

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: Jury 03/14/96 JA03841-JA04001
Trial, 9:30 AM

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/18/94 JA00575-JA00582
Motions Hearing

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 04/14/94 JA00591-JA00618
Motions Hearing

15 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/12/96 JA03413-JA03593
Penalty Phase
10:00 a.m.

2 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings Re: 03/07/94 JA00403-485
3 Defendant's Motion to Disqualify District JA00486-564
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Vol. Title Date Page

2 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings re: 01/31/94 JA00322-JA00333
Oral Request of District Attorney

3 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/11/94 JA00570-JA00574
Ruling on Defense Motion

17 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 05/17/96 JA04014-JA04036
Sentencing

15 Reporter's Transcript of Proceedings: 03/06/96 JA03403-JA03411
Verdict

2 Response to Defendant's Motion for 02/07/94 JA00351-JA00357
Discovery of Institutional Records and Files
Necessary to His Defense

36 State's Motion to Dismiss and Response to 04/23/08 JA08673-JA08746
37 Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas JA08747-JA08757

Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Motion to Expedite Trial Date or in
the Alternative Transfer Case to Another

02/16/93 JA00268-JA00273

Department

2 State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion
for Discovery and State's Motion for

10/27/92 JA00260-JA00263

Reciprocal Discovery

2 State's Opposition to Defendant's Motion to 02/07/94 JA00346-JA00350
Exclude Autopsy and Crime Scene
Photographs

18 State's Opposition to Defendant's 10/14/02 JA04154-JA04201
Supplemental Points and Authorities in
Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Response to Defendant's Motion to 02/14/94 JA00367-JA00370
Strike Aggravating Circumstance
Numbered 1 and 2 and for Specificity as to
Aggravating Circumstance Number 4

18 State's Response to Defendant's 04/06/04 JA04259-JA04315
Supplemental Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)

2 State's Response to Motion to Disqualify
the District Attorney's Office and State's

02/14/94 JA00358-JA00366

Motion to Quash Subpoenas

18 Supplemental Brief in Support of 02/10/04 JA04206-JA04256
Defendant's Petition for Writ of Habeas
Corpus (Post-Conviction)
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Vol. Title Date Page

17 Supplemental Points and Authorities in 08/08/02 JA04052-JA04090
18 Support of Petition for Writ of Habeas JA04091-JA04153

Corpus (Post-Conviction)

15 Verdicts 03/06/96 JA03399-JA03402

16 Verdicts and Special Verdict 03/14/96 JA03835-JA03840
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

MARK ROGERS A/K/A MARK JOSEPH
HEYDUK AJKJA TEEPEE PDX,
Appellant,

vs.
WARDEN, ELY STATE PRISON, E.K.
tvICDANIEL AND DIRECTOR, NEVADA
DEPARTMENT OF PRISONS, ROBERT
BAYER,
Res ndent

No. 36137

FILED
MAY 13200Z
,‘AFICI le M. 14.1)414

CLEM
171,1, 4414	

smeC

ORDER OFIFFIX.MANCB

This is an appeal from an order of the district court denying a

post-conviction petition for a writ of habeas corpus. In 1981 appellant

Mark Rogers was convicted of three counts of &at-degree murder and two

other klo.nies and sentenced to death.2

In February 1986, Rogers in proper person filed his first state

petition for post-conviction relief, under NRS Chapter 177. As mandated

by former NRS 177.348(1),2 the district court appointed counsel for Rogers,

and counsel filed a suppleutental petition. After an evidentiary hearing on

the petitions, the court denied them. Rogers appealed, and tbia court

dismissed the appeal in June 1987.

Roes v. *ate, 101 Nev. 457, 705 P.2d 664 (1985).

In 1986, NRS 177.345(1) provided that an indigent petitioner for
post.conviction relief was entitled to appointed counsel. Cruzap v.
Ylad_e_gri 113 Nev. 293, 297 a.2, 934 P.2d 247, 249 n.2 (1997).

01149 COgarr
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In October 1981, Rogers filed a federal p ition for a writ of

habeas corpus. Almost two years later the federal court granted Rogers 's

motion to stay proceedings to give him an opportunity to exhaust hi s
unexhaustzd claims in state court. In October 1990, Rogers filed his

second state post-conviction petition, seeking a writ of habeas corpus.

Appointed counsel filed a supplement to the petition. The district court

denied the petition. Rogers appealed, and in Jime 1993, this court

dismissed the appeal.

In December 1993, Rogers filed his second federal habeas

petition,. The petition was amended and supplemented the next year. In.

1997, he voluntarily dismissed the petition. to return to state court, again.

to exhaust unexhausted claims. Rogers then filed his third state post

conviction petition, initiating the instant habeas proceedings. In July

1999, the district court entered an order dismissing the majority of

Rogers's claims. After further briefing, the court entered an order

dismissing the remairing claims in April 2000. We agree with the district

court that Rogers's claims are untimely and procedurally barred.

Rogers's habeas petition was filed more than one year after

this court issued its remittitur on direct appeal. Therefore, absent a

showing of good cause for this delay, the entire petition. is untimely. 3 In.

regard to any new claims he raises, Rogers must show cause for not

raising them in earlier proceedings .4 Rowever, Rogers does not seriously

address the issue of untimeliness and procedural default. On occasion he

asserts that his earlier counsel were ineffective in failing to raise issues,

3an NRS 34.726(1)-

4NRS 34.810(2).

CURT
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3

apparently assuming that this constitutes cause for his untimely filing, for

raising new claims, and even for reraisin.g claims presented earlier.

assumption is incorrect.

Ineffective assistance of counsel can in some cases constitute

cause to overcome procedural defau1t. 5 However, in post-conviction

proceedings there is no right to effective assistance of counsel under either

the Sixth Amendment or the Nevada Constitution. 6 A post-conviction

petitioner has a right to effective assistance of counsel only when a statute

requires appointment of counsel for the petitioner.' When appointment of

counsel is discretionary, the petitioner has no right to effective assistance

by that couase1.8

Rogers was entitled to effective assistance of counsel in his

first post-conviction petition in 1986 because at that time NRS 177.345(1)

quired the appointment of counsel for indigent petitioners for post-

conviction relief But he was not entitled to effective assistance of counsel

for his second post-conviction petition filed in 1990. Although he was

represented by the State Public Defender, no statute required the

appointment of counsel. Rather, such appointment was discretionary

la Crump, 113 Nev. at 304, 934 P.2d at 253 (citing Coleman v.
Themeeeen, 501 U.S. 722, 753-54 (1991)).

6MaKaave v, Warden, 112 Nev. 159, 163, 912 P.2d 155, 257-53
(1996),

la at 165 n5. 912 P,2d. at 258 n.5; Qrumn, 113 Nev. at 303, 934
P.2d at 253.

813eiarazio v. Warden, 112 Nev. 1466, 1470 & na, 929 P.2d. 922, 925
& n.1 (1996).

aeg Cn3 Nev. at 297 n.2, 934 P.2d at 249 n.2.

JAM/1821



under NES 34.750(1), which provides that a court "may appoint counsel"

for an indigent habeas petitioner." Because this is Rogers's third post.

conviction petition, he roust show cause for not raising any new claims in

his second post-conviction petition as well as for not timely filing the third

petition. 11 Any claims that counsel were ineffective during his trial, direct

appeal, or first post-conviction proceeding should have been raised in his

second post-conviction petition. Any claim that his second post-conviction

counsel was ineffective does not constitute cause because Rogers was not

entitled to effective assistance by that counsel, who was a discretionary

appointment.

Additionally, Rogers demonstrates no cause for rersising

eady decided, by this court in earlier proceedings. Under the

octziues of abuse of the writ and the law of the case s we will not

reconsider such claims. lg

Absent a showing of good cause to overcome procedural

default,this court will consider claims only if the petitioner demonstrates

that failure to consider them will result in a fundamental miscarriage of

10Rogers is sentenced to death, but appointment of counsel for a
habeas petitioner sentenced to death is mandatory under NES
34.820(1)(a) only if "the petition is the first one challenging the validity of
the petitioner's conviction or sentence."

111n referring to Rogers's second and, third post .couviction petitions,
we do not include his federal petitions.

Izate NES 34.810(2); gall V. State, 91 Nev. 314, 316-16, 535 P.2d
797, 798-99 (1975).

4

Stowed Cam
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justice.13 Although Rogers does not raise this issue, we have considered

his petition in light of this standard. We conclude that none of his claims

establishes S. fundamental miscarriage of justice. Thus, we conclude that

all of the claims presented. in Rogers's petition are procedurally barred,

and we affirm the district court's order on this independent ground.14

Two claims warrant some additional discussion, however.

First, Rogers contends that the district court did not allow his trial counsel

to ask prospective jurors whether they would automatically impose the

death penalty on someone convicted of first .degree murder and that five

jurors who were ultimately =paneled' believed that conviction for fixst-

degree murder called for mandatory imposition of death. The record belies

this claim.

Rogers is correct that a district court should excuse for cause

any prospective juror who would always impose a sentence of death on a

defendant convicted of Exst-degree rourder. 15 Here, the district court

expressly granted defense counsel's request to question jurors on this

topic, and during voir dire of the Eve jurors in question, defense counsel

explored this topic and passed all Eve for cause. Neither the district court

nor the State recognized that the facts belied this claim. Nevertheless,

1112az	 IMn_z_u_LIYAyslim, 112 Nev. 838, 842, 921 P.2d 920, 922
(1996); sea also Pepeerini v. State, 117 Nev. 	 ,	 34 P.3d 519, 537
(2001).

L4See liartis v. Reed, 489 U.S. 255, 261-62 (1989) (discussing
necessity of a plain statement indicating that the state court actually
relied, on a procedural bar as an independent basis for disposition of the
case).

15521 Moron v. Illinois, 504 U.S. 719 (1992).
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this court will affirm the district court if it reached the correct result for

different reasons.16

Second, Rogers challenges the sufficiency of the evidence for

the aggravating circumstance that he had been previously convicted of a

felony involving the use or threat of violence to another person. At trial,

the prosecution argued that Rogers had two prior felony convictions in

Ohio for aggravated assault, and on direct appeal this court referred to his

prior felony "convictions." 11 Rogers claims that this was erroneous

because be had only one prior conviction for aggravated assault occurring

in 1976. Although he was also charged with two counts of felonious

assault in 1977 and pled guilty to one count of aggravated assault, he later

failed to appear and. was never sentenced on the reduced charge. Thus he

contends that no conviction ever resulted because a valid conviction

requires that a sentence be imposed. He cites NRS 176.105, which

requires that a judgment of conviction set forth among other things the

sentence. The district court concluded that only the 1976 conviction had

been entered but that evidence of the 1977 offense was nevertheless

admissible, so trial counsel's failure to challenge the evidence was of no

consequence. Also, the 1976 conviction alone was sufficient basis for the

aggravator. We agree with the district court's reasoning, but there is a

more basic reason why Rogers claim b.as no merit.

Imposition of a sentence is not required for a conviction under

NRS 200.033(2), Neither the district court nor the parties addressed this

statute, which provides that "a person shall be deemed to have been

6
	

103 Nev. 571, 575, 747 13 .2d 230, 233 (1987),

'Tours, 101 Nev. at 466, 470, 705 P.2c1 at 670, 673.

Imam( CoIWO
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convicted at the time the jury verdict of guilt is rendered or upon

pronouncement of guilt by a judge or judges sitting without a jury." We

conclude that the trial court makes a pronouncement of guilt once it

accepts a defendant's guilty plea as valid. This is the point in. the

proceedings which is equivalent to a jury's rendering of a guilty verdict.

Thus, under NRS 200.033(2) a valid conviction existed for Rogers's 1977

offense, Accordingly, we

ORDER the judgment of the district court AFFIRMED.

Leavitt

cc: Hon. Michael P. Gibbons, District Judge
Mary Beth Gardner
Attorney GeneraliC arson City
Pershing County District Attorney
Pershing County Clerk

SUPPIIM4 Couart
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pitIN THE SU	 AT Of VIE STATE Or NEVADA
•..

RICICY tWIc sECHun, No. 29119

.	 APpellent,

1/5,

THE. STATE or NOM,

Asapondent.

CADE DISM:93/00 APPEAL

FILED

This is an appeal from an erder . et the gst.cict court

dismissing a avdOnd Pont-conviction petition fox writ of habeas

corpus.

Appellant Africk David Sechrest.was convicted, pursuant

to a jury verdict, of two counte . of murder and two counts of

kidnappleg. Its wee sentenced to death on each . of toe eurder

convictions and to life without the pcssibility , ef r parole fox

each of the igidstatiPing .denVietiOlse. no appealed. t:is 'Ciwart,

and us affirmed rho /udgment below. Se* Secbreet V. State, 101

Net. 3 60 , 705 P.24 626 (1915t.

Subsequently, Sechrese filed a petition

canvictioa relief, which the district oeurt denied. Sechrest

again appealed to this court. We concluded no 4Iirros existed and

ffireed the district cauxt's " order'. /le 6*Careet r.Statu. 100

ev. ISS, 924 P.2d.	M321.

On October 17, L993, Sechrest filed a petition for
•

it of habeas corpus lot the Pelted States District gcurt far

m District of Nevada, alleging 4 multitude at claims. In yle

federal petition, Sechrist alleged ease emus- that he had

ProviousiP raised in prior state proceediega.'as well' es errors•t.	 .	 .
that he hid never brought in•state coast. On July 27, 1994, the

adera17caust dismissed the petition on the ground that Sechtest

tailed to exhaust his stet* tee/mites. Accordingly, an August

29, 1996, Sechremt tiled a petition kor a writ of habeas corpus
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in state district cou,.	 .icpatig y reference all .

cleiste.from the federal patiClon„.

To deterMine whether the-petition anoul4 be &misted

a procedurally barred pureuant to . SRS 34.6/0, ott . September 31

9316, tho stets stiotrict court conducted aa ih-chambers.heartng.

hitt heating provided 341chte3t's 'eatInSa1 . an opportunity to

allege sufficient cause and'prejudIce to prevent a penned- 4.ml
deftult.,	 CounSet infordett 'that , court that . he ntIllisd

rategic decision in not bringing the new olaime in tha priox
-

state court petition. Re.conoluded that this was a mistake and

that he should hews brought 411 his 'dein* earl:t•r

on 0aptioubar 4, ISM the dietriat court is*ued its

r determining that Seabrast ZUid tp demonstrate cause and

galudica pors%ant to NRS 34 $i sad ismisfted the petition as

procedurally barred. Sec:Iwo:14 now appeels.--
112 the instant petition, Sechreat thasserts many

claim, that have elready , hoen &ail:1mi by this out in previou

ceodings. i As 'thasa i*Snos . have already been deided. they

the law of the oast'. Pertgen v. State, 110 Wev. 554, 537-

S, aiS tt .ld 36x, 3;3, c) Ae/arane o. State. 106.R4v..440.

41. 601 0.4d 1364. 1242 (12901; . 14 also MRS -34:210t21.
,

40ra. we, aOalladra that tM distriot . coort properly
4

1120 note that it is not arret tor counael to decide not to
rale, *asides' 4.1.410a om'aliv e441. tirksey.v. .State, 112 Nev.
510,	 P. $23 P.2d 1102, 1311'44 (13663. •	 .

IThese claims include: (I) whether the - prosecutor committed
misconduct by commenting cm slary instruction regarding -the
Pardo** Board, 441 2sahzaat v. State, 101 Nev. 360, 366, J05 0:2d
626. 632 t19il3fit2i whataet it wo g an abuse - a discrotion to
daily Sochreat's request for 44Witional counsel, ill L4-et 367,
66, 70i P.2d at 631-32; 13) whether SechreWs aoraitaton vas
properly admitted, ae 4t 363.47, 703 P.2d at -62,...31/ t4)
whether the testimony of -Of: Lynn Germs, Setbeseve pathj.atrist

fi	 tes	
.

vtalatad Sechrest's	 fth -endleent sight not to 	 criminate
himaelf. Agit, Sechreat v. State, 101140v. 156/ 16441, 226 4.2d,

$45-aa (isnli and (6) whathat tent Counael -provided
ineffeceve Assistance for tailor* to invaitiarato and intsavtaa
br, reeow, see id. at 16143,126 P.2d at 366-67.

2

4
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-
With respect to the isoues not assert 	 prior

•
proceedini, We conclude the district court prtperly applied the

procedural bar in Nitil 34.810, which provides * that the court stall
-

dismiss a petition if thmoourt determines that the grounds for

he petition Could have been seized inan earlier proosedin

ss the court finds both cause ter the failure to present-the

rounde and actual prejudice to the petitioner.

Geed cause has balm defined by this resat ,as "any

impediment external to the defense* vhich pteaeati the petitioner

from bringing the claim earlier. Passaniei v. Director, Oep't

Prisons, 145 Weis. 63, 40,.141 r.2d '2, 74 WM. additienally,
'prejudice* reguites the petitioner to show 1"mat merely that the

•mraca of trial created a passibility of prelbdice, hot that they
worked to his mutual .ad subetantiel dieedventege, in affecting

the state proceeding with error oi constitutional dimensions.'". ,
ogee v. Waadati f 109 Nes, 1524 S44, 444 0.Z4 110, 714 1,11931

tempting Gaited States s. Frady, 04 U.!. 151, 00 (1. 021)-
.-•

here, Sechreat's couneal admitted that the reason he
not put forth the new issues in the prior petition mas purely

a tactical decision. Tale camat Ccaatitmta good 41030 as it As

mot *external to the didenee,* no has adiChaat deeonstretid-thet

the ciaiMA have merit an4 that toilet* to raise them prejudiced
him, Therefore, because se/Merest has felled to allege goad.causs

or actual prejudice for mat bringieg these. claim - earlier, we
,

conclude he is procedurally barred from bringing thee in "this

second petition.

Sechrwot further arguem that he was not presided a

"informative h.aci;nqw when, he brought hi firat petition, as
„

squired by NAG 31.l2C(4	 In 198S, when Seohrest bro0qhk-hie

at patitian, thia provision 'theme codlfied is $R5 44.112413))

instructed the diStrict court to pereonally eddreem the
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petitions: to into= luj. hat he must raise a	 issues t4
single petition or •ls* any 'n'ew 4/a1ms in , a subsequent petition

will not be considered.

After a thoseugh review of the record, ke coaolode

that S•chrest was not prefudicad by this error. Therefore, he is

not entitled to eny relief'. Accordingly, we conclude that the

district coutt did not *EV in dishissing the instant petition
hosed an procedure/ deEmult. 2 V*

CUBA this appeal dismissed.

co; Han. Charles N. McGee, District 'Judge
Hon. FrankimOde D.I . Papaii-Atterney General
Han, Aidnard A. Gemmiok, Dintgict Attorney
Robert Bruce Lindsay
Judi Bailey, Clerk

3Bechreet ther .,Iontatids -that this court applies
proceducel default .rulem isconeistently. We conclude that this
ointment has no merit, See Vianria v. state, 11: us,. 3 111,.36s-
907- 313 10 .24 074, 1178 ling). Additionally in him reply brief,
5achrest raised tar the first time' the issue of ineffective
assistance of counsel during his Lint post-conviction petition
pronsoding4. Wm Conclude that thin issue i.e inappropriately
raised, and therefore, me seed mot conaldei it see Naar 211(o)
itn***m in the reply brief shell be 1i/sited to responding to now
matter* brought in the opposing brief)/ Old Aztec Hine, Inc- a.
Brown, 37 Wee. 49, 525i, 423 ?.Id Silo S43-14 115111 /thie

	

7.4Ped tzt	 z.z. ramma to1.010 . AttordinS17,
WS dear es moot both the states motion to.strihe &ochre/it's
reply brief and Sechtest's motion to file an ntimely opposition
to the state's motion.

P.O5
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

JERRY FRAM 8141TH, No. 20959

VI.

THE STATE OF NEVADA,

Respoculent.

Appellant,	 )	 0	 r
) , FILED)
)I	 EP 149O	 .)
)	 ciwe
)
) I

This is * proper person appeal free en order of the
district court denying a poet-conviction petition for s writ of

habeas corpus.

Appellant was Charged by way of indictment with nine

counts of sexual assault upon a minor under the age of 14. NA3
10.364. 200.366. Pursuant to a jury triel, • juligment of

conviction was entered for ell nine counts on August 25, 1.998.

Appellant was sentenced to nine lite terms with the pceeibilitY

of parole, with the first two terms to run consecutive/y end

the other as term' to run coeourrently with the second term.

On August 23, 1993, appellant filed a natio* of appeal. This

court affirmed eppellant l e oonviction. State v. Smith, 100
Hey . 570, 689 P.24 326 (1984). Appellant did not file

petition for poet-conviction relief.

On Novsaber 1, 3.999, appellant filed the instant

petitioo for • writ of habeas corpus / The state opposed the

petition end on January 2, 1990, tha district court filed

findings of fact, conclusions of low and en order denying
appellanee petition. This appeal followed.

Our preliminary review of the record indioeted that

the district court may have erred in dismissing appellant's

petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Accordingly, we ordered

the state to show cause why this matter should not be remanded

to the district court for proper consideration of appellant's
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petition. Smith v. State, Docket Mo. 20959 (Order, July 17,

1990). In that order, we Acted that the district court relied

on NRS 34.725 in dismissing appellant's petition. MRS 34.725

requires e petitioner to 5444 poet-conviction relief pursuant
to 103 177.314 before filing a post-conviction petition for a
writ of habeas corpus. we noted that, while appellant was
convioted in 1963, NRS 34.725 was not enacted until 1947.

fiGC4Une a petition for post-conviction relief , must be filed
withio ono year after the entry of a judgment of conviction or

after the final decision on appeal, the procedural default
created by NRS 34.725 did not cOside into existence until well

after the expiration of the time within which appellant couLd

overcome that default. lie WIRS 177,314(3).

Xn reap-Owns to our order to ahow cause, the etate does
not dispute that the dietrict court's reliance on the

procedural default of MRS 34.723 was ' erronecce The state

urges, however, that thls court may still affirm the district

court's order on the basis of laChes. - This contention is

without merit.
Alsoisimi for "Aches' is controlled by MI5 34.800.

That statute Indicates that *the State of Nevada suet

epecifically plead lichee. The petitioner must be given an

opportunity to respond to the allegations in the pleading

before a ruling on the action is made." MRS 34.600(2). A
review of the record on appssl reveals that the state did not

plead laches in the district court, Aocordingly. we vacate the
order of the district court denying appellant's petition for a

writ of habeas corpus and remand this ease to the district

court for proper consideration of appellant's petition. On

remand, the state shall be permitted to file a wupplesental

motion to diming iA which lease may be specifically pleaded.

2
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•
Awl/lent shall be afforded an opportunity to respond to 	 t

motion pursuant to NRS 34.800,

Xt ie so MEMO.

'cc: Hon. Doneld M. Motley, District Judge
Mon. Brian Mcgay, AttOrnety General
Mon. gez Bell, District Attorney -
4erry rrank Smith
Loretta Bowman, Clerk

3
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% a e	 • r14.V.,..."1:0),:alt. si

.,,,	 in . .5,,,,

*.	 %.,•.,•;
...	 . . I

..

FILED

;

111 TN. ZHE COURT OF 'NI STATZ oF

	

EWA . DEUX STEVENS, 	 No. 241.34.

Apcellant,

vs.

STATE 01 NEVADA,

Rasp= m

	

•1•1	 111111.

CV' WM,

This is an apptaI :ran an (Ardor ct tha district ceurt

denying appallant"s. petition gar past ..conviction relict' in a

death penalty case.	 4=
on April 24, iflia, Dawayne Derek Stavens was

canvictad, pursuant to a lurr vardiAt, og q00 4;0ZZ 44ch /:

first-dolzoo murder, robbery with the use et a 4aa4iy waapan,

passassion ad 4 stolen credit card end 5rad Lucany auto.

Stavane vas santancad by the 3ury to dbach by lethal injactlon

a chit tirst-Idecr** aurder charqa. Ea aisa waS sentancad by %ha

district at ta fifteen years far the robbary conviction, a

onsacutive dittaen years for %am ad' a doadly weapon, a

nsacutive aim yaars on tha patmaseion of a stslas credit card

canvictian, and a Can24=tiVil tart years tor the Traind larcaay
vat° einviattan.

Stavgsm procaadiad in proper paraort throughout both the

quilt and penalty phase at his trial. WbL3., tha public datander

characterized Stavans as a "lailhousa attarnae to the district

cqurt ln.presanting Stevens' ligation to proceed La impair ;MX404,

Stavoms actualLy vas twenty years dI4 at th* tima ae his tri41
and had cnly completed eha sixth vadat.. Tha State and Stavens

at requested tho acgointsont ag standby rounsai. This public

de g andax, howaver, objected to sarving as standbY couns al, and

the district court danied the Stata , s and staves* . raquast.

msvina a 2p4o,1.ost	 000vloaao with t14 1418141ZIAC4 at

cc	 -appoincad ctsignsgl. This court dirsiSsad 3tavans' appeal.'

JUL 0 a 15,1,4

ir kirgasii.
%tau"Imaign
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'71(

tavens V. Sta tket go: L7394 (Order OisMilVlg	 al,

=be'. 2L, 1,44).

. On Hay IQ, 1989, Stevens filed a . praper person

petition Car past-canviction relief (the fiitpetit/an') n

the 4Lti,Z COI.M"' pureuant ta sas /77.215	 NSS 1.77.213.1
included among, v.:evens' claims C*V post-oanviction	 VAd

alienation af ineffective . assistance of 4 .174ell C4QA441.

accardingly, Stevens requested the appointment a! eusiL other

than hia appellate counsel t* a$aist )Ua in the prasecuminn *4

his post-conviction otaina- The dis ict court Waled to

address Stevens' rikusst Oar appointed =angel (desnita NRs

177.243 g s dictate to astesa the lneed to appoint Ca4A141

tan days atter ti* filing of ' a patitton far post-conviction

relief). In addition, the State filet -no reevonse in ep;eeininn

to Stevens :Ira% petition (in cantravention oC $23 177.24S

which required the state ti respanA within gLf.. days it the

filing of the petitian).

atavism' first petition then lay dormant far almost

*is months (A violatian ag MRS 177.340(4) vhish required the

distriat court to °make Ail reasonable efferts ta expeditem

petitions far paut-canvictian ralieg). at that paint, GU% nd

frustration with the inactivity on hi* first petition, Stevens

moved to withdraw his Viatica ma that he aau/4 pureme federal

habeas cosrpu relief. The district an= allowed Staoaaa to

withdraw his girt petition. Co ;Laing se, the district cal=

did mat canvass stevens regarding his request far the

aeOdintmant of new C4UUS41•

Staitedg the:Ult.: 1u:sue4 federal relief, but was

required ta return ta dtat4 OW= td axhiOidt tt* Li11343 raised

in hie firat petition. Th0a, on September 3, 1991, almasz three

years as tas dirtc; appeal had hten dismissed, Stevens filed

*As sactians ;owe ragq41414 44fectivie Januaxy 1, Ufa.

2
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a second 'Oroper41"-tn patitioit for post-ocnwl 'relief (the
°second patitiCel. Tha disttict judge dented $,7, ,,wts 4 second
petition aA the ground that Stations had not shown *5444 au,aam

or failing to al* tha petition Vithin 4a4 year attar the
dismissal of his direct appeal. as requi.red by NIS 11.7.3/1(11.1
This appeal. followed.

Stevens claims that the distric.	 red in
imams aa cocci cause 4Xisted tor his failinq to ale %sly the

Amend petition. We agree under the extremely unusual

ircusstanoes presented in this 4444 and dancluda that gccd

cause did emist tor-Stevens' failure to tile his second petition
within one year atter the dismissal of his dirtoz agge4l t The

error in this 4444 dates hack to Stevens' withdrawat af his

first petition and the district court's failure to adextei

3h4v4h4 # request for nem Cann44t. It short, the district court

erred in alLowing stiffens' ta withdraw the arst petition
without first &pp:CLOW:nog' StaVada inidependeat Lta441 ta a4vis4

him with respect to the tiorst petition.

Stevens vas entitled to counsel la thiS 4444.

X.1though stevens' did net have the eutaAati4 right ta counsel,

Aga KR5 . 177.345, 1 it would have toga aa abuse of 414 etion for

2VMS 177.315(3) provided:
Unleee there is geed 441144 shown tor delay,
I proceeding under KRA 177.313 to 177.341.
inclusive, Isoat be tiled within I year attar
the entry of judgment at 44AviCti4ft or, LI
an appeal has been taken frassuchludgment,
within 1. year attar the final. decision ugan
4C InWitent to the 499441.

177.345(1) provided:
L. The petition may aliege that 4

petitioner i4 unable to pay tha =eta ot the
proceeding or to empLay e*UA441.. tt the
ookert is aatiseLed the: the allegatian of
indilency is true, the court may appall%
counsel 4or him Cro herj v1thia 14 4ays
after the filing 124 the getittah. r= dakim4
its determination, the caurt may consider
whether!

(otodnued..
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tha cauxt th nava	 d StaVarts	 givon tha.	 VIII, .3311

•

undar a penalty of death and had alleged an arguably tsiorable

ineffective assistance a! =Asia tiaih in his,first petition*

Murauver , it vas VOX./ anaxsat that Stave

indeadant advice vieh raspect to hiz firsz pet _on. The

racord damonsaratas that at the tine cloven* dismissed his first

petiN-on, he was laboring under mistaken inpreszLza4 of 141i

uhich were olaarly disclosad to tha district c urt.

Specifically, Stevens informed the filatrA comr he

believed state post-conviotiOn prooetdings wart ondertaion jor

tha salt purposa of naking a racord, which he telt h4 had (Lana,

tosi thatLtbaliavad he. catt24 hat Vitt a. :444 procaeding in astata

court because h.& and his ca-dadandaht had a conflict and thug he

would *Igo through Federal Court and allov (his cm-defendant) ta

do tha post -convictton. ," Ma one disabused him of than& sistaken

ispressions, and na one Lnforhtd him tUt consideration of his

post-conviction claims by a federal cart was in fact dtptndant

mpon those claims being considered initially by the sat* court.

Instaatia tie, district coirt a•raty advised atavans that ha vaaid

prahahty give0 tip" the ability to puz'alsa stmt. past-aaavic-tiart

relief 34 he withdrew his petition. Skil& laboring tad.=

mistakan ispressions af law does not og itsall oonstituta good

causs tor filinq a /at* petition, had counsel been appointed :is

Lt should have been, comma would have had tht obligation ta

explain to Stavans tht ramifications of dismissing his first

petitLan, and Stevens wotad either have pursued tha first

petit0= or knovinoTryvaiNd pureuit-o g the first petition.

light og mhe foregoing, we concludt that tht district cow=

..continued)
ta) The Lanai prasented by tha

petition asia difficult;
(b) Tha petitioner Ls =aka* to

c=impr*hand tho prOCAILIK4i.SUpir017
(o) coun4a1 is taCaaaary in order to

proceed, with discovery.

4
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-1. ,
.Ao /cod CeO4e existed rar

dila timely tha	 patition far ,aas-amAvi4t_	 tali4e.

Our intuitst in this	 hawavar, doas floc end
hare. Given the extragaiy unique cobszancas ad this, casa, wo

are compelled t* canclada that Staoens did mot - caiva AL fair
taq.el, and thus, rather than rananding this case to Cul disOrLoo

Court far further past-conviction praciadiagg , wa raaand ta tha
district oat= far a new trial.

Thar* are saveral irrelularitiaa in this case that

giva us feason to eancluda that stayer.* has nat rate:Ned due

process. Wit nea4 only oxienx CMS in this Order: Gna of tha

labia Vawsns makas in his second patitian far paat-comytotian

aliad is that the hearing at which the trial judge allowad

Stavern to dismiss counsal and repress= hiaseit was inedaguata
to defermine whether or nau Stevens was 'caking a Xnawtmg and

int gatiquat WAL 1W et Counsel. 5 we have rev:A-wad the caused

with respect to this issua and agrae with Stavens.

while a =Lainal defendant has a Sixth Anandbanf#right

to represanthla- harsalf and thus say wai ve his or bar right

to counsel, tha walvar ad that richt t2 calicsal must be knowing

and lotalligant, taratta v. California, 423 V.S. 86 (L472).

• 4For the reasona dosoribad above this casa ' is also
distinguishable frau 414r haldisg in Collar v. Stata, 2.42 gawp
225, 773 7.2d X222 (1289).

IStevene appellats counsel fallad to mistt this iSS 144 an
dtract appeal. Stavens argues that tha "causa and praludice
standard oC MRS 1.77.212(2) is satisfied by virtue if tha
lneffectioa JildietanCle ad appal/at* taunsal under which he
liharad. It is vela-established than Inlet:active assistants ad
counaal which risas to th41 Laval of a COOStitUtiortel Violetica
astablishas the *WASS lUld prejudice' sufficiant ta overcome a
waiver. Karray V. Carrier, 477 U.s. 474, 444-39
agssi; znasaingem v. lova, 3CStLS. 74t, 7S2. (l267);. Artnala
Warden, 04 Ne ll. S2t (1978); Stewart v. Warden, $2 Nev. 244,
SOS Ct$74). In this iaStislO4, w* ogres that scavens' appellate
caunsal was ineffactiva SA failing to raisa tha issue 41C tho
knowingmass and intalliwals ad Stavans* waiver aC his sixth
Amandmont ri/ht to amass). Actordingly, Stavan g has
astabtished the. revisits CCUSS ;pi prajudiaa to averocsa this
apparaht aivt af this LSSU.•

failure Ls
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Tta standard g the validity oe a w	 IC tha Cichz:

to c;ansal in Navada Vas originally sat Cortt in Gar:tick v.

Miller, 31 Nev. 312, 376, 403 2.2d 650, 653 .(1561):

°To discharga (tAdi duty Qt datarziaing
whether a vaLver is knowinq and intaLligant)
LA light of the strong prasuontion against
waivar ad tha constitutional right to
counsel, a judge aust investigata as long
and as thoroughly as the circumstAacts of! 
the cis, Warrlij4_dpsaad. The Cact thao
aLA accused may t41.1 his that ha Is lmsorsad
of his right to caunsel and desires td waive
this right does not automatically end the
judge", ratpossibility. To ha valid such
waiver oust ha nada vith an apprehension GC
the nature of th* chargas, the statutory
sefenses-iscluded Vithin them, the rang. ire
allowable puniahiAnto tharoundarg twasibli
defame:a to hne oho-1'1p3 and circtssattncts
mitigation thereof: and 411 other f&G:s
"'saint/el to a triad undaritandinq of tha
whole %attar. A judge 434 nake certain that
an accused's professed valvtr ae counsti is
=dila-stand/wily andmisaly made only Eros a
pante-rotting and tattpcenantiVt *Casa:nation of
all tha circumstances under which such a
plea is tendered.°

(questing Van )Coltke v. CiLlias, 232 U.s. 704 1 723-44 (1$44)

(plurality) (amp:Iasi' addtd)); Lhpiv4 Reynolds v. Warden, 66

iftv. 341 , 944 , 67 11 P.24 574, $74 (1270) ( 4 Th each casa the

Intelligent waiver' oust he tastsd in /act= of tha particular

ircumstancoe surrounding the cass, including tha hackground,

xparLaace, and conduct of hha *454d. '3; Andarson v. stata, SI

Nev. 339, 4S4 P44 1,026 (1262); Cohan v. State, 17 Nav, 144, 429

F.24 1170 ( 1441li Sundrant v. Togliatti, a: May. 164, 41.9 W.24.

12 (12414).

Raving reviaved the district court's canvass ad

Stev444 vith respect ta Stavans' precasted &mars to poeceed in

peeper person, we conclude it was inadaquata to determine

whathar Stavess* vaiver at his Sixth Amendment riqht to counsal

W$ knowing and intalllgant given that this Ls a death penalty

C3.4 and Stavens was a twenty-year-aid, seventh grade drop...oat

t the time a g tha trial court's C4V.YasS. Tba coart's C4Vvisi

C Stavens g all Car sher4 aC a u ptdetrating add Calismikftiensavek

z
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I.	 1

examination', (indu Lrial curt did mot evb. it any

information re5ardizq szavens' age or 'W.I.:cation) 4n4 we cianct

wart with any conti.denda that Stevens' waiver of his rIqhc t4

counsel	 valid. AoLlsrdinsty, Stevens' =wit o e get be

revs:sad.

For tha foregoing tisr	 t udgmant Ise

2nviCt	 eceirLet Stevens and rsmand thie cite.% t4 the disc imt

cat= for a new Czial.

Lt iS * 42 =MO.

Hon. Carnrd tengiervaani. Oistvict ,74.d.q4
gen, Trankie sue hel Papa, Ar.wrAer General
Haffers Xtchesan & maueerc
Kam 11*11, District ',curacy, Diaz% alunty
Loratta dowcae, Dior%
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411it/Q8/2Q1	 ria 7 753	 . las.LAUS

IN THE SUM.= COURT OP THE STA= OE num
Tr	 FRANK WADE,

Appellant.

V4.

153 sTATE OP MAIM.

No, 37467

rILED
OCT 11 001

Oattgat 0? AITIRMANA

Thiel is am appal from a distriit court order denying
pollards pnowoosevon maiden isr a emit or /Woos corpus.

On August 23, 1994, appellant sae ooterictod of ores town% of
to sell 4 controlled subEtance mod one oiunt of I:x*133614 in a
Aube-taw*. Thee dideics out seettotad appellent t lifo

prison witlo r.lse possibility of parole atter tan, yosIra. Appellant Mad &
4irtct 21:9itkl, and this ma% affirmed appellant's ,tildvilant of conviction)
Theiresier, appella 	 .4,a paidest for raglsoosizl& srtatio 717,1,0
doolacll The raraittitio issued so October 27, 19$9.

Ooctober 4„ 2000, appellant filed a post-corivietion "daunt
in a writ of,habeser corpus, sersning that Us %MAW sena bistreCtive. Ths
&deo& cavil misted the atato to Ple a. response. 1a ita ramp" the
State eogsted that appellantel p ebilon a haat IA di:missed. In pork
because it *so tiot verit ad as tooLtridy NBS 34130.

12, SA alionept tatte this prosodical cleacisnot. Derceinlier
IX 2000, appellant filed Lard anisendat post-conviction peon far a 'nit

Of tolloas corm cotitairing virrificatiow fain cotinUtl. nap Mato Mod
motion to sta! apollant's first ernalided petition, smng that it was

improper. Thse district mud Matti tlIA fitate's motion to
strike. /lope/laid than filed a notion to amend his pod-conviction petition
f'ri Writ rillitbea.41 carpus. TIL0 diatcitt wort denied appallasda Elation la

114 Nov. 9-14, 946 P -24 160 OM.
3Ws411_7„tir4,, 115 Nor. 220, 934 P,24 438 (1999) do

eche:a4 and hicslifhng prior opinion).
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wend. Additionally, the diatrict court denied a9pollartrs post.con.vietion
petition fm a writ of habits carpuo, ruicr.ing thst it was ant CA gnizabla

hicalpe it *MS AAVaxified. Appellant&lathe 'inetikat appoaL
at appellant arose that tha dimist court Erred in clAJViag

WAWA bacirall counaare signature under NRCP U'satisfied tho
.earifitotion requirement contained in IsIRS 34.730. We &setae& Tbe
disixict court did tint aer in &missing ar)elloato Delition b4caus* in
lussntrifica petit:to' is not CilpiXtbillia M aLATAMel signatore puranont to
NRCP ii'ix twit egttivaLeot to a viwitstotion tinder NRS 14,730 bacons* the
Uttar requireG gAGASel to verify that %be petit:Lust personally authorised
bite to coomence the action.*4 NR- CP 11 =lima AG ataell. raccuirment.
Purtimer, this out applies, the rules of civil procedure noir when statutes
go. andag habeas corpus do not address ' the matter at issue.* Vara.
bssause a itatna governing Weals rpa particularly NU 34.730,
sdareseea the varifioation requirement 4 "wenn thie' ateruna sdiapositilva.

Simand, appellant argue* that the discrict court *waived" the
vailficaizion requirement by ceder* the State to rearpond to hie petition
W,. conclude that We coatattier,Ik. Meta became courseri verification
iv a sternum vequbezakeist that =not he waived* tonms1thamums

'MK •ppeUgo* muss that the diStrid court erraa in
striking Mx fad ausended peca., Wo ditainve. 1711A district court did
not errto icrikaag the first arsonded paridoo because ippallant was
prabitated. by star4be, from filing in sunevaled. petition- Land. NM
34.780 autivrifare a suiplakurcatat petition ouly where the &wales court
hay dins:mined that sounsal shall he appoisatati to represent a pe :Wiener
,Atialtin irOper perm, as item a acpplessentai pistitino, ia ordered hy

•

tut41S 3e./30(1) CA petition utast be verified bi Peatatter or bill
taialwerk	 Alga auraLlsag, 99 Nev. 779, 619 P..2d 402 (1950):
aka& Chugualici, 95 Nev. SIC 603 P.2d 690 (197	 93
Nvy. 12,65011 .2&153 (1977):

*IRS 34.730(1).

ntsitg v. Estvit. it° Nov. 3$9, 971 Pad $57 (1994 UsZiaa.z.
Eta& 109 Nev. 1067, 363 d 1035 (19$3).

satt ns 34.730.

•
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u/O1O. thee Fa 71653 1.011-i-LAUS 344

the	 Fleta, tha district const 3iaitiaar appointed counsel to reprount

.apponatit Wang in rope person Po: authorised an mended petition
Accorruigii, the district court did not ea in str ik in g appaliantis foss

amended potition scans* appellant hadao staoutory right to mond.

Pinfakr. *Ppenszt argue& that the district couxt abused ite
disecatianu dittealg aripaUses lactic= for leave to aMalld Ed3 post.

conviction petition baclUall: (1) hs aZtatilillUrat would. have been timely

alaCe it related batic to original petition; (2) die lack of verification watt
Cottected a.tom ems it we* larongit to potitionsta attention; and (2) *ego
is 'United States Suprema dotal, precedent kaiak( that assail thocrid ha

decided o tb.oir merits. rather than dianiimottl based ca.

WehrtiCaLitleats W. aughttio that tioa district noun satssi within ha

disastion, in duping sppollant's motion to =Oa baChLsii appellant was
not entit/oa to amen&a pest-ocinetr ction petition sa matter of rialtt

afarzing tha distaiet =rot order. wa address wa,
another lame of a sat imports/we. 'Cho mord rreetla that appellant%
etritneel raprionata. Ulm te tra oa appeal), and on post.ecuoviction,

rainiting in aci actual conflict of intarent. In fact, in the original' utiontiAad

postecansiction. petition; connsol for oppollant arguad his own
ineffediowoeis.

!alai counsel may mat rapresent appellant IA a paattaavietiml.

edam( 'Oka" appal:sit claim* instfacers assistance of annum/

Wain** di; ethical coda of toreduct prohibits six amino kora

rsprmenfing a eliont in a mottog whets ha le likely to ha a witness-I

Altbougb a pstitiatias may waive Ws existing actual cesilict. in se doing. a

paritismar would hs limiting his ponsorial aiastocalise his trial manta

may not moose& claim ofhia own ineffectioanaos, Award:Ma, prior to

allowing taint counsel to represent a particular pot:dens: in a post.

corwiction procsecling the district watt *load, on the record, expisict tais
naruCef tho cottilict, the disabilities tbis would lace upotential dares,

71483 34,730(8)(11) provides, *Mbar appointment by tbo court. *mania).
fer the Pvtitiana may fila and Sawa Itirriganitatal plead4stas 'ridgy, 30
days titer . . the dot* of his appointment.* N28 SA.750(5) liegovidOs. "Ta
flarthaX 9.1,8414171 Mal ha Mad =opt es =dared by ths court:

VIA 801. MI 01. lawyer WWI not act aa advocate at a trial in which
tbe lawyer is Debt bo anets:teary witosar),

3
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:4005

and the Biwa* of any potential claims that the petoner would be

waiving.' Prior to affirmatively wailing Ws actual couilict on tha record,
the district court shoutd inform the 'petitioner that be would giving up hie
right to rails the issue of ineifective aisiatut40 si cauxtieL

14 the ihataa ens*, there is on indication that appellant was

adrisid, on. the record, about the nature tad, consequences of retaining
counsel- with as.. situ./ Goalies and no indication that apsHaliaht waived
this conflict. Tuxtla, ese mord reveals that a9p 1asi counsara
inability to argue hia torn : ioeffectivisiess actually prejudiced appellant

and contributed to coonsare failure to verity the post•conviction petition.

Acoardingly, in affirming the order of the district court, we araphaOsa that
appellant has good cease and *stool prefuglice fee the filing of a ettoossaive.
undrealy petition, and we tnetrunt the dishict oourt o Jlew appellant to
Ale rash a petati' on ecer consideration on. the =rite?* Should weal=
outlaw to litain, trial conned in foam postecortnictiOn procakeditch the
district court should elicite an the record, opettants afartsettse sod
infcitruied waives of thie actual oarifhot.'

flaying caudated appellant'e ersatentiona ami concluded, that

merit. we
ORDER theiudantent of the district mar AFFIRMED.

ajlaytmayam, 1Ce5144ev. 543, 440-37, 797 PIA 9432$

Mica NS 34.919(3) (providing that the district court will conaider a.
wiixitui or iiismisive petition if mellarkt &owe goad mate .for faith. as
present the dailsi aod actual Ifraiudice),

4
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tem P. =Gni District Judge
Aturnoy Givairol
Wasisoo Ignty*hid latorney
Johts, lautois
%Win J. Routris, 71
VinaUoo County Clerk
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RT 0? THE STATE OF NEVADA

No. 20732)
)

Appellant,	 )
)
)
)

TH9 STATE OF NEVADA, 	 )
)

This is an topeal from am order Of the district court

denying appellant's pittition for,post-conviotion relief.

Appelient was convicted, pdrauent to • guilty piea„ of

murder in the first degree. A three judge panel sentenced

appellant to death. Appellant unsuccessfully pureued poste.

conviction relief. In a consolidated opinion, this court

affirmed his judgment of oonviotion 0 sentence of death, and the

denial of his post-conviction petition. Sea Wiliiams v. State,

1.03 Nev. 227, 737 P.24 scut (1997),

Apgellant subsequontIy filed * petition for • writ of

habeas corpu*. in the federal district court. On May. 25, 1985,

the federal. district court dismissed the petition without

priOudice based on appellent'a rovseaarration that his stets

post-conviction remedies had not been •xhausted. On July 4,

395. appellant filed a ascend petition for poet-conviction

3elief pursuant ta MRS chapter 177 in the Second Judicial

District Court and requested a stay of execution of his

mentence pending the court's review of that petition, On July

1989, the diatrict court denied appellent's motion for a

Star; concluding that all of the lemma presents& had been

previcuaty taised and resolved against him or enouid have been

raised in his direct appeal, and previous post-conviction

ow/Aiding. Appellant filed a notice of appeal. from this order

CA 3uly 9, 198e.
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Also. A, 1988. appellant tiled a ,post-

oPnviction petition tor a writ 04 habaaa corpua in the first

Judicial District CcUrt pursuant to HIM Ch*Ptor 34, and

requeated s its of afeoutiOn of hid death aentance. On July

11, 1988, tha district .out denied appellant'a motion for a

stay, concluding that •soh of tha issues raised In this

petition had baan praviously resolved against appaLlant by this

court. On July /2, 1988, appal/ant filed a natio& of appaa

from the district court's order, We cossbinod tha apooal* Iron

the flrat and a/mond district courts' under a single dockat

nuober, and ordered thrives aggeale dismissed. William, v
4

State, Docket Wo. 19171 tOrdar Dismimaing Appeal, July 12

1986).

0 OM

Appellant filed his third patition for poet-monvictian

reliat on July 17, 1969. in that petition, appellant alined

that his aullty plea was involuntary. Specifically, appeLiant

alleged that a potential codefendant. Harvey Young, hod made
false •tatemonta to tha pclioe which inculpated appal/ant.

Appel/ant allega4 that he plaaded guilty because' ha feared that

Young would provids 1nau1patary testimony at appellant's trial

consistent with Young'a Iasi:wants to tha police. Appellant

provided affidavits •hosing that You' has, after tolling

numerihus VilbreimAn of his story, seagritad his claim that

appollant killed the victim in this case'. Appallant's petition

4aO dinted by the district court without a hearing in an order

flied Decoaber 29. 1989. This appeal followed.

Appoilant contends that the district court erred in

danying hie petition without a basing. Specifically,

appalpint argues that Young's recantation of his claim that

appollant was the killer dooOnstratea that appellant's guilty

plea was involuntary.
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This contention ..is without merit. This court has

already determined that app ).art glia was Voluntary.

Williams v. state, 103 Ihbv. 227, 747 P.24 508 (1947). that

holding is now the law of the C4410. a! Kali v. Stilt*, 9 1 Nev.

314, 133 P.2d 17 (l373). Young bAS made up a numbar of

versions at his story, and ea are not inclined to reconsider

our holding based on the late gt fabrication from aan who, by

his own admission, has no regard for the truth. As the

district court oarrootty not•d, appellant confessed to killing

the victim in this case. At his penaitr hamming. at a tie*

when Young's statements had been excluded and appellant had

nothing to fear from *lung, appellant tastifiad that he ballad

the victim. At his plea canvas*, appellant oiearly indloatad

that his pia* waw voluntary and friss from o0eroion.

AncordinglY, we conciude that tha r4cog4 olearly rerutea

appellant's post-conviction claims.

Appellant's contentions lacking merit, we

OMER this appeal dismiamed.

co: Non. Robert L. Schouweilar, oiatrict Judge
Ron. erian 1144(ar, Attorney Canaria
Mon. Hill* Lane, District Attorney
Mara Picker
Judi Bailey, Clerk

3
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tH TUX SUFNEVIR ZOURT OP TUE STATE OF NEVADA

NO. 29054

Appellant, 60.6	 •nn.-

vs-

WARDEN, ELY STATR PRISON,
=IMAM VATCRXR,

Respondent.	 )

FILED
AUG 29 1997

This is an appeal trom .an order dismissing a petition

it of harms' corpus.

The facts of this case ace eat cut in Williams v.

te, 3,03 Nev. 227, 737 F.2d Soe 6447). In August 1252.

ppellant Cary Wallace Williams ( s Williame s 1 con/cssed to

murdering ratherine Carlson end her . unborn child and to

burglarizing the Oarleon home. Williams wax charged with

murder, manslaughter and burglary, and he pled guilty to all

three charges. Following a penalty hearing, a three-ludge panel

sentenced Williams to death and to two consecUtive.ten-year

erma. Williams appealed hie conviOtion and sentences and

petitioned the district court for post-conviction relief, whloh

was denied,. Thie court consolidated Williams' direct appeal and

Appeal from the denial of poet-conviotion relief. On Wey 2S.

2357 this court affirmed Williams' conviction and sentences.

Id—

In December 1032, Williams filed the Underlying

petition for it RA habeas corpus in the Seventh Judicial

Dietrict Court in White Pine County ('habeas court s !. Willteme

tiled ILA amended petition in Jzly l3,3.

After an evidentiary hearing, the habeas court issued

an order diemiseing Williams petition. The habeas court stated

that the issue of ineffective assistance of counsel had been

1n4
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411r,
finally resolved by th.tacouz; therefore, the habeas cot= was

bound by the doctrine of the law of the case as to seven of the

PurSuant to NMS 34.9140.,14, the district court
dismissed the remaining claims. whihh addreseed issues other

than those permitted La habeas corpus petitions. Williams now

appeals.

Williams argues that the lower court erred
ummarily dismiesing his original and amended petitiena ce the

grounds that thia court had already decided the issues. The

State argues that the habeas court properly applied a procedural
her to Williems . petition and that the instant petition is an
abuse of the writ.

•The law of a first appeal is the law of the case eux
ell xubacquent appeals in which tho fact' are aubstantially the
same.* Hell v. state, 51 Nev. 31a, 315, 921 9.24 797, 7111
1 15 7 1.1 atAord Masa= v. Warden, 112 Nev. 1131, 442 n43, 921 9.24

920, 922 11990). To Hell. thia court stated, *The doctrine of
the law of the case cannot be avoided by a more detailed and
precisely focused argument subsequently made after refleotios
upon the previous proceedings.* 91 Nev. at ilS, 555 9_24 at

•75s.
Ix 111111=1, Williams contended that he received

ineffective aesistance of hounael at trial because big tr141

ohuneel failed to request an Independent hoaxing to assess the
-VoIuniariness cf . /as confeseion. and allowed him to pleadLquiltY
without first 'souring the States promise not to seek the death

penalty. 103 N.V. at 229, 737 9.24 at 510. This court held

that William" received effective assistance cif counmea. Id. at
230„ ;"73/ P.241 at 310. This court further held that Williams

failed to demonstrate prejudice resulting from ineffective
astistance *f counsel. Id- Additionally, this court determined
that the district court did not err in accepting Williams' pleas/
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ilty, Zi. at 234, 737 P.34 at 514-11.—
Given this courtis conclusions iAlull  wt nmw

hold that the law of the Casa pracludea Williams' present claims'

that he lackad effactive asaistance a counsel at trial and at

the penalty hearing. In addition, a ptat-coovintita petition

tollowing a plea of guilty must he based upon an allegatioe that

the plea was involuntarily or unknowingly att.:Ire& or encased

without egfaAtive assistance of counael. Inta 34.614(124).

'MU*, the %anvils court proparly dismissed claims which were

unrelated to these two lasuaa.

williams arqUes that the prone= petition COntaina new

aod ditferent grounda for relief. Wa,conclude that Williams has

not sat al.' burden of praving that •good cauas axiata LOV his

failure to raise any grounds in an earlier petition and that ha

will auffer actual prejudice if the grounds ara not considarad.•

Crumiv. Warden, 113 MeV. , a 934 9.3d 247. 25/ (19971

iquoting Phelps v. Director. Primus. 104 Nev . 9si, 499, 74
9.2d 1301. 1303 (1901)); lea MRS 34.410(.11,

Finally, absent good cause, a court may hear tne

AnZiAA of au/massive claims it tailuxa to do ma would rmsult in

a siscarriaga .of juatite. Sawyer V. Whitley, 5as U.S. 333, 239

(i591). Thia excaptioa tar °actual innocence has a narrow

cope. /d_ at 340. A. showing of 'actual innoteate 6 oust focus

the elements that as the patleioaar eligibla Ina death, and

cannot include additional mitigating evidene* that was not

introducod because at claimed constitutional arrows. 44. at

; AAA Sagan v. Nazden, 109 Nev. 952, 959-60. 440 P.24 710,
119-14 (1933), r).1-1.... 404110,4, U.S. 117 S.Ct. 334 (1994),

Thua r :Williams , claims that trial COUAmel failed to present

mitigating avidtAct azt not ralevant.

williams claims that his trial counsel tailed to rebut

writing evidence, Specifically, Williams conteods that his

sel failed to rebut testimony that the murdar involvad

3
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•
torture and was similar Co 4 spin slayArlAh

Williams confessed to murdering Mr*. Carlson, and this

court ham previously held that%this confession was knowing and'

voluntary. Purthermore, in addition to torture, the three.ludge

pane/ found three other aggravating circumstances, but only nee

mitigating circumstance. Givem theae facts, we conclude thit

Williams has failed to prove actual innocence.

We conclude that the lower court properly dississed

illiaes' petition hexed upon the doctrine of the law ol the

age_ In light of Williams' confession and the three-judge

panel's eluding of faux aggravating cirouestences, taiiuxe to

address any purported* new groua.s. error on. their merits did

not remit in a miscarriage of justice. Aceordingiy, we

ORDItt this appeal dismissed.

Ren. Rerlyn R. Soya. Judge
Ion. Sr-Raki, Sue nel Papa. attorney General
Marc P. Pinker
tonna Rath. Clare

4
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VI.

DiRMOTOR, vALA STATt PRXSON, JUN z 196i

6aspondant.

NE COURT

Appellant,

LU

THE STAT&Uf

RC6E3T Y3ARRA,

This is an appeal tram an ardar of the district court

dismissing a poat-conviction petition tsr I VTit et habosa

II/V144.

O uty 23, 1981, appellant was canvicbad pursuant to
-3%

a jury imrouct, of iaveral talony atfanaes, including firrt-

degree murder, arising cut of tha death *4 Kann Gridtitt in

Septamber at 1979. Appellant was saatanced to daath.

Thla court affirmed appeilant"s convtctinn and

santenoa. 1.540 fbarra v. Stat. 100 Nev. 167, 679 ?Ad 797
(1944), Appal/ant subsequently filed in the Seventh Judicial

District Court a petition tor paat-conviction reitet pursuant

ta NES 177.316. On July 9, 1966, however, the district' court'

denied appellant's petition. Again. 'dtis ccurt attire:ad the

judgment of tha district caurt Sas Yharra w. Stats, 103 Nay.
A, 73i P.2d 232 (.967).

la March It, 1987, appillaat tiled in the tadaral

district CCUS% potition tor a writ *4 hahaas carpus pursuant

to 26 V.S.C. § 2234.	 Oa Saptsmher -9, 1967, tha tadaral

district judge antarad a alruzta ardor which hatad that the

tirst taunt in appellant's habeas petition alleged that the

M'Maghten test for sanity should mat have bill 44 weed	 •

appellant's trial. The fadaral judge chair:wad that appellant

h4d raised this same issue tri his diract	 amd also =tad

that Waveda's choice at the M'Nag;stan tart gor sanity did not
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impLicate. ..... ft. :erueatian. The federa

that appellant's argument regarding the M'Wechte4 .4st-failed

tO state a Clain uncut whIch relief could be granted. The court

went on to note, nevertheless, .that eppellant never argued in

any Qf tas prior state prat/manse that the M'tgaghtaet test

viciatas the federal canstitution. The-adore. the federal

court determined that appellant had nat yet exhausted his itese

remedies regarding -this La gue. Lnd dismissed apneilant's

petition withaut prejudice to allw h/Je to pursue the Issue in

state court.

en merch 10, 1984, appellant filed in the

Judicial District Court the !listen% past-conviction petitian

for e writ ad habeas carpus'. Tho only argument presented in

the% petition concerned the constitutionality of the m'Negil'iert

test for sanity. The state opposed appellant's petitlan. and

:Lisa. filed e mation to dismiss that petition. On December 20,

1944, the district caurt entered en order diseissing

appollant'a habeas carpus petitlon. This appeaL =Lowed.

Zn its Order dismissing aapellant's petition, the

district court datermAned, among other things, that tha use Gf

the H I Naghten test tar sanity during the guilt phase cf

appellant's trial did not vtclata appellant's rights undia the

united States Constitution. We agree. The waited States

Supramm Court has held that the use of the M'Maghtan test does

not vieiate the constitutional rights of a criminal detendent.

Scao Leland v. cregsn, 3e3 g.s. 710 (1932). This court has long

ajdher*d'te the M iNaghten test for sanity, sae, e.c. Kills v.

State, $Q Nom. 291, 199, 392 P:24 420, 834 (19414): State v.
10 Nev. 333, ast, ZZ P. 141, 247 (1449), and um decline

to depart tram the M'Neghten test at this time.

The district court also determined that the uSe of the

M'Havnten telt It appeIlant's penalty heartng did, net violate
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appa.	 aa --utionel rights. We of
4 . 4

nate that agg di. ha	 il4	 any	 tct th4s

court which dimanatrateSbatthe use ad tne M I Neghten test at

his penalty he aring was taltoPer Li oy ;day. We need not

conoider Arguments that ate not supported by relevant Idle!.

authority. III Cunninghts v. State, 54 wav. 125, 575 7.14 5Z5

Morecvor, appellant has totally failed to demonstrate

that the 4S8 at the tellaghten test during the penalty phase at

his trial deprived hia at an individualized 2.84888stast al 'hie

mental state La that proceeding. Thus, the K'Nachtam teat was

uted Ilronway LA eppeliant's penalty hearing.
In light at the Atoms, vs concluda thAt th* di3kx1

court did not err when it ' denied eppellant's habeas carpus.
petition. Accordingly, we

. Rom michael E. randl. District Judge
Kan. Srian McKay, Attorney General
Crawell, Susich, Owen iTackes
Alan Glover, Clerk

3
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RECEIVED copy
esA, n67., -01(aitNOV 30 NIE

Fedend Petto
Las Vagoa, Ebrob60

ROBERT *MARRA, JR.
Appellant,

vs,
ARDEN, FM STATE P 	 IL

MCDANIEL

This is an apPeal bora an order of the district court Awing a

post-convictio4 petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Seventh Judicial
District Court, White Pine County; Steve L Dobrcecu, Judge.

On July 23, 1981. the district tort oonvicted appellant Robert
Ybarra, Jr., pursuant to a jury verdict, of first-degree murder, first-degree
kidnapping with substantial bodily harm, battery with the intent to
conunit sexual assault with substantial Wily harm, and sexual aseault
with substantial bodily harm 'num was sentenced to death for first-
degree murder. The distric* t court ilea seettenced him to three consecutive
terms of life III prison without the pouilnli#w of parole on the remaining
counts. Thie court di Timed 'Marra% direct appea1. 1 The itemitidtur
ironed on March 4, 1486.

Subsequently, Timm Sled a petition for post.corivictien relief
pursuant to farmer NHS Chapter 177, which the district court denied after

Marra v, Stem, NO Nev. 167, 679 P.24 797 0480
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an evidentiary hearing on July 11, 1986, This court dismissed Ybarre's

appeal on January 21, 1987.1 On March 10, 1988, Marra filed a. poet-

conviction petition for habeas relief, which, the district court dismissed on

December 30, 1988. This court dismissed Ybarrals appeal on June 29,

1989.1 On April 26, 1993, Marra faed a woad poet-conviction habeas

petition. The district court granted, the State's motion to dismies the

petition on June 29, 1998. This court dismissed Yberrais appeal on July 6,

1999.1

On March 6, 20031 literre rasa, the instant habeas petition,

his fourth state post-conviction petition. The district court granted the

States motion to dismiss the petition on July 20 2004, =eluding that it

was procedurally barred. This appeal followed.

Yhazra 16Ied his petition approximately 18 years e.fter this

court issued the remittitur from his direct appeal. Mtn, Ybarreee petition.

WU untimely ft1ed.1 Moreover, his petition was successive because he had

previously filed three post-conviction petitions in the district court.*

liberre's petition was procedurally barred absent a demonstration of good

sYhsira y. Stat& 103 Nev. 8, 731 P.2d 853 (1987).

sylorra,y Dine*, Docket No, 19705 (Order Dismissing Appeal,
June 29, 1989).

4Tharra v. Sat, Docket No. 22762 (Order Dismiseing Appeal, July
6, 1999).

Vie NE8 34.726(1).

459P N118 34.810(1)(b), (2).
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cause and preiudiCe.1 Further, because the State specifically pleaded

/barn was required to overcome the preaumptinn of prejudice to
the State.e Yharra argues that the district court erred in eeveral ways in

concluding that his habeas petition was procedurally barred. We conclude
that the district court properly dismissed the petition except in regml

W e issue.,

Ybarra ixitia1ly claims that this court treats the application
procedural default rules as discretionary and has inconsistently applied
them. He Bete a host of this court's published and unpublished decisions
to support his contention. Ybarra asserts that based on this alleged
inconsistent application of procedural bar rules, this Court must reverse
the district mit% order diemisaing his petition and remand the matter for

a hearing on hie substantive claims. However, we considered and rejected
claim in ftte,..v, pitt.  citilRiktrm We are not persuaded by

Tbarre's argument to abandon the mandatory procedural bar rules.
Accordingly, we conclude that the district court did not err in denying his
petition on this basis.

Second, Ybarra argues that he is Innocent' of aggravating
chvumstancee found, at trial and that refusing consideration of his claims
would result in manifest injustice. The jury found as aggravating

nein. NES 34,728(1); NM 34810(1)0), (3).

NM 54.800(2),

12t Nev.	 112 P.3d 1070, 1078-82 (2
Steet, 117 Nev. 880,879-80, 34 P.3d 519, 532 (2001).

3
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circumstances that Ybarnt murdered his teenage victim during the
COMTnifk$1011. CI a sexual assault and a kidnapping. Ybarra contends that
these two aggravators 'must be vacated as violative of double jeopardy
principles because he wee convicted of sexual assault And kidnapping and

had punishment imposed "before the same offenses wen re-preeecuted as
aggravating factors and additiè nal puniahment was imposed because of
them.' We disagree. The death pensay is a permissible punishment if
one or more aggravating circunistances, including those at issue in this
case, are found and not outweighed by any mitigating circumstances')
Double jeopardy concern' are not implicated in this inatence.0

Ybarra also argues that these aggravating circumstances
implicate the reasoning in McConnell v. State? lb aCknowladgee that

_eneell doss not expressly apply here, tla the State did not seek the
first-degree murder conviction on a felony-murder theory. But ha explains

that the sexual assault andkidnappin' g aggravators are nonetheless

improper because lie" received punisliment for these offenses and that
basing death eligibility on these offenses affronte the spirit of Magma

However, Vilb specifically stated in Mgrainnall that our decision had no
effect in cases where the State relies solely on a theory of deliberate,

......••n•n•n1,1,n•nnCa••••

Iles NM 200.030(4)(a).

nails McKenna v. State. 114 Nev. 1044, 1068-59, 968 P.2d	 7
49 (1998).

12120 Nev. , 102 P.3d 606 (2004).

aissore
es

Neat*

se sPata.
4
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5

premeditated murder to secure a firetmiegree murder ccaiviction. 15 We are

not persuaded by Ybarrall attempted analorf to ifs:Connell. Therefore,
we conclude that the district court did not err in concluding that Ybarra
filled to demonstrate good Mtge to OXCUINI his procedural bare on this
basis.

Third1 Yharra asserts that the previceurconviction aggravating
circumstance is factually and legally insufficient. Be contends that the
district court erred in admitting a California order of probation as proof of

a prior conviction for a felony involving the use or threat of violence to the
person of another. This court previously concluded that this evidence was
proper proof of an aggravating circurastance. 15 The doctrine of the law of
the case bars further consideration of this claim, and Mans =not avoid
this doctrine by raising a "more detailed and precisely focused
argument."5 To the extent that Ybarra's instantclaii* n might be

considered distinct from his earlier one, he has not provided good cause for
his failure to rain it previously.

Based on the foregoing discussion and the record presente&
we conclude that Marra has not demonstrated good cause to overcome the
procedural bars to his habeas petition and therefore the district court did

isa at 	 102 P.M. at 624.

• 146.91 Xt.= 100 Nev. at 117,679 P.24 at 80$. Specifteally, Ybarra
contended that the California probation order was inadmissible because it
did not reflect on its face that counsel had repreeented him.

1611414Zatilia• 91 Nev. 314, 318,535 P.2d 797, 799 (1076).
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not err in denying his petitionon this basin. Moreuver1 as we explain, we

largelY affirm the district court's order on a number of other bases,

including that Marra has failed to demonstrate actual prejudice pursuant

to NHS 34.810(3).

01	 Marra raises, among others, the following claims in his

0 appeal jury misconduct requires reversal of his conviction and sentence;
0 the coliviction and sentence are invalid because a juror refused to consider
t:5
co

	

	 all sentencing options provided by law; the district court erred in refusing

to excuse a juror for cause; the jury was not impartial; the district court
cri erred in filyig to conduct a competency 'hearing; 'Marra was improperly

sentenced to consecutive terms for sexual esasult an battery with the

intent to commit actual assault; the prosecutor committed a pattern of

misconduct, rendering Theme's trial fundamentally unfair; the district

court improperly instructed the jury an the defense of insanity; the

statutorily mandated reasonable doubt instruction improperly minimised

the State's burden of proof; his death sentence is invalid because of the

reduced standard of reliability for admission of evidence at the penalty
phase; his death sentence constitutes cruel and unusual p1.14111/310124

Itielflifiall by lethal injection constitutes cruel and unusual pusishiTtent;

and the cumulative effect of the errors alleged mandate reversal of his

conviction and sentence. However, these claim& could have been raised on

direct appeal" Nothing in Ybarrew submissions demonstrates seed cause

letba NW 34. 0 1)(bX2) (providing that the court *ball dimming a
POSte'COUViCtiOrt petition far a writ of habeas corpus when the petitioner's

continued on, next page

Immo osan

oumhs
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for failing to raise these claims earlier or actual prejudice from the district
court's refusal to ormaider them.

Ybarra also argues that his death sentence must he reversed
because the jury was not instructed that to impose death it had to find
beyond a reasonable doubt that the .aggravating circumstances were not
outweighed by the mitigating circumstances, This claim also could have
been raised on direct appeal.. Although, Therm cites recent decisions by
the Supreme Court" and this court" to support this claim, the claim could
also have been raised at the time of his trial." Moreover, Ybarra failed to
include in his appendix the instructions provided to the jury during the
penalty phase. Thum, he failed to ixiclude critical documentation
supporting his claim despite his submission of several thouiand pages of
documentation in his appendix. Therefore, Ybarra has not demonstrated
good calyx for failing to raise the claim earlier, nor does he show that he
suffered actual prejudice.

• , continued
conviction was the result of a trial and the claims could have been raised
on direct appeal).

rrlinimAxtrione, 536 U.S. 684 (2002).

tajohnaeny, State, 118 Nev. 787; 800-03,59 P.3d 45 .0, 460-61 (2002)
(applying Rim 536 U.S. 584, to Nevada statutory law).

"gee NHS 200.050(4; mattcr v. *ate, 112 Nev. 908, 913, 921 Pld
686. 896 (1996); 1.977 Nev. Stat., c.h. 586, 5 1, at 1542, and 6 13, at 1546.
Further, even if ItinF, 556 U.S. 584, created the basis for this claim, Ejgg
does not apply retroactively. Sft, Colwell v. State, 118 Nev. 807, 821-22,
59 P.3c1 463, 472-73 (2002).
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Marra also re-raises the following claims: Ccouneel was
ineffective for failing to object to and in some instances inviting
prosecutorial misoonduct 24) i_ wail ineffective for filing to
investigate id object to the a ea t'‘O"fthlenitztirrea2ta tli tiwnte about
the attar.10, counsel was ineffective for failing to question the jurors

.	 b.regarding their opbmena on an umanity defense; 22 	district court
erred in denying hie motion for a change of 	 As we have
previously considered and rejected these claim, they rrstrrant no further
consideration?'

Therm eleo claims that his counsel was ineffective for failing
to investigate and develop facts respecting his mental state and mitigation
stztd that peychotropie medication rendered him in 	 throughout.
the trial and prejudicially altered his demeanor. He raised thee* claims in

bia third habeas petition, which the .district court denied as procedurally
barred. On appeal, we concluded that the district court did not err in
denying name's petition. Based on the record we conclude that Ybarra
has not demonstrated actual prejudice in. this regard.

831112 DAM 103 Nev. at 14-16, 731 P.2d at 357.58.

nft ist, at 13.14, 731 P.2d at 357.

:let id. at 14, 731 P.24 at 357,

IVO Xizemazaltate, Docket No 12624 (Order Dismissing Appeel,
October 10, 1980).

2451e Ha 91. NOV. at 816,535 ?Id at 799.
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Ybarra also agues that the jury and the district court were
not impartial due to the district court's comment, "Ladies and. gentlemen,
unfortunately with respect to all of the MUMS read to you in open murk
the defendant has pled not guilty and not guilty by reason of insanity.
However, this claim was appropriate for direct appea ls Moreover, Ybarra
previously raised this matter in his third habeas petition, which the
district court denied as procedurally barred. Finally, Ybarra has neglected
to include relevant portions of the trial transcript in his voluminous
appendix. Thus, even if we deemed it appropriate to consider the meritu of
this claim, Ybarra has failed to substantiate it. Therefore; we conclude
that ha failed to show actual prejudice In this regard.

Yharra further claims that his conviction and sentence must
be reversed because his trial and direct appeal were "conducted before
judicial officers whose tenure in office was not during good behavior but
whose tenure ie dependent on popular election." However, he wholly fails
to substantiate this finite with any specific factual allegations
demonstrating actual prejudice.

Ybarra next asserts that his death sentence Inuit be reversed
to cruel and unusual puniabraent suffered during his incarcerati=

However, he has not substantiated this claim with sufficient factuel

allegations demonstratag that the contliticas of his confinement are so
severe as to warrant reversal .of his death seutimce.

nee NBS 34.810(1)0X20-

9
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'Marra also argues that this court failed to con4uct a fair ana
adequate appellate review because this coortis opinion respecting hie

direct appeal failed to explain bow the mandatory review pursuant to NRS

177.055(2) was conducted in his case. flovrever, thin court conducted the
mandatory review of Ybai-re is death sentence in accordance with the law,a
and he has failed to show that it was inadequate. Therefore, we conclude
that he has not denicristrated actual prejudice on this basis.

Ybarra next warts that his counsel failed to provide effiactive
istance on direct appeeL Speciie olly, he alleges that his couneel wee

realms in failing to adequately frame certain direct appeal claims as
federal ,constitiational iasiies. Yharra epeculates that he would have

secured a more favorable outcome had counsel 1'faderalized his claime
liewever, this vacillation fails to demonstrate actual prejudice.

Ybarra alao dal= that be is incompetent to be execute& We
conclude that the record before us belies this claim. lie also asserts that
he cannot be executed because he is lumbar retarded. It appears that

this issue has never been decided. The Supreme Court has held that the

Itighth Amendment prohibits the execution of mentally retarded

crinina1e.2' And NRS 175.654(5) provide' that a person sentenced to

death may move to set his sentence aside on the grounds that he is

mentallY retarded if the matter has not been pieviouely determined. The

statute further provides that upon each a motion, the district Court shall

net l?bur. 100 Nev. at 176,819 P.2t1 at 802-03.

rIA,ticina y. Vjg	 636 U.S. 304 (2002).

10
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conduct a hearing pursuant to NRS 114.098 to determine the matter-

rzz Given this law, we conclude that this issue is not promiorally barred and

remand to the district court for appropriate proceedings. In all War

respects, we cot:duds that the district court properly. diamiesed Ybarra's

0	 petitionA Accordingly, we

ORDER the judgruent of the district court ABM= IN

FART AND REVERSED IN parr AND REMAND this matter to the

district court for proceedings consistent with this order,
ca

flardestY

Bon. Steve L Dolzescu, District Judge
Federal Public Defender/Lis Vegas
Attorney General George Chance/Carson City
Attorney General George Chanosillene
White Pine County District Attorney
White Pine County Clark

=nun also claims that the district court erred in attiking
supporting his petition fit light of our order, we conclude that no relief is
'warranted on this cleica

11
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

ROBERT YBARRA, JR.,
Appellant,

vs.
WARDEN, ELY STATE PRISON, E.K.
MCDANIEL,
Respondent. 

No. 43981

FILED
FEB 02 2006

ORDER DENYING REUARING 

This is a petition for rehearing of this court's decision in

Ijaaa_y:AVArelgal.

A rehearing may be warranted when the court has overlooked

or misapprehended a material fact or question of law or has overlooked,

misapplied, or failed to consider controlling authority. 2 However, a

petitioner may neither reargue matters that have been presented in

previous briefs nor raise points for the first time.3

Ybarra argues that rehearing is warranted for several

reasons. First, he contends that this court overlooked or misapprehended

his claim that his mental disability precluded his execution. This

contention lacks merit. This court considered Ybarra's assertion and

rejected it, concluding that the record belied his claim. Here, Ybarra

IDocket No. 43981 (Order Affirming in Part, Reversing in Part and
Remanding, November 28, 2005).

2See NRAP 40(c)(2).

3See NRAP 40(c)(1).

04-02.401

UPON Car
OF
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(M 2447A -41:816
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merely reargues this matter and offers no basis for this *lures furthe r

consideration of it. Therefore, we conclude that rehearing is not

warranted on this claim.

1/arra next argues that this court overlooked controlling

deral constitutional authority cited in his opening brief in rejecting his

aim that judges who preside over capital cause cannot be impartial

°cause they are subject to removal for unpopular decisions. The only

dere/ case to which. Ybarra cited was Tumemv, Qhio.4 However, 'ITtunev

is inapposite here. And he has not proffered any evidence of partiality by

any judges due to their election by popular vote. Therefore, we reject this

claim as a basis for rehearing.

Yharra further asserts that this court erred in rejecting his

line in part because he submitted an inadequate appendix on appeal.

Although Ybarra's failure to provide pertinent records was not central to

our rejection of his claims as procedurally barred, we will address his

argument, which is twolokl. First, he contends that NEAP 10(4)(1)

recognizes that this court has access to district court records and that

NEAP 30(0(2) contemplates that we will order supplementation of the

appendix or will review the original record if justice requires. He argues
that no rule exists placing counsel on notice that rejection of a claim could

be based on an inadequate record and, thus, he had no opportunity to be

heard respecting the new rule this court applied in his case.

Contrary to Ybarrals assertion, we did not institute a new rule

in his case. Although NRAP 10(a)(1) and NEAP 30(g)(2) may contemplate

4273 U.S. 510 (1927).

Sanwa WOW
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exceptional cases Ude courts intervention in securing an adequate

record with which to review clairne on appeal, this court has long held that

the appellant bears the responsibility of providing the materials necessary

for this court's reviews leforeover, NRAP 30(a) and (b) Plainly require an

appellant to provide this court with an appendix that includes, a number of

enumerated items "and any other portions of the record essential to

determination of issues raised in appellant's appeal."6 The rules upon

which Ybarra relies in. no way abrogate his obligation in this regard.

Second, Ybarra's counsel contends that this court has been

vague and contradictory respecting his obligations under the rules relating

to the content of appendices. Specifically, he points to this court's opinion

in tta_j a,T Haberstreh wherein this court admonished counsel for

submitting a lengthy appendix and only relying on a few pages to support

his claims.7 We concluded that the several thousands of irrelevant pages

submitted in that case violated NRAP 30(h) and cautioned counsel against

engaging in similar conduct in the future.e

Our guidance in liabgatarall is clear—only documentation

cited arid relied upon in appellant's opening brief should be included in. the

64n Thpaaa v. State, 120 Nev. 37, 43 n.4, 83 P,3d 818, 822 ri.4
(2004); WAIN, Barigni,AAtatt, 116 Nev. 216, 238, 994 P.2d 700, 716
(2000).

6NRAP 30(b)(3).

7119 Nev. 173, 69 P.Sd 676 (2003).

bid, at 179, 69 P.3d at 680.81.
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appendix. Additionally, WRAP 30(b) places counsel on notice of what

materials are not appropriate for the appendix.$

Here. Ybarra complained in his habeas petition that the

district court committed an instructional error and made improper

comments to the jury. However, despite submitting more than 5,000

pages in his appendix, he failed to include a copy of the challenged

instruction or the relevant portion of the transcript so that this court could

verify the challenged comments and place them in context. Furthermore,

counsel's arguments and actions in seeking rehearing do not even speak to

the actual merit of these claims. Were there such merit, this court would

expect that counsel would have requested leave on rehearing to

supplement the record and proffered the missing documents to

substantiate the claims. No rehearing is warranted on these claims.

Fuially, Ybarra complains that this court misapprehended his

argument respecting the application of procedural default rules.

Specifi ally, he argues that this court overlooked controlling due process

and equal protection authority, alleged flaws in this court's anelyaie in

111 ,	 14 and cases which he claims demonstrate that

$ NRAP 30(h) provides:

Except as otherwise required by this Rule,
all matters not essential to the decision of issues
presented by the appeal shall be omitted. Brevity
is required; the court may impose costs upon
parties or attorneys who unnecessarily enlarge the
appendix' .

10121 Nev. _ , 112 P.3d 1070 (2005).

SiOPMINE Oftett
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this court continues to apply procedural default rules inconsistently and at

our discretion. However, this court considered and simply rejected

Ybarra's contention that alleged inconsistencies in this court's application

of procedured default rules were routine and warranted abandonment of

the rules entirely. Moreover, in Riker we explained that any prior

inconsistent application of statutory default rules would not provide a

basis for this court to ignore the rules, which are mandatory."

Accordingly, we conclude that rehearing is not warranted on this claim.

For the above reasons, we deny the petition for rehearing.

It is so ORDERED,

Hon. Steve L. Dobrescu, District Judge
Federal Public Defender/Las Vegas
Attorney General George ChanosiReno
White Pine County District Attorney
White Pine County Clerk

nu, at	 112 P,3d at 1077.
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE

1„,A lie
liECEIVED

2 0 ire

:eta}Pubiic
ev

No. 44094

No. 44297

FILED
MAR 1 6 2006

MICHAEL RIPPO,
Appellant,

vs.
THE STATE OF NEVADA,
Res i o dent_
JorrNT BEJARANO Atic./A JUAN
MUNOZ AIICIA JOHN BEJARNO,
Appellant,

vs.
THE STATE OF NEVADA,
Re o d t.

ORDER	 UM N

This court has determined that oral argument will be of

assistance in resolving these appeals. Accordingly, we hereby

consolidate these appeals for the limited purpose of hearing oral

argument. The clerk of this court shall schedule the appeals for oral

argument before the en bane court in June 2006 in Carson City. The

oral argument shall be limited to a total of 60 minutes.

The parties shall be prepared at oral argument to focus on

the following three issues: (1) whether this court's decision in

McConnell v. State should be applied retroactively to the appellants

'(McConnell 1), 120 Nev. 1043, W2 P.3d 606 (2004) reliparmLienied
nne	 I IL!

	 121 Nev.	 107 P.3d 1287 (2006).
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on collateral review so as to invalidate the robbery aggravator found

in both cases, i.e. that the murders were committed during the

commission of a robbery;2 (2) whether the "receiving money"

aggravatora found in appellant Bejarano's case is invalid under this

court's decision in Lane .v. Sjate (Lane II);4 and (3) whether jury

instruction no. 7, in appellant Rippe's case, improperly advised the

jury that "Who entire jury must agree unanimously . . as to whether

• . the mitigating circumstances outweigh the aggravating

stances."5

2See NES 200.033(4).

sSee NES 200.033(6).

1 114 Nev. 299, 304,956 P.2d 88, 91 (1998).

More specifically, jury instruction no. 7 provided in pertinent part:

The jury may impose a sentence of death
only if
(1) the jurors unanimously find at least one
aggravating circumstance has been established
beyond a reasonable doubt and (2) the jurors
unanimously find that there are no mitigating
circumstances sufficient to outweigh the
aggravating circumstance or circumstances found.

Otherwise, the punishment imposed shall be
imprisonment in the state prison with or without
the possibility of parole.

A mitigating circumstance itself need not
be agreed to unanimously; that is, any one juror
can find a mitigating cireurastance without the
agreement of any other jurors. The entire jury
must agree unanimously, however, as to

corttutued on next page.

2
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It is so ORDERED.

cc: Federal Public Defender/Las Vegas
Christopher R. Oram
Attorney General George ChanosiCarson City
Clark County District Attorney David J. Roger
Washoe County District Attorney Richard A. Gammick

. . . contin
whether the aggravating circumstances
outweigh the mitigating circumstances or
whether the mitigating circumstances outweigh
the aggravating ciraunstances.

SUPIEW Courr
twi

Neoax

(0) IN474 ..serb
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SUPP
CHRISTOPHER It ORAM,, ESQ.
Nevada State /Jar 4004349
520 S. Fourth Street, 2nd Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
(702) 384-$563

5
Attorney for Petitioner

6 MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO

FES 10 4 el fR lett

F.. - r

DISTRICT COURT

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA

*****

'ATh OF NEVADA
	

CASE NO.:	 CI06784
DEPT NO.:	 XIV

Plaintiff,

CHAEL DAMON RIPPO,

Defendant

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

2

ST-CON

COMES NOW, the Defendant, MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO, by and through his counsel

record. CHRISTOPHER R. ORAM, ESQ. and does hemby submit his supplemental brief in

ppott of Defendant's Writ of Habeas Corpus filed with this Honorable Court.
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This supplement is made and based upon thn pleadings and papers on tile herein, the

foregoing Memorandum of Points and Authorities, and any oral argument adduced at the time of

4

CHRISTOPHER R. ORAM, ESQ.
Nevada Bar No. 004349
520 S. Fourth Street, 2nd Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
(702) 384-5563
Attorney for Petitioner
MICHAEL. DAMON Rippo

13

14

15

16

17

18

9

23

24

25

2

27

28

DATED this t, day of February, 2004.

6	 Respectfully submirtod
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MICHAEL DA/v10N RIPPO (hereinafter referred to as RIPPO) stands convicted of a

number of felonies, including two counts of First Degree Murder, He was sentenced to death by

lethal injection by the trial jury. RIPPO was represented by Steve Wolfson and Phil Dunleavy at a

5 trial,

RIPPO was indicted by the Clark County Gmnd Jury on AMC 5, 1992, 013 itharges of

Murder, Robbery, Possession of Stolen Vehicle, Possession of Credit Cards Without the

Cardholder's Consent and Unauthorized Signing of Credit Card Transaction Document (1 ROA

1-4) . R1PPO was arraigned on July 20, 1992, before the Honorable Gerard Bongiovenni and

waived his right to a trial within sixty days (5 ROA 18-23) . Oral requests for discovery and

reciprocal discovery were grunted by the Court (5 ROA 1823). RIPPO'S formal Motion for

Discovery was granted by the Court on November 4, 1992(5 RCA 1113-1123).

Prior to the District Court aneigrunent, the State filed a Notice of intent to Seek the Death

Penalty alleging the existence of four aggravating circumstances, to wit: (1) the murders were

committed by a person under a sentence of imprisonment; (2) the murders were committed by

person who had been previously convicted of a felony involving violence, (3) the murders WM

mined during the perpetration of a robbery, and (4) the murders involved torture or

mutilation of the victims (1 ROA 7-8).

The trial date was continued several times, the first being at the request of defense

tinsel on Fekruaty 5.199:4, due to a scheduling conflict arid the case was reset for trial for

ptember 13, 1993. On September 2, 1993, RIPPO filed a Notice of Alibi (2 ROA 234-286) .

On September 10, 1993, the date set for the hearing of a number of pretrial motions the defense

ed to continue the trial date based on having just received from prosecutor John Lukens, on
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September 7th, notice of the State's intent to use at least two new expert witnesses and a number

ofjail house snitches and discovery had not yet been provided on any of the new vritnesses (2

ROA 295-306) . The Court granted the defense request to eonthue the trial date and same was

to February 14, 1994 (2 ROA 304)

A status hearing on the trial date was heid on January 31 1994, at which time the defense

indicated that subpoenas had been served on the two prosecutors on the case, John Lukens and

cresa LovelY a5 they had participated in the service of a search warrant and had discovered

vidence thereby making themselves witnesses in the case (2 ROA 323-326) A Motion to

squalify the Disnict Attorney's office was thereupon filed along with a Motion to Continue the

al (2 ROA 3$8-375; 351- 357). At the hearing of the Motions the Court continued the trial

March 28, 1994, in order to allow time for an evidentiary bearing on the disqualification

st and because the court's calendar would not accommodate the trial date (2 ROA 14-15),

The evidentiary hearing on the Motion to Disqualify the District Attorney's office was

on Iviartit 7, 1994, and two days law the Court granted the motion and removed Lukens

wry from the case, but declined to disqualify the entire office and ordered that other

attorneys be assigned to the ease (3 ROA 680-634) , Prosecutors kici Harmon and Dan

were assigned the case. At a status hearing on March 18th defense counsel indicated that

just been provided with a substantial amount of discovery that had been previously

'timid and that the State had filed a motion to Amend the indictment and that therefore the

ense was again put in the position of having to ask the Cotut to continue the trial date. The

granted the motion and reset the trial date for October 24, 1994.

The October trial date was also vacated and reset based on repreft,ntations made by the

Attorney at the calendar call on October 21, 1994(4 ROA 828-329) The date was
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set for August and September, 1995, however due to conflicting trial schedules, the data was

we again reset for January 29, 1996, On January 3, 1996 the State was allowed to file an

Amended Indictment over the objection of R1PPO (4 ROA 847-849).

Jury selection commenced on January 30, 1996, and the evidentiari portion of the trial

began on February 2, 1996. An interruption of the trial =curled between February 7th and

February 26th based on the failure of the State to provide discovery concerning a confession and

inculpatory statements claimed to have been made by RIFF° to one of the State's witnesses. The

trial thereafter proceeded without further interruptiou and final arguments were made to the jury

on March 5, 1996.

Guilty verdicts were returned On two counts of first degree murder, and one coonl each of

bbery and unauthorized use of a credit card (5 ROA 1001) . The penalty bearing commenced

ot IVIarch 12, 1996 and concluded. on March 14, 1996 with verdicts of death on both of the

murder counts. On the remaining felony counts RIFPO was sentenced to a toed of tweaty-tve

(25) years consecutive to the murder counts (Minutes page 40).

RIPPO pursued a direct appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court with the conviction 21.13d

sentence being affirmed cm October' 1, 1997. Rippe v. State, 113 Nev. 1239, 946 P.2d 1017

(1997), R1PPO filed fur Rehearing and on Pchtuary 9, 1998, an Order was entCrOCI Denying

Rehearing, A Petition for Writ of Certiorari WO filed with the United States Supreme Court and

Certiorari was denied on October 5. 199 g, The Nevada Supreme Court issued it's Remittitur on

November 3, 1998. RIPPO timely filed the instant Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus on

December 4, 1998.

STATEMENT OF TIIF rACTS

A. TRIAL TESTIMONY
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Lauri Jacobson moved into a studio apartment in the Katie Arms, a weekly rental

complex, on February 8, 1992(10 ROA 92- 94), Jacobson raged to make the rental payment

that wasdue on the 15th. of February. On the 17th or the 18th she was observed by apartment

manager Wayne Hooper, driving her vehicle, a black Datsun, with a OW tire, followed by a red -

Camaro (10 ROA 96; 100).

Ott the 20th of February. Hooper became concerned because the overdue rent still 	 't

been paid and Jacobson's car hadn't been moved for a couple of days and the keys were in the

, so he decided. to cheek the apartment (10 ROA 101; 103; 122) . Hooper used his master key

into the apartment which appeared to have been ransacked, with beer bottles on the floor,

12 the phone laying in the middle of the floor with the receiver off the hook and clothes everywhere

13 (10 ROA 1(14406) After walking into the apartment Hooper observed two persons laying face

in the walk-in closet (10 ROA 106-107) . The police were then called (10 ROA 110)

Officer Darryl Johnson responded to the Katie Arms and, after meeting with the security

a and manager, proceeded op to the Jacobson apartment (10 ROA 134-137) After

observing two deemed females in the closet the homicide section was notified (10 ROA 140-

141) . The two females were identified as Jacobson and her friend Denise

Crime scene analyg called to the scene made a ambit of observations. There was no

nee of forced entry into the apartment (16 ROA 85) . An iron was wavered from a trash

bag in the kitchen and a hair dryer from underneath the east day bed (16 ROA 97) . The cords

24 had been cut from both appliances (16 ROA 98) . Li27.1 had a big piece of cloth tied to her left

25 forearm and wrapped around her head and mouth was a piece of dark cloth (16 RC-IA 113) . No

26 bindings were found on the body of Jacobson (16 ROA 114) , Fragments of brown glass were

recovered from the floor area of the kitchen and living room (16 ROA 122-423).
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Crime scam analyst Cabrales leanied that a number of police officers bad entered and

000174

2
twed the CAttle scene and evidence was developed that showed that the crime scene had been

ontaminated (16 ROA 137-138). Cabrales prepared a memorandum stating that -Obviously,4
crime scene was not protected and the integrity of all evidence recovered from the scene has

6	 comproMiged" (16 ROA 138).

Denny Mason and Lizzi had been on and off boyfriend and girlfriend for four or five

years (16 ROA 38). He had given Lizzi a Nissan 300ZX automobile (16 ROA 43), and about a

week before she was found dead, let her 	 hig Visa card to go shopping to buy some things for

house (16 ROA 4849). Mason did not authorize anyone to make purchases from the

ungear Company (16 ROA 59) nor use the card at the Gold Coast from February 19th through

the 21st (16 ROA 61) . Lizzi also had access to Mason's Dillard's etu4 To tbe best of his

ledge Mason had never met or heard of RiPPO (16 ROA 42).

Diana Hunt, who was originally arrested and charged as a co-defendent with RIPPO, was

alled by the State pursuant to her plea negotiations (11 ROA 164-166) According to Hunt, she

'tartod dating RLPPO Jaouary, 1992, and they lived t3) ther for a period to time in a, house on

°wan Road (11 ROA 30; 31) As of February 17th they were living with Deidre D'Amore, a

friend of RIPPO (11 ROA 32), and RIPPO told Hunt that be had WOO OvCr tO Jacobson's

eat helping her move (11 ROA 33;34). The following day, at about 9:00 a.m. RIPPO

olte up Hrnit and they then drove to the Katie Anns, to help Jaeobson move (11 ROA 36--38) .

er enteringtbe apartrnem, Hunt sat on the couch and Jacobson and RIPPO were naming

25	 und the apartment, laughing and doing drugs (11 ROA 40), Hunt observed RIPPO inject a

substance into his arm tux' Jacobson to do the sante into her left wrist (11 RO A 41).

Denise LIM arrived at the apartment complex and Jacobson went down and talked with
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10

11

1

her for about twenty minutes (11 ROA 46). While Jacobson was downstairs, RIPPO closed the

curtains and the window and asked Hunt for the stun gun that was in her purses then made a

• elephone call (11 ROA 47-49) _ Denise and Jacobsen came back into the apartment and went
4

5 into the bathroom at which time WPM went into the kitchen and got a bottled beer and brought

I to Hunt (11 ROA 51) . When he handed her the beer, RLPPO told Hunt that "when Lauri

answers the phone, I want you to hit her with the bottle so i Can rob Denise." (11 ROA 51) . A

few minutes later the phone nmg and when Lauri bent over to get the phone. Hunt hit her on the

bank of the head with the bottle (11 ROA 53) Lauri fell to the floor but wasn't knocked out (11

ROA 53-54),

Hunt, after hitting Lauri with the bottle, could hear the stun gun going off in the bathroom

and RIPPO and Denise arguing (11 ROA 55). RIPPO wrestled Denise out of the bathroom and

into a big closet across the hall (11 ROA 55) . Hunt ran to the closet and observed iuppo sitting

on top of Denise and still stunning her with the snua gun (11 ROA. 56) . Hunt went hack to whese

Land NOS located and helped her sit up and RIPPO Carflp out of the closet with a knife in his

hand and cut the cords off of appliances (11 ROA 5g.-59). The cords wort then used to tie the

hands and the feet of Lauri (11 ROA 60) . A bandana was then used to gag her mouth (11 ROA

fitint went back and looked in the closet again and observed that Denise's hands and feet

23
	 tied and RiPpo was asking her all kinds of questions (11 ROA 62) . RIPPO then put

24	 thing inside of Denise's mouth and she fell over on her side (1 / ROA 62). At that point in

25 time someone came to the door of' the apartment and was yelling for Lauri and after about five

20 minutes left (11 ROA 63-64),

27
Hunt's story continued with KIPPO allegedly putting another cord between the ones on

28

000171
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auri's hands and feet and picking her up and dragging her moss the floor withit (11 ROA E*).

uri was choking (11 ROA 6*). Hunt threw up and then went and looked in the closet and saw

RIPPO with his knee in the small of Denise's back with something around her neck and pulling
4

When theY left the aPartment LUPO had tWO bags with him and told Hunt to just go

borne and wait and that nobody got hurt (11 ROA 79) , Later that evening RIPPO called and told

2 her to meet him at a friend's shop (11 ROA 84). Hunt drove to the shop of Tom Sims and met

3 RIPPO who told bet that he had a car fur her, which was a =MOD Ninall, (11 ROA 84-85)

4
Hunt had a friend, Toni Christos, who could get paperwork on the car and RIPPO asked her to do

(I1 RCA *6). She therefore drove the car over to Christos' house (11 ROA 88).
16

21
Denny Mason (12 RCA 173-174) . Upon returning to Deidre's residence, Hunt got into RIPPO'S

27
Teresa Perillo and she was living with her boyfriend Tom Christos at that time, and she

8

0 0 0 I 7 fi

10

real bard and choking her (II ROA 69) . RIPPO started grabbing ali kinds of thin gs Putting them

into a bag and told Hunt to dean up everything and put everything into the bag (11 ROA 71m) •

RIPPO wiped down everything in the apartment (11 ROA 73) . At one point RWPO tmtied

Denise's feet and reMOVed bin pants stating that he had bled on her pants ( I I ROA 82).

The following day FLIPPO tokl her that he had purchased an air compressor arid some17

in tools at Service Merchandise that morning with a credit card (11 ROA 90-91) . At die Ivieadows

19 Mall, Rum and RIPPO purchased two pair of sunglasses for $160,00 using a Gold Visa credit

20
card (11 ROA 92-93; 12 ROA163) The csedit card was presented and signed in the mune of

22
valid because she wanted to g,et away front him and took the Vim, card (I I ROA 93--96) . The

23

24 credit card was in the name of Denny Mason (11 ROA 96),

25	 According to Hunt after stealing the credit card, she wont to the residence of Christos and

2 he told her to go get the maroon ear (11 ROA 97-98) . Fcbrwiry 19, 1992 was the birthday of
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10
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18

17

18

19

20

2

23

24

25

26

27

28

complained to Hunt that Christos had been bolting her and that she didn't want to go beet to the

house (11 ROA 99) . The two went to a shopping mall and on the way RIPPO beeped Hunt and

he wanted the credit card bock and atrangements were made to meet at the mall, but RIPPO did

not show up (11 ROA 101 -102) . While they were at the malt, Hunt bought cologne for 'rerests -

(11 ROA 102), and the pair went to several bars (1 I ROA 103) and then got a room at the Gold

Coast using the Denny Mason credit card (11 ROA 104) . During the evening Hunt stopped at a

friend's house and got some prima paint and sprayed the car because she knew it was stolen and

wanted to change the appearance of the car (11 ROA 105),

On February 29th, Hunt called the police and told them that she knew something (11

ROA. 112) . The next day RIPPO got into Hunt's Dodge Colt with her and as they were driving

made statements to her about what would happen to her if she left and that he had gone beck to

the Jacobson apartment and cut the throats of the girls and jumped up and down on them (11

ROA 115. 118) The ear ran out of gas and Hunt jumped out of the csr,1eavin,q her be1e:A.4s

behind and ran down the street and called her friend (11 ROA 120) After her friend picked her

up, they went back to her car and her bag was missing from the alr and the door wag opm ( I t

ROA 121).

In the early morning hours of March 1, 199a Hunt had further contact with RIPPO at a

house in North Las Vegas (11 ROA 154.155) . A5 RIPPO Was getting out of his ear he was

saying that she had killed the two girls and he had proof (12 ROA 92). A confrontation occurred

and Hunt yelled hack that he had killed those girls and she could prove it, and HIPPO ran around

the front of the car and started punching her in the face (11 ROA l5). He also stunned her with

the stun gun and when be got her down on the ground started choking her and banging her head

We the pavement (11 ROA 159) . Other individuals pulled RIPPO off of Hunt and the police
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were ealled, but RIPPO left before the police arrived (11 'ROA 159- 161).

Hunt was arrested for the killing and robbery of LiZA and Jacobson on April 2L 1992 in

Yerington, Nevada (11 ROA 162), On June 2, 1992, she entered in to a plea agreement whereby

the wouldn't be prosecuted for the murders if she cooperated with the police and testified against

RIPPO (11 ROA 1(i6) She pled guilty to robbery find was sentenced to fifiten years prison

(11 ROA 168) . Also part of the plea agreement was that Hunt would not be prosecuted for any

other uncharged conduct, including credit card fraud, selling drugs and stealing cars (12 ROA 9).

While in prison Hunt asked the District Attorney's Office to help her get reclassified to a

inimum facility and such a letter was written by Deputy District Attorney Dan Seaton (12 ROA

5-106) . Al the time other testimony she had already been before the parok board and been

parole (12 ROA 120).

Hunt had been in a mental hospital for eleven and a half months when she was 16 years

4(12 ROA. 14) . She had a tatti.v on ha arra with two lighting bolts and the letters SWP which

stood for Supreme White Power (12 ROA 23) . Neither she nor RIPPO took a knife or gun to the

apartment which is something Runt thought they would bring along if they were planning. to

commit robbery OF rnurdeT (12 ROA 58).

Teresa Perillo had lived with Tom Christos for about a year and was acquainted with

Hunt duough. Hunt's cousin Carrie Burns (13 ROA1-9) . On the way to the Mail. Hunt stopped

at an apartment complex and removed the car cover fillet a maroon Nissan and stated that

because it was Ptrillo's birthday she deserved to drive in a better car (13 ROA 10-12) Hunt told

her that she bad repossessed the ear from a bad drug deal t!3 ROA 12) . They then went to

Dillaxds in the mall and Hunt purchased peen= using a credit card (13 ROA 13), It was Hunt

that rented the motel room at the Gold Coast (13 ROA 18) Sometime after their arrival at the
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ld Coast, Hunt left to go to Perillo's residence to pick up a phone book that had some

paperwork for the ear in it (13 ROA 19), While Hunt was gone, Penile checked the billing

information on the television and observed that the name on the room was Denny Mason (13

ROA. 20) Perini) also observed Hunt to have identification belonging to other persons with her,

and remembered seeing the name Denise Lizzi (13 ROA 36) . At nine o'clock the following

evening they took a gentleman that they had picked up at the Club Rock back to the bar and went

to the house of a friend of Hunt's so that Hunt could purchase a gun (13 ROA 21) . There was no

tninsaction for a gun, but Hunt did ask for primer paint so that she could change the appearance

of the car (13 ROA 22). Hunt then took Perin° back to her residence and Paine did not see

Hunt again after February 20, 1992 (13 ROA 25-26).

RIPPO had called the house of Chriatos on the 20th in the early evening hours looking for

t and left a message with Christos that "the cat is out of the bag" (19 ROA 48-49). Hunt had

tonsil talked with Christos about his experience with stolen vehicles and she had conic to

him looking for a way to get rid of the stolen ear (19 ROA 52) . Christos wasn't surprised when

she showed up on his doorstep with a stolen car (19 ROA 55).

Laurie Jacobson had worked at a bar called Tramps with Wendy Liston (13 ROA 43) .

They had lived together in 1990 and 1991 (13 ROA 45) . When Laurie started doing drugs a rift

arose between the two of them and Laurie was asked to move out (13 ROA 46-47). Liston was

trying to get her oit of drugs but Lizzi kept coming over and trying to gat her to continue to use

drugs (14 ROA 15) . Liston had met Lizzi on only couple of occasions (13 ROA 49) . Laurie

would obtain her drugs from LILA or through a friend associated with LiZ21 known to her as

RIPPO (13 ROA 52) , After Laurie moved into the Katie Arms apartments, Liston would go by

the apartment during her lunch hour take her food or money or anything she needed and at the



same time wa.s trying to convince her to move (13 ROA 54),

Liston had last seen Jacobson the Monday before she died; February 17. 1992 (13 ROA

58-59) - On the evening before Jacobson had asked her to come over, and when she got there

Jacobson and RIPPO were discussing some morphine that she had (13 ROA 61) K1PPO and

Jacobson went into the bathroom and intravenously used the morphine (13 ROA 63) . Liston also

went over to the apartment on her lunch hour on the 17th and RIPPO was also pmsent at said

time (13 ROA 64) . Jacobson needed the tire fixed Ott her oar and Liston followed her to

Discount Tire in her Gar and then dropped her back off at her apartment (13 ROA 64-67).

Liston went back to the Jacobson apartment on the 18th and observed that the tire had

12 been fixed on the cars and looked in the hack of the car and saw a pair of her boots that the

ted back (13 ROA 73) . Liston went upstairs and knocked on the door and tried the door and

windowbuttheywerelcke4andtheewasemoansweraltheduor(13 ROA 74-75) Aftes almut

ten minutes she yelled through the dour and left (1.3 BOA 76).

Thomas Sims had operated a maintenance company since 1989 in Las Vegas (14 ROA

27) . Sims had known RIPPO since 1985 and on February nth, RIPPO entered his el= early In

the afternoon and said that he had a car that he wanted Sims to look at and wanted to know if he

wanted W buy it Of knew someone that would want to buy the car (14 ROA 28-30) RIPPO

brought a suitcase and perhaps a box with him and started going through the items on the couch

(14 ROA 31) , Sims asked where the car had come from and RIPPO told birn that SOIFICORC had

died fur the c (14 ROA 32) . The car was a Nissan 3001X and Sims told him that he did not

want the car there and to get it away from his shop (14 R(M 33) RIPPO wanted $2,000.00 for

thee ar because he wanted to leave town (14 ROA 3$)„ RIPPO gave Sims a number of tapes and

the suitcase (14 ROA 36-37) . R1PPO left the car behind and WM gone for about an hour and a

2

6

7

8

13 000180
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/inland came back around closing time with Diana Hunt (14 ROA 442) RIPPO had a stack of

one hundred dollar bills and stated that he had just won a royal flush, and Sims emphasized to

hat he wanted the car gone by the time he came to work the next morning (14 ROA 42).

en Sims canto to work the next morning at 730 AM the ear was gone (14 ROA 45).

On the 21st of February, Sims saw a broadcast that two women had been killed and that

one of them was named Denise Lizzi and realized that was the same name that WEIS on a number

of the tapes that had been given to hiro by RIPPO (14 ROA 46- 41). On February 26th RIPPO

called Sims and wanted to come by and pick up a bottle of rucephine he had left in a refrigerator

at the office (14 ROA 49-50). Sims didn't want RIPPO coming to his shop and agreed to meet

him somewhere to deliver it to him (14 ROA 53) , Sims eventually met FtlYPO at a K-Mart

parking lot because R1PPO'S car bad broken down ad gave him the bottle (14 ROA 5556).

According to Sims, he asked RIM about the murders and WPM said that he had choked those

two bitches to death and that he had accidentally killed the one girl so he had to kill the other 04

ROA 56; 62) . Sims then drove RIPF0 to the Stardust Hotel and on the way RIPPO told him that

he was carrying or dragging one of the girls to the hack and her face hit the coffee table, and that

Diana Hunt was with him and had participated in the murdees (14 ROA 57-58) , When asked if

he trusted Ilime RIPPO replied that Hunt had hit the girl over the head with a beer bottle and that

he trusted her fully (14 ROA 59) . Sims also asked vrhy one of the girls had no pants on and

RIPPO told him that he had cut his finger during the incident and dropped blood on her pants so

he had to take the pants and dispose 0 t. them (14 ROA 61) . Finally, HIPPO indicated that be

could have fucked both of the girls and that he didn't and that meant that be was cured (14 ROA

63).

Sims had been interviewed by the pollee and only answered the specific questions that

.111.n11n••n•nn
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they askcd and did not volunteer any information about the events he claimed occurred on

2
February 26, 1492. (14 ROA 65-66) The first time that Sims had told anybody about the

Teresa Lowry and John Lukens in the District Attorney's Office (14 ROA 86-87) . Sims only

6 provided his story about what REPPO allegedly told him after Sims had been arrested for drug

cl ex4cion in possession of &cum charges,

Diana Hunt had provided Sims with copies of the discovery on the case (16 ROA 13).

The autopsies of Lizzi and Jacohson occurred on Februar y 21, 1992, and were pertbrmed

2 pushed into her =nth and secured by a gag that encircled her head (17 PC'A 62) Upon opening

3 the mouth to recover the sock. Green noted that the sock had been pushed in so that the tongue

14
was forged into the beck of the throat. completely blocking off the airway (17 ROA 66; 68)

Pieces of cloth were tied around each-wrist (17 R.OA 68) TWO ligature ntelks were completely

21
drugs (17 ROA 77) There were modest abrasions or scraping injuries of the skin on the forehead

24 went through the skin into the band of muscle that comes front a point behind the cue to the top

25 ofthe breastbone (17 ROA 83) At the time of the autopsy there were no ligatures around the

28	 e, however there were marks that would seungly suggest that there had been something tied

27
there following death (17 ROA 86) Internal examination showed a lot of hemorrhage in the

9

3
additicetal statements he claimed RIPPO made was around October, 1993. when. he talked with

4

by	 Sheldon Green (/7 ROA 59). Initial observations of Lizzi revealed that a sock had been

18

kart& the neck that s.vete consistent with an eleetrieal type of (end (17 ROA 73; SI) There were

la a few tirty pinpoint hemorrhages in the inside of the eyelids and on the white part of the eye (17

19 ROA 74) These are conunonly found in situations where there is :au acute asphyxial death (17

20 ROA 74) There was scarring in the left ernt that was typkal of people who have used iraravenoue

22
anCi under the chin (17 ROA 77) Located in the neck area were two small stab wounds which

21,1
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Sheree Norman had impounded a plastic cy/inders, spoons, bypodennic nges a ti

00018316

deeper tissues and the ligaments that control the voice box and the thyroid gland that were typical

Iumphetamine in the blood and the urine in the amount of 5,288 'sallow-arm which

6	 usually high (17 ROA 95; 96).

There were no restraints associated with the autopsy of Lauri Jacobson (17 ROA 105;

a
1 There was some apparent damage around the net& and behind the right cer, and a scratch on

great deal of hemorrhage in the soft tissue around the muscle and the thyroid gland andit

t addition there was an actual fracture of the cartilage which forms the voice box or larynx (17
$6

3
N 6- 412 RCA 112) Death was the result of asphyxiation due to manual strangulation (17 ROA 114) lt

7,1

15

16
79: g 0

4 18

present and no discrete hemorrhages were found in the scalp (17 ROA 133), No awn gun marks17

would require something in the area of two, three or four minutes to cause death by suck

gulation (17 'ROA t24- 125) There were no epidural, subdural or subarachnoid hemorrhages

2
f strangulation (17 ROA 89) Oreett believed that theft was a combination of manual and

3
1 gature btrangulation involved in the death of Lizzi (17 ROA 91) Toxicolow revealed

4

9
hieb ended in a very superficial little stab wound (17 ROA 107) In the neck there vvas

10

were found on either victim (17 ROA 130).

During the atom of Li121. a blaek scarf was recovered from her left wrist (17 ROA 21-

A pair of blue sweat pants was minoved from the right wrist (17 ROA 24) , A black sock

was recovered frorn inside her rnouds (17 ROA 26) , A pair of black panties was tecovered from

artnind the head of Lizzi (17 ROA30).

Sexual assault kits were recovered from. both victims with negative results (18 ROA 113).

The torso of Lauri Jacobson had glass shards frOM about the waist to the neck (17 ROA
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and smoking devices that were analyzed and found to contain residues of methartiphistarnine and

marijuana (17 ROA 166-167).

Fingerprint comparisons revealed that eleven prints were recovered inside the apartment

that belonged to police officers (18 ROA 30) . One fingerprint was identified as belonging to

homicide detective Scholl (18 ROA 3D) and one was also identified to Officer Goslar (18 ROA

31) These were the only Positive matches tbund within the apartment (1K ROA 32).

Cartes CittPa, the sales manager at Sean in the Boulevard Mall was "working in the

plings and a warranty to RIPPO (18 ROA 11 6-183) The items were paid for with a Sears

12 credit card jr the name of Denise Liz.zi and signed in the name of Denny Morgan (18 ROA I $4-

13 185).

The handwriting on the Stingless Company and Sears receipts was examined by

document examiner William Leaver who determined that there were similarities between the

ignatures on the documents and the handwriting of RIM (19 RDA 6-14), iriclicating a

possibility that RIPPO was the author of the signatures (19 ROA 14-16).

Oeidre 0' Amore testified that she knew RIPPO and Hunt and that during February, 1992,

owed them to live in her townhouse with her for a period of two weeks. RIPPO was her

and if it wasn't for RIPPO she would not have allowed Hunt to stay at her residence. On

occasions she would let RIPPO or Hunt borrow her Lsuzu pickup truck. She was only casually

acquainted with Lauri Jacobson and Denise Lizzi and had seen Denise driving a red Nissan 309

ZX s.bout a week prior - February 18, 1992. Around thc 18 the police had impounded her

truck Mier RU)P0 had borrowed it and recovered a pair of Oakley sunglasses inside of the truek.

She had never seen the sunglasses before her testimony,

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27
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dware department on February 19, 1992, and sold a compressor, a spray gun, an air sander,

10
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10

11 cards and talk with RIPPO (19 ROA 146) . RIPPO had Levine call his friend and give her

12 messages. to handle things for him and to give messages to his attorney (19 ROA 150).

un 13 AccOrdingtoLevine,JUPPOconfeasedtohimthathehadkiIiedtbetwowxneidthatafler
2 C

14

ci2	
k fling them he went and played video poker and hir a royal flush (19 ROA 153) . FLIPPO also

21'4 15
hied to figure out if Levine and bs were on the street at the sante time in order to use him a.s an

alibi witness and then a character witness (19 ROA 157),pe 17

3 I a1 B. PENALTY HEARING TESTIMONY

Laura Martin lived in an apartment in LAS Vegas on lanuary, 1982(22 ROA 37; 39). She

Kw( had conversations with D' Amore wherein Hunt indicated that she had a romantic

interest in Michael Beaudoin and that Beaudoin hated Deuie Liut and that Hunt was "psyching

out' Denise because Beaudoin had asked her to. Hunt inLd her that she like to beat up Dag

13' Amore was not fond of Hunt and had told RIPPO that she wanted her out of the house.

Hunt had been stealing items out of her house, and D'Amore had caught her and confronted her

about it.

David Levine was in custody in the Southern Desert Correctional Center with RIPPO

Januaty, 1993 (19 ROA 145). Levine was a porter on the floor and had the opportunity to play

2
had gone to bed at about midnight on the t5t1 and to the best of her knowledge the doors and

21
windows were locked when she went to bed (22 ROA 4 0-41) She was awakened at about 7:30

22

Ahi with RIPPO sitting on top of her with a knife to her throat (r ROA 42-43) asking where her

24 money veils kept (22 ROA 45-46) . RIPPO tied her hands with hex bathrobe tie and lb= tied itcr

25 feet with electrical cords (22 ROA 47-48) . Five cut sections of electrical cord were found in the

26 
apart/mint (22 ROA 97) . When Ivlartin asked questions he hit her and told her to shut up (22

27

ROA 48) . REPO cut het clothes off with the knife, and then allowed het to put a tabe top on (22

JAC) 04902



5

ROA 50-52) . He was just mumbling and moving around the apartment (22 ROA 52) RIPPO

just paced around the apartment and pretty much talking or mumbling the whole time that he was

there (22 ROA 86) . She was asked if she wanted to engage in sex and when she begged him not

to do so, he just laughed (22 ROA 54). At one point RIPPO got her down on the bed and spread -

her legs apart and raped her, although he did not ejaculate (22 ROA 59) At one point be placed

the lode in the area of breasts and said that he was going to cut her nipples off and that he

had done it before, but that girl was dead (22 ROA 62).

Martin begged for her life and RIPPO indicated that if she told anyone he would come
to

11 hack and kit1 her (22 ROA 66) . He tried to choke her with Witt clothes hangers (22 ROA 67).

12	 ?O go her car keys and left and she ran to a neighbor and called thc palice (22 ROA 67-70) .

13 Martin ended up with about 15 stitches behind her ear, a COIICUSSiOrk, Week eyes and a huge bump

4
her leg that she thought might have been a chipped bone (22 ROA 74) . She never went back

Tropicana and made contact with the occupant end located a Feat deal of electronic equipment

PO	 R1PPO was committed to the Spring Mountain Youth Camp on April 29, 1981 and
27

temained there until August 26, 1981 when he was released to his pexents (22 ROA 130) . During

to her apartment and had been unable to live alone since the Went (22 ROA 73).
16

On April 1, 1981, Metro Officer Jack Hardin became involved in the investigation of a
17

16	 of a Radio Shack in the arat of Nellis and the Boulder Ffighway (22 ROA. 1 09) Sixtecti

19 yetir old FtEPPO was identified as a suspect and Hardin therefore went to an apartment on East

21
(22 ROA 110-113) . Also recovered were four firearms (22 ROA 115) , LUPO was arrested for

2

the burglary of the Radio Shack and of Holman's of Nevada and taken tA) the Clark County

24 Juvenile facility (22 R.OA 119) . He was also booked as a runaway (22 ROA 120). It was his

25 MotheeS request that he be coramitted to Spring Mountain Youth Camp (22 ROA 136).
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0

it

2

15

14

15

le

7

is stay at SMYC R1PPO was under the supervision of Mr. Carriaga who died and the State

=fore called Robert Sergi who remembered R1PPO as pleasant to be around, but that he gave

pression of just shining him on (22 ROA 152) . Sergi never got the impression that he

ed to eod his criminal lifestyle (22 ROA )61),

In December, 1931, two rifles and four handguns were recovered in the attic of a home

wherein RIPPO was living (23 ROA 10). RIPPO had run away from home and had stolen the

guns in residential burglaries according to a friend of R1PPO'S (23 ROA 11) . On January 20,

1982, RIPPO wan taken into custody on other charges and the burglary warrants were served at

the same time (23 ROA 1243) , When interviewed R1PPO couldril remember most of the

burglaries because he was high ori drugs (23 ROA 16) . RIPPO had been arrested in front of an

apartment waiving a gun and trying to gain entrance (23 ROA 23).

Torn fvtarooey was the juvenile parole officer for RIPPO and prepared the certification

report o the juvenile court recommending that RIPPO be certified as all adult on the charges of

assault, burglary and when (23 ROA 40) After his arrest RIPPO escaped from the

uveruile Detention Center (23 ROA 43). Maroney believed that RLPPO was very bright and

knew the difference between right and wrong (23 R(M 48). Psychologist Joanna Triggs

evaluated PIPPO while he was in the juvenile system and found that his memory was intact and

had no indlucinatiors and no evidence of paranoia or delusions (23 ROA 75). He had average to

above average Intelligence, was not depressed, not suicidal, and had good social skills meaning

that he related very wefi and had good charisma (23 R(M 75),

On the sexual assault case, RIPPO was sentenced to life in prison with the possibility of

patole (73 ROA 101). RPM had told hi,s Parole and Probation officer that he was under the

influence of phencyclidine which had been added to a marijuana cigarette when he ommitted the

20	 000187

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

27

28
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21

crime (23 ROA 108). RIPPO paroled from the prison sentence on October 24, 1989 (23 ROA

21
oldie inmate workers that Cooper could leave unsupervised (24 ROA 9) Cooper had

26
RIPPO'S stepfather, Robert MI1011%, told the jury about his contact with RIPPO after he

27

28

2

120). The partite wait revoked on April 30, 1992 (23 ROA 125). Ile was therefore under a
3

sentence of imprisonment on Februari 18, 1992 (23 ROA 125),

Cmectionat Officer Eric Karst testified that Mareh, 1986 at Southern Nevada

6 Correctional Center in lean, Nevada he searched the cell of RIPPO and located a nine inch buck

knife, a pair of nimebuks, a compass, money and a wrench (23 ROA 147) Also found was a brass

oking pipe (23 ROA 149) . }LIPP° carried same status with him in prison su gh that lhe was

own as a stand up convict that carried his own end was very seldom tballenged to fig,ht
10

it because his repetation was that be would not back down frOm any fights (23 ROA 151).

2	 Vietim impact testimony WaS ofrere4 from the father and mother-in-law of Lauri

13 acobson (2.3 ROA 175-183; 184-188). Also offerieg victim impact testimony were thn mother,

CFI §	 14

bmther and the father of Denise Lizzi (23 ROA 189-207).

w 
15

1	
James Cooper was employed as a vocational education insuuctor in laundry and dry

02 17 elearting with the Nevada ?Avon system in the early 1980's a.n.d later became involved with a

le Prison ministry (24 ROA 6.7) . Cooper first met R/PPO at the prison in lean, Nevada in 19s2 (24

19 ROA 7). RIPPO looked like an eighth grader and shaved his head to try and ma.ke himself look

20
tougher (24 ROA 11) WPM worked in the laundry and never caused any probletus and vats one

2

maintained contact with WPC) and believed that he was reaching out for the Lord as be grew
23

24	 der (24 ROA 12). Cooper was °film opinion that R1PPO wouki not be a problem to the prison.

25 but would rather be an asset (24 ROA 13).

had already reached the priscm system (24 ROA 23). While he was Mew:ended Duncan supplied
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Lfrl with a typewriter, computer and computer courses and he did quite well, additionally

excelling in dtawing and writing (24 ROA 31) When RIPPO WitS released on parole he came to

live with Duncan and his mother arid lived in their residence for about time to ten months (24
4

8
the time (24 ROA 30).

14
them that it woukl be OK (24 ROA 42),

the semi assault charge WM to spare the victim the anguish of testifying (24 ROA 74) . He

expressed his sorrow for the families of the two victims (24 ROA 75-76),

00018922

9
Tho younger sister R1PPO, Stacie Roterdarn, told the jury about Mono "p with

10

/ her brother and the ensly years of their lives (24 ROA 41) . RIPPO was the family clown,

12 whenever anyone was down or something was going on around the house hc was there the make

13 them laugh (24 ROA 42) , When the parents would fight be would comfott his sisters and tell

15

A lett= from RIPPO'S mother was read to the jury because she muld not come to Court
la

tify based on orders of her doctor as sbe was suffering front acute anxiety reaction a.ndt 7

1	 ty depression (24 ROA 63) . She &scribed her S011 and the difficulties he encountered while

19 growing up and how he first got illt0 trouble (24 ROA 61-61).

20

R1PPO exercised his right to allocution and told the jury that the reason that he pled guilty

OA 25) . PIPPO worlaxl a number of jobs during that period of time, only changing when a

ttet job became avaihtbie (24 ROA 26-29) The parole officer only Mlle la VISit 01= and

didn't even come into the house because he said that he had a heavy case load and didn't have
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3	 Standard of review for ineffective assistance of counsel. To state a claim of ineffective

stance of •.lounsci that is sufficient to invalidate a judgment of conviction, petitioner must

crnonatzate that

counsel's performance fell below an objective standard of reasonableness,

2,	 counsel's errors were so Severe that they rendered the verdict unreliable,

1,12,Way„.512g, 1 10 Nev. 349, 353, 871 P. 2d 944, 946 (1994). (Citing Strjektartd v„

10 Egiblagin, 466 U. S. 668, 104 S. Ct. 205, (1984)). Once the defendant establishes that

por 1-1result of the trial would probably have been different atigidattiii 466 U1. at, 694, 104 S. CL

14 2068; Dzirvis ydraie, 107 Nev. 600, 601,602, 817 P. 2(11169, 1/ 70 (1991). The defendant must

1 also demonstrate errors were so egregiou,s as to render the result of the trial unreliable or the

10 proceeding fundamentally unfair. Statu.. Love, 109 Nev. 1136, 1143, S65 P.2d 322, 32 (1993).

citing LockharLy.alsivdt, 506 U. S. 364,113 S. Ct. 838 122 2d, 180(1993); . .ltrolclakkt 466 U.

S. at 687 104 S. Q. at 2064.

24

reasonable effective aSSiStattee standard enunciated by the United Stares Supreme Court in

It
cn	

counsels performance vvas deficient, the defendant must next show that, but for counsels error the
12

"The question of whether a defendant has received ineffective assistance of counsel at20

2/	 violation of the Sixth Arnendtnent is a mixed question of law and fact and is thus subject

22 to	 MIAMI revie atriglikaijixtbangan, 466 U.S. 668, 104 S.Ct. 2052, at 2070, 80

23
.2d 674 (1984). This Court reviews claims of ineffective assistance of counsel taxi& a

25
,5gicknnil anii adopted by this Court in Njulm„ydasat, 100 Nev. 430, 6R1 P.2d 504, (1984);

26

27 See DAV1011 v. Stag, 108 Nev. 112, 115, 825 P.2c1 591, 595 (1992). Under this two-prong test, a

28 defendant WhO challenges the adequacy of his or her counsel's representation ntust show (1) that

JA004907



25	 Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

00019124

ounsers performance was deficient and (2) that the defendant was prejudiced by this deficiency.

466 U.S. at 687, 104 S.Ct. at 2064.

Under Blidgidalt, defense counsel has a duty to make reasonable investigations or to

a reasonable decision that makes jvarticular investigations unnecessary. 1a at 691, 104

CL at 2066, (Quotations ontittied). Deficient ASSiStaMe Milli= 4 showing that trial =niers

resentation of the defendant fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. ki at 688,

04 S.Ct. at 2064. If the defendant establishes that counscVs performance was deficient, the

to	
&nitwit must next show that, but for counsel's errors, the result of the trial probably would

ii	 been differetn. ki at 694, 104 S.Ct. at 2068.

12	 The United States Constinnion guarantees the Defendant the right to counsel for thetel pa
K M 13P.4fn.sand has pronourwed that the a.ssistance due is the "Reasonably Effective Assistance ofoI 	 14

= unsc During the Trial". See, Shiekland IL, Washington, 104 S. Ct. 2052 (1M).z 5a, t,.1
1 g N 15
c. •	 y, the Nevada Supreme Court adopted the Two Prong Standard of ittieldgfat in Waal=

1
—	 17	 00 NCI?. 430,683 P2d 504 (1984).

19 
i (,urt extended the right to counsel to include a convicted defendant's first appeal. S4c. Eyistas,

20 
• 469 U. S. 387, 105 S.Q. 830(1985) See also, PouglaLY, California, 372 U.S. 353

22

That eounsel at each of the proceedings must be adeqtrate, meaningful, and effective.

24

18	 In keeping with the standard of effective assistance of oaustsel, the United States SUp/tMe

26
se	 ppeal, or come4etely assert al/ the available arguments supportin.g constitutional issues

JA004908



ftz.

Appellate eounset failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by ad

5 raise on appeal, or completely as=rt all the available arguments supporting constitutional 63

raised in this argument.

During this inordinate delay a number otjailhouse snitches were able to gain access to

RIPPO'S legal work or !tarn about the case from the publicity in the newspver and television

d were therefore able to fabricate testimony against RIPPO in exchange for favors from the
0

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to KIPP° by failing to

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional issues

'RA in this argument

PrOSCCULOt Harmon describcd RIP?0 to the jury as looking like a t'ehoir boy". In order to

prejudice KIPP() in the eyes of the jury, the State showed the jury a picture of RIPPO as he

ometimes looked in prison which was absolutely hot relevant to his appearance when not in

custody. in the photo WPM looked grungy and mean which was a stark contrast to his

appearance When not in custody and at trial. When RIPPO voiced commis to his attorneys he

was told the photo didn't matter as the jury could see that RIPPO was clean cut during the trial.

Injury should not have been allowed to view RIPPO as he appeared in prism

25
	

000192

pro ution.
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It is hornbook law that evidence of other criminal conduct is not admissible to show that a

defendant is a bad person or has a propensity for coromirting crimes, St_gley.amm, 633 P,2d

1384 (Ariz. 1981); Martin y. People, 738 P.2d 789 (Cob. 1987); Stats_s Castro, 756 P.2d /033

(Haw. t988); Mitojr„Le _tale, 96 Nev. 220,602 P.11105 (1980). Although it may be admissible -

6 J under the exceptions cited in NRS 48.045(2), the determination whether to admit or exclude

idence of separate IA independent criminal acts rests within the sound discretion of the trial

court, and it is the duty of that court to strike a balance between the probative value of the

evidence and its prejudicial dangers. Ebhaia_sat , 90 Nev. 50, 518 P.2d 599 (1974)

The prosecution may not introduce evidence of other criminal acts of the accused unless

12 the evidence is substantially relevant for some other purpose than to show a probability that the

13	 used committed the charged crime because of a trait of character.r Aio,..L.1 „ 82 Nev.

127,412 P.24 970 (1966) . Even where relevancy under an exception to the general rule may be

found, evidence of other criminal acts may not be admitted if its probative value is outweighed

7 by its prejudicial effect. William:1.1v. State, 95 Nev. 830, 603 P.24 694 (1979).

Is	 The test for determining whether a reference to criminal history is erinr is whether a

juror could reasonably infer from the facts presented that the accused had engaged in prior

20
crimirad activity." Mgrajoiollo,V	 99 Nev. 8Z 86, 659 Pia 847, 850 (1983) citing

2/

reference to criminal history is a violation of due process since it affects the presumption of
23

24 I innocence; the reviewing cot 77112St therefore determine whether the error was harmless beyond

25 reasonable doubt. Pc_im:ikagig, 94 Nev. 142, 576 P.2d 275 (1978); Etvgaw„Qiifornia,

26 86 U.S. 18, 24, 87 &Ct. 824, 828, 17 1...E4ad 705 (1967).
27

The use of the prison photograph was for the sole purpose of attempting to portray Rippo

f poor character and having committed other bad acts. Thai counsel clearly should

00019326

Commonweal* v. Allen, 292 PA.2d 373, 375 (Pre 1972) . In a majority of jurisdiction improper
22

28
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Failure to Object to Unconstitutional Jury Instructions at the Penalty
Hearing That Did Net Define and Limit the Use of Character Evidence by
the Jury.

(See argument V. herein below)

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

or completely assert all the available arguments supporting 'constitutional issues

Failure to Offer Any Jury tostruttion with Rippe's Specific Mitigating
Chrettmetanees and Failed to Object to an Instruction That Only Listed the
Statutory Mitigator* and Pulled to Submit eSpecial Verdict Form Listing
1Viltigatating Circumstances Found by the Jury.

(See Argument V. herein below)

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional issues

raised la this argument

Failure to Argue the Evisteace of Specific Mitigating Circumstances During
Closing Argument at the Penalty Hewing or the Weighing Process Necessary
Before the Death Penalty Is Even an Option for the Jury.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by ailing to

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional issues

raised in this argument

As discussed above there was no verdict form provided to the jury for the purpose of

the existetax of mitigating circumstances. To compound the matter, not once during

00019427

have obiected and prevented the use oldie photowsph.
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osing argument at the penalty hearing did either trial counsel submit the existence of any

specific mitigating circumstance that existed on behalf of R1PPO. A close reading of the

arguments reveals the existence of a number of midst:oats that should have been urged to be

found by the jury. These were:

Accomplice and participant Diana I unt received favorable treatment, and is already
eligible for parole;
RIPPO came from a dysfunctional childhood;
it/PPO failed to receive proper treatment and counseling from the juvenile justice sys
RIPPO, at the age of 170.vas certified as afl adult and sent to adult prison because the
State of Nevada discontinued a treatment facility of violent juvenile behaviors;
RiPPO was an emotionally disturbed child that needed long term treatment, which ho
never meeived;
RIPPO never committed a serious disciplinary offense while in prison, and is not a

7)	 RipPO	 er to some of the other persons in
prisuni-
&Mints demonstrated remors_ma....
RIPPO Vi*S---iiitiience of drugs at the time of the offense.

Deadi penalty statutes must be structured to prevent the penalty being imposed in an

ataxy and unpredictable fashion. tingg_yigia, 428 U.S. 153, 96 S.Ct. 2909,49 1..Ed.2d

59(1976); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 92 S.C. 2126,33 L.E.d.2d 346 (1972) . A capital

efendant must be allowed to introduce any reicvam mitigating evidence regarding his charade

and record and circumstance of the offense. Ilatuilgengd_c_vi, 428 LLS. 280,96 S.Ct.

2978,49 L.Ed.2d. 944 (1976); fgulf glajadatiogA, 455 U.S. 104, 102 &Ct. 869, 71 1—F4.24

(1982).

In L9çkev Qbi, 438 US 586,9* S.Ct 2954, 57 L.Ecl. 2d 973 (1978) the Court held that

order to meet constitutional muster a penalty hearing scheme ntust allow consideration as a

tigating circumstance any aspect of the defendant's character or record or any of the

umstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence of less than

. See alo lair4stgiy, jbw4ir, 4E11 US 393, 107 &Ct. 1321, 95 L.Bild 347 (1987) and

28

000195
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keriserAd2eme, 498 US 308, 1 /1 S.Ct 731, 112 L,Ed.ai 812 (1991).

And I would pose the question now: Do you have the resolve, the courage, the
intestinal fortitude, the sense of cot/min:nem to do your legal duty? (3/14196 page
108).

InBem__Sig._,t. te 117 Nev, Ad, Op, 50 (2002) the Nevada Supreme Court considered the

I exact same comments and found:

7

-Other prosecutorial remarks were excessive and unacceptable and should have
been ehollenged st trial and on direct appeal In rebuttal cloeing, the prosecutor
asked, 'do you as a jury have the resolve, the determination, the courage, the •
intestinal fortitude, the sense of legal commitment to do your legal duty?' Asking
the jury if it had the intestin.al fortitude' to do its 'legal duty' was highly
improper. The United States Supreme Court held that a prosecutor erred in trying
to exhort the jury to do its job % that kind of pressure .has no place in the

administration of crimionl justice' There should be no suggestion that a jury has a
duty to decide one way or the other; such an appeal is designed to stir passion and
can only distract a jury from ft actual duty: impartiality'. The prosecutor's words
here 'resolve,"deirxmination,"courage,"intestinai fortitude,"coniraitment,"
`duty'..- were particulady designed to stir the jury's passion and appeal to
partiality"

it was =or for counsel to thil to object to the improper argument and the failure to object

precluded the matter from being raised on direct appeal

2 9	
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During closing argument at the penalty hearing the prosecutor made the folloating

__wirtrOPer anartlent 10 the jury to which there was MO objection by trial counsel:

2

incredibly, a no poim did RIPPO"S attorneys urge the jury to find the exigence of

mitigsting circumstances and weigh them against the aggravators. This failure not on!),

prejudiced ferPPO at the penalty hearing, it also precludes any meaningful review of the

appropriateness of the jury's verdict of death.

(d). Faihire to Object to Improper Closing Argument at the Penalty Hearir•g.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to WPM by failing to

ozt appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutionel issues

raised in this argument,

JA00491 3



(e)	 Trial Counsel Failed to Move to Strike TWO Aggravating Circumstances
That Were Based on Invalid Convictions.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective asaistanee to RIPPO by failing to

ise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting e011-11Oltiolaal isSLics

raised in /his argument.

The aggravating circumstances of under sentence of imprisonment and prior conviction of

a violent felony were based oti RIPPO'S guilty plea to the 19V %extol assault of Laura Ivlarii

RIPPO'S plea ClUIVELIS VMS woeflully inadequate and as such trial counsel should have filed a

10 !Plotkin to Strike the two aggravating circumstances that were based On the guilty Plea. RIPPO

brought this to the attention of trial COUIVJOi but no effort was made to invalidate the two

14	 As the State improperly stacked aggravating circumatancas the =oval of the priora ail 

r.	
1 euvviction would have eliminated the two most damaging aggravators. Defense cminsel should

have pushed for au evidentituy hearing where a review of the transcripts from the plea hearing

1 would have shown an improper guilty plea canvass under Nevada law.

2I should have compelled defense counsel to utilize any avenue of attack available against the

V. THF lt/SIAllga N GIVEN 	.
MERMS.E.ilEMQUMAQUALUALQFSlidiatiCalgt.MAKE.

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

.30
000197

/ 2

The number of aggravators in this case unduly swayed the jury. If one aggravator was

ugh to impose the death sentence, then surely six meant death was the only SWIM ThiS20
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Se on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional lames

4,	 A person convicted of murder of the first degree is guilty of a category A
felony and shall be punished:

(a) By death, only if one or more aggravating circumstances are found and any
mitigating circumstance or circumstances which are found do not
outweigh the aggravating circumstance or circumstances; or

(b) By imprisonment in the state prison:

In the case at bar, in addition to the alleged aggravating c° =stances there was a great

deal of "character evidence" offered by the State that was used to urge the jury to return a verd

of death. The jury, however, was never instructed that the "thoracic( evidence or evidence of

other bad acts that were not statutory aggravating circumstances could not be used in the

weighing process.

Instruction No. 7 given to the jury erroneously spelled out the process as follows..

The State has alleged that aggravating circumstances are present in this case.
The defendants have alleged that certain mitigating circumstances ate present in this

It shall be your duty to determine:

(a)Whether an aggravating ciscurnatartee or circumstances are found to exist and
(b)Whether a mitigating circumstance or circumstances are found to exist and
(c) Based upon these fmclings, whether a defendant should be sentenced to life
imprisonment or death.

The jury may impose a sentence of death only if (1) the jurors unanimously find at
lean one aggravating circumstance has been established beyond a reasonable
doubt and (2) the jurors utianirnously find that there are no mitigating
circumstances sufficient to outweigh the aggravating circumstance or
circumstances found.
Otherwise, the punishment imposed shall be imprisonment in the State Prison for
life with or without the possibility of parole.
A mitigating circumstance itself need not be agreed to unanimously; that is, any
conjuror can find a mitigating circumstance without the agreement of any other
juror ce jurors. The entire jury must agree unanimously, however, as to whether

000198

21

2

24

23

27

2

31.

10

11
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14

16

16
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•4

2
raised in this argument

NRS 200.030 provides the bask scheine for the determination of whether an individuni

5 convicted of first degree murder can be sentenced to death and provides in relevant portion:
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the aggravating circumstances numeigh the mitigating circumstances or whether
the mitigating circumstances outweigh the aggravating circumstances,"

The jury was also tokl in. Instruction 20 that:

The jury is instructed that in determining the appropriate penalty to he imposed in
this case that it may consider all evidence introduced and instructions given at
both the penalty hewing phase of these proceedings and at the trial of this matter.

The jury was never instructed that character evidenee was Pot to be part of the weighing
7

cess to determine death eligibility or given any guidance as to haw to treat the character

9 evidence. The closing arguments of defense counsel also did not discuss the Use of the character

10 evidence in the weighing process and that such evidence could not he used in the detenninatinn

After a conviction of murder, a capital sentencing hearing may be held. The jury
hears evidence and argument and is then instructed about statutory aggravating
Circumstances. The Court explained this instruction as follows:

The puipose of the statutory aggravating circumstance is to limit' to a large degree,
but not completely, the fact finder's discretion. Unless at least one of the ten
statutory Aggravating circumstances exist, the death penalty may not be imposed
in any event. If there exists at least one statutory aggravating circumstance, the
death penalty may be imposed but the fact finder has a discretion to decline to do
so without giving any reason... [citation omitted]. In making the decision as to
the penalty, the fact finder takes into consideration all circumstances before it
from both the Oh—innocence and the sentence phase of the trial. The
circumstances relate to both the offense and the deferefere 

iv:Amnon omitted] , The United States Supreme Court trpheld the constitutionality
of structuring the sentencing jury's discretion in such a manner. Zant
sh.Sunhang, 462 133. 862, 103 S.C. 2733, 77 1...Ed.2d 235(1963)"
*NM, 762 F.2ti at 1405.

hi Witter_y_atgin, 112 Nev. 908, 921 11.2d 386 (1996) the Court stated;

Under NRS 175.552, the trial court is given broad discretion on questions
concerning the admissibility of evidence at a penalty hearing, Gyve IN Nev. 770,
839 P.24 578 Ia wins v. Sq4g, 106 Nev. 611,798 Pid 538 (1990), cert. denied,

32
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of the existence of aggravating or mitigating circumstances.

atee.k..&m, 762 F.2d 1383 (11th Cir. 1985) the Court described the procedure

must be followed by a sentencing jury under a statutory scheme similar to Nevada:
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414
499 U.S. 970 (1991), this court held that evidence of uncharged crimes is
admissible at a penalty hearing once any aggravating circumstance has been
proven beyond a res.soriab/0 doubt. Wittpr, 112 Nev. at 916.

Additionally iu (anew v. State, 101 Nev. 782, 711 P.2d 856 (1995) the court in

discussing the procedure in death penalty CaSit5 stated;

7

if the death penalty option survives the balancing of aggravating and mitigating
circumstances, Nevada law permits consideration by the sentencing panel of other
evidence relevant to sentence MRS 175.552. Whether Rica additional evidence
Ain be admitted is a determination reposited in the sound discretion of the trial
judge. Galleen, at 791.

9

10
More =Cindy the Court made crystal clear the manner to properly instruct the jury on

11 of character evidence;

3

To determine that a death sentence is warranted, a jury considers three types of
evideneeeviclenee relating to aggravating ciTC-111T)Stalleelit mitigating
circumstances and 'any other matter which the court deems relevant to sentence'
The evidence at issue here was the third type, 'other matter' evidence. In deciding
whether to return a death Saltalee, the jury can consider such evidence only after
finding the defendant	 i.e., alter is has found unanimously at least
one enumerated aggravator and each juror has found that any mitigatots do not
outweigh the aggravators. Of course, if the jury decides that death is not
appropriate, it can still consider 'other matter' evidence in deciding on another
sentence. Evans v. State, i ll Nev. Ad. Op. 50 (2001).

8

19
As the court failed to property instruct the jury at the penalty hearing the sentence

Imposed was arbitrary and caprieious and violated R1PPO'S rights wider the Eighth Amendment

free from cruel and unusual punishment and to Due Process under the Fotmeenth

ndment and must he set aside.

JA004917



Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments suppotting constitutional issues

in this argument.

At the penalty hearing Instruction number 17 given to the jury listed the seven

umstances found in NILS 200,035. No other proposed mitigating circumstances were given

to the jury. The verdict forms ven to thA jury did not contain a list of proposed mitigating

circumstances to be found by the jury.

In every criminal case a defendant is entitled to have the jury instructed on any theory of

defense that the evidence discloses, however improbable the evidence supporting it may be.

Allen v. State, 97 Nev. 394, 632 P24 1153 (1%1); Williams v, State, 99 Nev. 530, 665 P.24 260

(1983).

hi Jett v. giiirt, 438 US 586, 98 &CI 2954, 57 L.Ed. 2d 973 (1978) the Court held that

in order to meet constitutional muter a penalty hearing scheme raUgt allow consideration as a

"Opting circumstance any aspect of the defendant', character or record or any of the

circumstances of the offense that the defendant proffers as a basis for a sentence of less than

death. See also liitchwck y. QuaLer, 481 US 393, 107 S.Ct. 1821, 95 L.Ed.2d 347 (1987) and

Parker y. aura*, 49811S 308, 111 S.Ct 731. 112 L.E41.2d 812 (1991),

NRS 175.554 (I) provides that in a capital penalty hearing before a jury, the court shall

the jury on the relevant aggravating circumstances and "shall also instruct the jury as to

the mitigating circumstances alleged by the defense upon which evidence has been presented

during the trial or at the hearing", evford v. State, 116 Nev. Acl. Op. 23 (2000). it was a

violation of the 14th and 8th Amendments to fail to instruct the jury on the defense mitigators

and &abet' a 6th Amendment violation for counsel at trial not to submit a proper instruction and

special verdict form to the jury. This failure was especiatly harmful to RIPPO, when just front a

000201.

4

25

20

27

28

34
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review of the closing arguments there were valid mitigating circumstances that likely would have

been found by one or more of the jurors. These are:

1. Accomplice and participant Diana Huut received favorable treatment and
is already eligible for parole;

2. RIPPO came from a elysfienctional childhood;
3. RIPPO failed to receive prow treatment and counseling from the juvenile

j ustice system;
4. 111PPQ was certified as an adult and sent to adult prison because the Stare

of Nevada discontinued a treatment facility of vioient juvenile behaviors;
5. RWPO was an emotionally disturbed child that needed long term

treatment, which he never received;
6. WPM never committed a serious disciplinary offense while in prison, and

is not a danger;
7. RIPPO worked well in prison and has been a leader to some of the other

11	 persons in prison;
S.	 RIPPO has demonstrated remorse;

12	 9.	 KIPP° was under the influence uf drugs at the time of the offense.
f-r4

3	 The only instruction the jury received was the stock iustnaction that reeds-
<1 41 0
; Murder of the First Degree may be mitigated by any of the following

circumstances, even though the mitigating circumstance is not sufficient to
constitute a defense or reduce the degree of the mime:

'A	 16

t 0	 1.	 The Defendant has no significant history of prior criminal activity.
1 2. The murder was committed while the Defendant was under the influence
18	 of extreme mental or emotional disturbance.

3. The victim was a participant in the Defendant's criminal conduct or
conseeted to the ace

4_	 The Defendant was an accomplice in a murder committed by another
20 I	 person and his participation in the ratader waa releatvely minor,

21	 5.	 The Defendant acted under duress or the domination of another person.
6.	 The youth of the Defendant at the time of the crime.

22	 7.	 Any other mitigating eircumetances."

This ingilleti011 did absolutely nothing to inform the jury of the raitigaton that actually

to the case, and given the nature of this and other penalty hearing errors, mandates

sentence be reversed.

VII.
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Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional iS9UVS

raised in this argument.

The Nevada capital statutory scheme and case Jaw impose no limits on the presentation of

victim impact testimony and as such results in the arbitrary and capricious imposition of the

death penalty,

The Nevada Supreme Court has held that due process tequirements apply to a penalty

hearing. In EinineneuyAtige, 107 Nev., 53, $07 P.24 718 (1991) the Court held that due process

requires notice of evidence to be presented at a penalty hearing and that one days notice is not

adequate. In the mitad of a penalty hearing to determine whether the defendant should be

adjudged a habitual criminal the cow* has &mad that the interests of justice should guide the

exercise of discretion by the trial court, ,Seesjons v.. 	 106 Nev. 1$6, 79 P.2d 1742 (1990)

thelaxatjahemn, 447 U.S. 343, 3.46, 100 S,Ct. 2227. 2229, 65 LEclid 175 (1980),

State Supreme Cowl held that state laws guaranteeing a defendant procedural rights at

.tcncing may create liberty interests protected against arbitrary deprivation hy the due process

clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. The procedures established by the Nevada statutory

hone and interpreted by this Court have therefore created a liberty interest in complying with

procedures and are protected by the Due Process clause.

The Eighth Amendment to the United States Constitution requires that the sentence of

6

41.T.
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9

10

1

1
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18

17

18

19

20

4

2

27

28

ath not be imposed in an arbitrary and capricious matmer. Gregg v, Giorgja, 428 U.S. 153

1976) . The fundamental respect for humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment req

onsidetatiott of the character and record of the individual offender 311d the circumstances of the

particular offense as a censtitutionally indispensable part of the process of inflicting the penalty

of death. Zekba AeLL2igalifmling, 428 U.S. 2110 (1976) . Evidence that is of a dubious or

tenuous nature should not be introduced at a penalty hearing, and character evidence whose

probative value is outweighed by the danger of Weir prejudice, of confusion of. the issues or

'leading the jury shouhi not be introduced. Allen v. State, 99 Nev. 485,665 P.24 238 (1981).

The United States Supreme Court in Payne v. Tennessee, 501 U.S. 808, Ill. S.Ct. 2591,

115 L.Ed2d 720 (1991) held that the Eighth Amendment erects no per se bar to the admission of

certain victim impact evidence during the sentencing phase of a capital case. The Court did

acknowledge that victim impact evidence can be so unduly prejudicial as to render the scalene*

peoceeding fundamentally unfair and violate the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment. Payne, I ll S.Ct at 2608, 115 I..E.d.2d at 735. In limed& v. State 108 Nev. 127,

136-137, 825 P.21 600, 606 (1992) this Court embraced the holding in rgege„ and found that it

comported fully with the intendment of the Nevada Constitution and declined to search for loftier

heights in the Nevada Constitution. In cases subsequent to timid, the Court has reaffirmed its

position, finding that questions of admissibility of testimony dtai	 ;lig the penalty phase of a capita/

murder trial are largely left to the discretion of trial court Smith v. State. 110 Nev. 1094, 1106,

881 P.2d 649 (1994). The Court has not however addressed the issue of presentation of

cumulative victim impact evidence or been presented with a situation where the prosecution %VW

beyond the scope of the order of the District Court restricting the presentation of the evidence.

Some State courts have voiced disapproval over the admission of any victim impact

at a capital sentencing hearing finding that such evidence is not relevant to prove any

37

000204
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l'extors, the K V. 'd n, 894 P.2d 850, li54 Man. 1995) Isetred

2

4

STAIEs‘MblIELLMLAMEMMEMSAAILVIRIALELYADA

fact at issue or to establish the existence of an aggravating circUlrataact, 5101.1.tiat 906

P.2d (Or. 1995) . in considering a claim that victim impact testimony violated due process and

resulting in a sentence imposed entice- the influence of passion, prejudice or other arbitrary

following warning while affirming the sentence:

When victims statements are presented to a jury, the trial court should exercise
controi. Control can be exercised, for example, by requiring the victims'
statements to be in question and answer form or submitted in writing in advance.
The victims' statements should be directed toward information coneetniAg the
victim and the impact the crime has on the victim and the victims' family,

10	 Allowing the statement to range far aftekl may result in &eversible error.

In the case at bar the State caned five separate victim impact witnesses to testi& over the

SECTJON 21,

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to R1PPO by failing

On appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting constitutional issues

in this argument.

38
	

000205

2
objection of RIPPO. At the ooncluaion of the testimony RIPPO moved for a mistfial which was

denied by the District Court. RIPPO also raised the issue on direct appeal on the basis that the

15 testimony was cumulative and excessive. The Nevada Supreme Court denied the claim, The

te ruling in this	 and others establishes that the Nevada Supreme Court puts no meaningful

bolindaries Oil victim impact testimony resulting in the arbimuy and capricious mposition of the

death penalty in violadoa of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments.
9

vuL imsuclin um:anal-no VOUN_THIS ..ASE_ E
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The challenged, instruction was modified by the Court in BriOlt 51.41S, i,14 Nev. Ad.

Op. 23 (2000) . in Dxf_2n1 the Court rejected the argument as a basis fin relief for Byford. but

recognized that the erroneous insmiction raised "a legitimate concern" that the Court should.

address. The Court went on to find that the evidence in the case was eicarly Silffiele101 to establish

premeditation and deliberution.

Subsequent to the decision in %lard, supons, further challenges have been made to the

instruction with no success. In Ging v,.$tate. 116 Nev. Ad, Op. 85 (2000), the Court discussed

length the future treatment of challenges to what has been deemed the "Kazalyn" instruction,

denying relief to Garner, the CCYUlt stated:

. .To the extent that our criticism of thelCaznlyn instruction in Byford means dint
the instruction was in effect to sonic degree erroneous, the error was TIM plain.

Thereforeouider Byford, no plain or constitutional error occurred here.
Independently of Byford, however, Garner argues that the Kazalyn instruetion
caused cunstitutional error. We are unpersuaded by his arguments and conclude
that giving the kazalyn in.struction was not constitutional error.
. ..Therefore, the required use of the Byford

instruction applies only prospectively. Thus, with convictions predating Byford,
neither the use of the Kazalyn instruction nor the failure to give instructions
equivalent to those set forth in Blford provides grounds for relief."Garner, 116
Nev. Ad. Op, X5 at 15,

The Stele, during closing argument took fidl advantage of the unconstitutional

arguing to the jury, inter alhe
21

Premeditation need not be for a day, an hour Of even A minute. It may be AS

instantaneous as successive thoughts of the mind.

23	 Row quick is that?
24

For Vibe jury believes from die evidence that the acts constituting the killing has
2s	 been preceded by and has been the result of preineditafion. no matter how rapidly

the premeditation is followed by the act constituting the kilhng, it is willful,
26	 deliberate and premeditated murder,
21

So contrary to TV rand, premeditation is something that can happen virtually
28	 instardane0Usiy, successive thoughts of the mind." (3/5/96 o. t4).

020639

-.Near
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It is respectfully urged that trial counsel was ineffective in failing to object to the

premeditation arid deliberation instruction and that ItIPPO was prejudiced by the failure.

NEVADA QL)NS	 ..__IUMMIAARILC_I_j_SIMUlagilak• T	 •
ARTIJEW. SECT/9N 

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably efftetive assistance to It/EPPO by failing to

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available argwnents supporting ocastitutio.nal

17
• the finding of aggravating circumstances; (b) whether the sentence of death was imposed under

the btflueace of passion, prejudice or other arbitrary factor; whether the sentence of death was

ive considering both the riinc and the defendant NRS 117.05(2). Such appellate review

required as a matter of constitutional law to ensure the fairness and =liability of

WPM'S StilteaCt.

The opinion affirming RIPPO'S conviction and sentence provides no indication that the

mandatory review was fully and properly conducted in this case. In fact the opinion while noting

that 11026	 gating circumstances were found, failed to notice that there was no jury verdict form

27 for the jurors to find mitigating circumstances included in the record on appeaL The statutory

8 Jmechanism for review is also faulty in that the Court is not required to consider the existence of

40

000211

t
tnised la this argument.

1.4 	 12
r Fitt 	 The Nevada Stpreme Court's TeVieW of eases in which the death penalty has be.ena a	 /3tic

14	 std is constitutionally inadequate. The pinions rendered by the Court have been

2 rxj

13 z 15 consistently arbitraty, unprincipled and result °rioted, Under Nevada lave, the Nevada Supreme

Court had a duty to review PIPPO' S sentence to determine (a) what= the evidence auPpOrted
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lgating circumstances and engage in the necessary weighing process with aggravating

circumstances to determine if the death penalty in appreprutte.
3

X. RIMSQMM?:1%	 E
S1ATE AND u
P_MUMULUME MAM_•
EELQNUMOMMI MMI M.MMfflal9&

REING 

N6,=
r

E

E ;0

Its	 17
rap° is not an African American, however was tried by ajury that vats under

1

14	 Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing

raise on appeal, or completely assert all the available arguments supporting eonstioniobal issues

raised in this argument.

mummEt 	zmymmaicauazzicummAsa
oinnumantimm mu) wzmisamrum

&mokitAmit NEVAPA C9S1'1T1TTION 4R11CLE 
5ECIMNAI

Nevada. A representative jury would be expected to contain a similar proportion of African

bly representative of the community.

The jury selection process in Clark County is subject to abuse and is not raciaily neutral

41

000212

RIPPO also again hereby adopts and incorporates each and every claim and issue raised in

iroct appeal as a substantive basis for relief in the Post Conviction Writ 4.1}laheas Corpus

based on the inadequate appellate review.

presented of African Americans and other minorities. Clark County lure systematically

20 excluded from and under represented African Americans and other mmorities on criminal jury

21 pools. According to the 1990 census, Africaa Article= - a distinctive group for purposes of

22 constimlional analysis - made up approximately 8.3 percent of the population of Clark County,

24
Americana A prima facie case of systematic under representation is established as an all white

2
jury and all white venire in a community with 8.3 percent Allican American cannot bc said to be

JA004925



tion. The rdiability of the jurors' fact finding prOCCSS WAS compromised. Finally, the

14
cross section of the community and systematically discriminates.

n the manner in which the jury pool is selected. Use of a computer database compiled by the

of Motor Vehicles, and or the election department results in exclusion of those

do t drive or vote, often members of the community of lesser imcome and minority

status. The computer list from which the jury pool is drawn therefore excludes lower income

dividuals and does not represent a fair cross section of the community and systematically

diseriminates.

The selection process for the jury pool is further discriminatory in that no attempt is made

to	 follow up on those jury SUMMOAS that are returned as undeliverable or are delivered and

I	 generate no response. Thus individuals that move fairly frequently or are too busy trying to earn a

/ 2 living and fail to respond to the summons and thus are not included within the venire. The failure
,s,

e. cAL of County to follow up 011 these individuals results in a jury pool that does not represent a fair
;filo

56$

gr?''

process used to select RIPPO'S jury violated Nevada's mandatory sanitary and decisional laws

23 oncerning jury selection and RIPPO'S right to a jury drawn from a fair cross-section of the

24 community, and thereby deprived R.17P0 of a state created liberty interest and due process of law

25 under the 14th Amendment

26
XL RIPPO' S Es_muctlimA wL_..s_!JNDERj:mn&ArAbyxunu,aLi

27	 CONSTITUTIONAL GAJAR,ANTEE OF DUE PROXESSkEQUAL
PRO	 0	 A_Sataa_FIVE	 0
COUNSEL  ANJ RLIABJ} SENIENCE egcAusE ms_NEvAPA
ST/NTUTORY S	 DCS LAW W # • R SPE

42	
000213

16

RiPPO was denied his Sixth Amendment right to kith" drawn from a fair cross-section

17	 COMMUnitY, hiS right to an impartial jury as guaranteed by the Sixth Amendment, and 	 his

18	 to equal Protection under the 14th Amendment. The arbitrary exclusion of groups of

le •	 front jury service, moreover, violates equal protection under the state and federal
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AactRAY,ATING CIRCIJASTAN	 N	 200.033
FAIL TO NAMDIL111 CALOMFAX_FALLE 	D T LELIGIBLE
PEFENDANTS,

Appellate counsel failed to provide reasonably effective assistance to RIPPO by failing to

raise on appal, OT COInplere)Y assert all the available arguments 3upporting constitutional issues

raised in this argument

ang.x.„Quegi,i, 423 U.S_ 238, 92 S.Ct. 2726. 3 L.E42d 346 (1972), the United

States Stqaeme Court held that death penalty statutes must truly guide the jury's determination in

imposing the sentence of death. The Court held that the sentencing scheme must provide a

meaningful basis for distinguishin the few cases in which death penalty is imposed from the

many eases in which it is nat." id. at 188,96 S.Ct.ai2932.

In aWfrey v. OeoriA, 446 U.S. 420, 100 S.Ce 1759 (1930) , the Supreme Court struck •

down a Georgia death sentence holding that the aggravating circumstance relied -upon was vague

and failed to provide sufficient guidance to allow a jury to distinguish between proper death

penalty cases and non-death penalty cases. The Court beld that under Georgia law, "[there is no

principled way to distinguish this ease, in which the death pm:thy was imposed, from the many

CMS in which it was not." at gri, 103 S.Ct. at 2742.

Recent decisions of the United States Supreme Court demonstrate that a the factors

listed in the Nevada Capital Sentencing Statute (NRS 200.033) are subject to challenge on the

grounds of 8th Amendment Prohibition against vagueness and arbitaziness, for both on its face

and as applied in RIPPO'S case.

In trS'eger,i N_LAIwk, $03 U.S. 222,112 S.Ci. 1130 (1992) the United States Supreme

noted that where the sentencing jury is instructed to weigh aggravating and mitigating

cimstances, the factors guiding the jury's discretion must be objectively and precisely defined:

Although our precedence do not require the use of aggravating factors they have

4 3 000214
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44

not permitted a state in which untwated factors are decisive to use factors of
vague or imprecise content, A vague aggravated factor employed for the putpos.e

of determining v hether defendant is eligible for the death penalty fails to channel
the sentencers discretion. A vague aggravating factor used in the weighing process
is in essence worst, Mr it creates the risk that the jury will treat the defendant as
more deserving of the death penalty and he might otherwise be by relying upon
the existence of illusory circutnstance. id. at 382."

Among the risk the court identified as arising from the vague aggravating factors are

rendonmess in sentence decision making and the creation of a bias in favor of death (Ibid.) Each

of the factors contained in NRS 200.033 is subject to the prescription against vague and

mprecise sentencing factors that tail to appraise the senteneer of the findings *that are Roemer/

ito warrant imposition of death. (MtungeLyatEfight, 486 U.S. 356 (1988))

2	 The faetors fisted in NRS 200_033, individually and in combination fail to guide the

3
sentencers discretion and create an impermissible risk of vaguely defined, arbitrarily and

14
capeiciously selected individuals upon whom death is imposed. It is difficult, if not impossible,

The Supreme Court in godfesu,Geougg, 446 U.S. 420, 100 S.Ct. 1759 (1980) reversed

under the Sib Amendment a sentence of death obtained under Georgia Capital Murder Statute but

permitted such a sentence for WI offense that was found beyond a reasonable doubt to have been

22 
outrageously and wantonly vile, horrible or inhuman in that it involved torture, depravity of

23	 or an aggravated battery to the victim." (Id. at 422). Despite the prosecutor's claim that the

24 Georg* courts had applied a narrovscing corietruction to the statute (Id at 429430), the phuaty

25 opinion recognized that;

"In the ease before us the Georgia Supreme Court has affirmed the sentence of
death based upon no more than a finding that the offense INLIS 'outrageously or
wantonly vile, horrible and inhuman.'"

There is nothing in these words, standing alone, that implies any inherent restraint

15
under the factors of NRS 200.033 far the perpetrator of a First Degree Murder not to be eligible

16

for the death penalty at the unbridled discretion of the prosecutor.
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1-4 on the arbitrazy and capricious infliction of thc death sentence. A persOn of

o	 ordinary sensibility can fairly characterize ;itimost every murder as "outrageously

or wantonly vile, horrible and inhuman." M. at 428-429)

T4) be consistent with the 8th Amendment, Capital Murder must take into account the
CrN

concepts that death is different (c.„&filtgijimm., 463 U.S. 992, 103 S. Ct. 3445 (1983)), in

that the death penalty must be reserved for those killings which society views as the most

*egregjou.s _ affronts to humanity," (ZIT% v. Stephens, 462 1.J.S. at 877, Footnote 15 (citing

(1_ Jugar,_ftr_gin, (1976) 428 U.S. 153, I.84.)) Amiss the hoard eligibility for the death penalty

also fail& to account for the diffeieut dew= of culpability attendant to diffeattn types of

t‘ it 5
t2
	

indent_ enhancing the possibility that sentencing NAM be imposed arbitrarily without regard foe

the blameworthiness of the defendant or his act

/4

cr5 tri	 The NeVada StatlittarY Whet= is so broad as to make every first degree murder case into a

5 Ps
2 1 ?a

16 death penalty case, The Statute does not narrow the class of murderers that are eligible for the

death penalty, The scheme leaves the decision when to svek death agely in the unbridled
17

discretion of prosecutors, Such a scheme violates the mandates of the United States Supreme

Court.

20

2
11/

22

23

24

2	 //

2	
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27
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07016-01966

CONcLUSIVI..N.,

Therefore, based upon the arguments herein, Mr. Rippo would respectfully request the

reversal of his sentence of death and convictions based upon appellate counsel failing to raise the

=mazy arguments on direct appeal and for violations of the United States Constitutions

Amendments Fourteen, Eight, Five, and Six. In the alternative the Mr. Rippo vmuld respectfully

equcst and evidentiary hearing to establish the level of ineffective assistance of counsel.

DATED this /P dated this February, 2004.

Respectfully submitted:

CHRISTOPHER IL ORAM, E Q.
Nevada Ear No. 004349
no S. Fourth Sireet., 2nd Floor
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101
(702)384-5%3
Attorney for Petitioner
MICHAEL DAMON RIPPO
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FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF
LAW AND ORDER

DATE OF HEARING: 9/10/04
TIME OF HEARING: 9:00 P.M.

20	 THIS CAUSE having come on for hearing before the Honorable Donald M. Mosley,

21 District Judge, on the 10th day of September, 2004, the Petitioner being present, represented

22 by CHRISTOPHER R. GRAM, ESQ., the Respondent being represented by DAVID

23 ROGER, District Attorney, by and through STF,VEN S. OWENS, Chief Deputy District

24 1 Attorney, and the Court having considered the matter, including briefs, tranacriPta,

25 arguments of counsel. and documents on Me herein, now therefore, the Court MACS the

26 following findings of fact and Con.CiuSiCIOS of law:

27 / if

28 /11
000375
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14	 Defendant.

15

16

17

18
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n § "r
2	 Defendant filed a Petition of Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post Conviction) on December

3 4, 1998, followed by attorney David Schieek's Supplemental POilit3 and Authorities in

4

	

	 Support of the Petition on August 8, 2002, alleging ineffective assistance of counsel at trial.

The State filed its Opposition on October 14, 2002. Thereafter, attorney Chris Oram was

6 appointed and filed a Supplemental Brief on February 10, 2004, alleging ineffective

7 assistance of counsel on appeal. The State filed its Response on April 6, 2004. Affidavits

• were filed on behalf of trial counsel Steven Wolfson and Philip Dunleavy and appellate

9 counsel David Sellieck. An evidentiary hearing was held on August 20, 2004 and continued

on September 10, 2004, at which all three attorneys gave testimony.

11	 The performance of trial counsel did not fall below a standard of reasonable

12 effectiveness under the Strickland test. With hindsight there are things that could be said

13 about a trial that could be done differently, but counsel is not clairvoyant and can not know

14 what the law will be in the future except through the benefit of 1 'Undsight Defendant is

15	 entitled to a fair trial, but not a perfect trial. Trial counsel worked diligently and covered all

16 the bases and did not fall below the Strickland standard.

17	 Appe.11ate counsel did not include certain issues in the appeal for three valid reasons:

18 one, the issues were not preserved by contemporaneous objection and none of the alleged

19 errors were so absolute that they would have been entertained without such preservation in

20 the record; two some of the issues were for ineffective assistance of counsel and are better

21 left to be reviewed through the writ process; and three, many of the issues only arise duough

22 the perspective of hindsight. Appellate counsel was not remiss in any way and for credibility

23 ptrposes concentrated on some very valid issues rather than raising every conceivable issue

24 and risk alienating the court,

25	 WHEREFORE, the Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction) is denied.
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_ORDER

2	 THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Petition for Post-Conviction

3	 Relief shall be, and it is, hereby denied.

4	 DATED this_18ay of November, 2
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